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1. Desk Research: aims and
methodologies applied
The research carried out in each project country and in those countries not involved directly in the
partnership aimed at identifying:
•
•
•
•

Best European practices of entrepreneurial education of CCIs
Tools and methodologies used in the framework of these initiatives/programmes/projects
Competences recognised as needed by CCIs to succeed as entrepreneurs
Specific needs felt in terms of entrepreneurial skills (as detected by these practices)

The desk research identified initiatives (EU projects, research, National and EU policies, training
activities) on the project topic with which to connect and cooperate, collecting information and findings
based on which to update project assumptions and base future actions. By creating/enforcing strong
connections with target groups and with a clear idea in mind on perceived learning/competence needs,
the partnership better structured the intellectual outputs on which the training will be based.
The results of this phase allowed the partners to:
• strengthen the project’s background and to reinforce the preliminary analysis made during the
application phase (updating the state of art between the time of application and the time of project
kick-off);
• provide the most up-to-date information to the following operative phases;
• ensure that training tools/methods to be developed are up-to-date with good practices in teaching
entrepreneurial skills.
The knowledge collected on existing initiatives, good practices in EU28, guidelines and criteria regarding
teaching/fostering entrepreneurial skills allowed the partnership to incorporate useful related knowledge
and experience, core skills and competences needed to succeed as entrepreneurs as well as to structure
a training process into the ArtENprise project’s training and mentoring scheme.
In other words, the ultimate aim of the desk research is to collect good practices/case stories to ensure
project products/processes meet the needs of artists and cultural operators as well as experts in
entrepreneurship education and coaching of creative and cultural industries. This will contribute to the
development of training tools/methods that build on good practices in teaching internationalization skills.

1.1 Research sources

The project partners used a large variety of sources in order to collect data, which are mostly dispersed.
The criteria followed for the implementation of desk research included the:
• goals of the ArtENprise project;
• target group and end-beneficiaries, i.e. creative entrepreneurs, artists and cultural operators as
well as experts in entrepreneurship education and coaching of CCIs
• research terms and key words, such as skills and competences considered as key elements to be
successful entrepreneurs, entrepreneurial courses, training projects, which represent the aims and
focus of this research.

1.2 Working scheme and template

The consortium partners involved in this IO undertook mapping of existing initiatives, good practice in
EU28, guidelines and criteria.
Each partner carried out this research at both national and European levels and identified 1-3 examples/
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practices at their own country level and at least 1 from other EU28 countries, as follows:

MateraHub

Italy - Sweden - Denmark - Czech Republic

Inova Consultancy

UK - The Netherlands - France - Bulgaria

Arteria

Poland - Germany -Austria - Estonia

CCIC

Hungary - Slovenia - Slovaquia - Croatia

Militos

Greece - Cyprus - Malta - Romania

Ayto Granada

Latvia - Lithuania - Portugal - Spain

Chamber of Commerce

Finland - Ireland - Belgium - Luxembourg

Each good practice has been described in a research template (ANNEX 1 Research Template) designed to
be used as a guide by all partners so as to produce consistent findings in all researched countries and to
detail for each of the category detected:
• General information: name, partnership and relevant contacts, dates of start/end, level of practice
(if European, national, regional or local) and type of initiative (public or private)
• Contents: description, goals, participants’ needs, achieved results and skills detected
The good practices as collected by the project partners during phase 1 of the desk research can be found
in GOOD PRACTICES COLLECTION (Annex PHASE 1).

Artenprise - Desk research and surveys report
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2. Qualitative questionnaire for experts in
entrepreneurship education and coaching of
CCIs
In order to gather effective and concrete data, the qualitative interviews have been accurately structured
by identifying the expected outcomes for each question and the template designed has been used as a
guide by all partners so as to produce consistent findings.
Each interviewer has composed a summary of the responses per question for all interviews collectively,
highlighting key information/data according to the purposes of this activity. For each question, the
interviewer could also note possible comments, observations and additional questions and answers that
resulted from the interviews. The qualitative questionnaires/interviews consisted of six (6) questions.
However, in order to process the provided information it has been deemed helpful to collect some basic
demographic and background information as well.
The objective of this section is to present the main results of the interviews with experts in
entrepreneurship education and coaching of CCIs held in Italy, UK, Greece, Poland, Finland, Latvia
and Hungary under the development of IO1 Entrepreneurial Competence Framework for artists and
cultural operators of the ArtENprise project (Supporting Artists and Cultural Organizations in developing
Entrepreneurial Skills).
With regards to the methodology, the development of the interviews with the experts followed the
methodology, guidelines and instruments introduced in the Interview Protocol (ANNEX 2 Interview
Protocol) developed by the consortium.
The first step to the development of these interviews started with the identification of potential experts
to be interviewed based on each partner’s business network. Once identified, invitations were mainly sent
via e-mail in order to introduce:
the ArtENprise project in terms of objectives, partners, main intellectual outputs, target groups and
activities/initiatives to be developed;
the main goals of the interviews, highlighting the importance of the involvement of experts at all phases
and activities of the project;
the main products/instruments that will come up as a result from the interviews with experts.
The schedule of dates and the selection of the method of the interview were made according to experts’
availability and interest.
All the interviewees that took part in this activity provided the consortium with very interesting and useful
information for the overall project implementation. In this section, for the purpose of staying within the
scope of this activity and keeping the report consistent and efficient, we will only be highlighting key
findings that were directly relevant to the implementation of the Entrepreneurial Competence Framework
for artists and cultural operators:
• a list of core entrepreneurial skills that experts find artists need, but often lack to become
successful and (financially) rewarded entrepreneurs;
• methodologies and strategies suggested to allow artists to improve core entrepreneurial skills;
• core skills that artists and creatives can add to the world of business and entrepreneurship.

Artenprise - Desk research and surveys report
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2.1 National outcomes

ITALY
Method
of interview
Electronically,
phone call, face
to face

Interviewee’s details

Interviewee’s activities in the areas of arts and entrepreneurship
support

Interviewee’s professional experiences with artists and/or
enterprises

Electronically

Claudia Matera
(female, 25-34, Rome, Italy
matera@gmail.com)

Depending on the projects, she works solely with artists (project support,
mentoring, and curatorship) or in team (videogames development, visual
support for enterprises).

Electronically

Francesco Barnabei
(male, 45-54, Novara, Italy
francescobernabei@libero.it)

He defines himself as social developer and works with artists, creatives,
public and private bodies. His main activities are related to social creative
innovation w.i. social economics and ethical finance in the non-profit area,
with several experiences with artists coming from different countries.

Electronically

Electronically

Vincenzo Pellegrini
(male, 45-54, Rome - Italy
vince.p@libero.it)

Arianna Mazzeo
(female, 35-44, Barcelona,
Spain arianna.mazzeo@
gmail.com)

His activities in the latest years within
the CCIs and artists are oriented to
support both in their development and
growth process. This means from training to mentoring and/or management
and supervision.

He works with both artists and
enterprises. Working with artists
is a completely different matter
in comparison to working with
enterprises. Working with artists
implies recognising the specificity
of their world and the ability to
connect them with the real one
harmoniously.

She works alone as well as with a community and other artists, as she believes that it is very important to work together in the pre-phase of ideation
and co-creation.

Artenprise - Desk research and surveys report
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Key findings
Core entrepreneurial skills that experts
find artists need, but often lack to
become successful and rewarded
entrepreneurs

Methodologies and strategies suggested
to allow artists to improve core
entrepreneurial skills

Core skills that artists and creatives
can add to the world of business and
entrepreneurship

Claudia Matera
• Management skills (the ability to
manage yourself, time and other
people successfully)
• Communication skills (e.g. the ability
to sell ideas and persuade others)
• Ability to compete
• Willingness to take risks (or at least
not risk averse)
• Ability to work both as part of a team
and independently
• Ability to network and make contacts
• Ability to plan, coordinate and
organize effectively
• Ability to draw up a business plan for
your business/venture
• Financial skills (such as book-keeping
and calculating tax)
• Ability to identify, protect and exploit
intellectual property
• Self-confidence
• Ability to market and sell a new
product or idea
• Ability to persevere through direct and
indirect challenges

Claudia Matera
They have to practice in order to raise the
awareness of their lacks and improvements.

Claudia Matera
The behavior of thinking that whatever is
impossible could be possible. To dream
and change the internal and external vision of the product/service sold and their
everyday work.

Francesco Barnabei
He thinks that there aren’t specific skills,
which artists really need or lack form,
since he has met some artists who have
a good entrepreneurial professional
approach and others who don’t but gets
support from institutions, accountants
and experts of various kinds. He had the
feeling that it is not true that artists have
no entrepreneurial skills.

Arianna Mazzeo
Artists can improve their skills doing
more ad hoc training and applied based
project experiences in multicultural context

Francesco Barnabei
He feels that the point is not the ability
to face the level requested from the
business operators in order to cooperate,
as he believes that the lack is based on
the differences in seeing and conceiving
the lifestyles. He thinks that there is need
to create a dialogue system in which the
different positions can cooperate looking
for precise objects as solutions, ideas
and many other things. In accordance
with this vision, it is necessary to provide
this level of communication by preparing
open tables or public studios or inquiries
for this aim, not only to know but also to
participate.
Vincenzo Pellegrini
Training, Action Learning and Mentoring
process.

Vincenzo Pellegrini
• Management skills (the ability to manage yourself, time and other people
successfully)
• Ability to plan, coordinate and organize effectively
• Ability to adapt to different situation
• Ability to think creatively and innovate
• Ability to identify, protect and exploit
intellectual property
• Self-confidence
Arianna Mazzeo
• Communication skills (e.g. the ability
to sell ideas and persuade others)
• Ability to work both as part of a team
and independently
• Ability to adapt to different situation
• Ability to think creatively and innovate
• Ability to multi-task
• Ability to work under pressure
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Francesco Barnabei
Mostly the ability to act and react to
ideas in more ways and from more angles.
Suggestions: the most important action
in this moment is to provide not tools nor
generic systems for the dialogue between
artists and business companies but
meetings in which they have the opportunity to match and exchange competencies. The best that he has seen, has been
those created by public bodies in order
to produce more culture and answers to
problem or to new emergencies.
Vincenzo Pellegrini
Divergent/Critical Thinking, Improvisation, different Team Working.
Suggestions: To consider the generation
factor and be open to consider as arts
also other forms that are not strictly considered arts (ie: gaming, coding etc.)
Arianna Mazzeo
Lateral thinking, critical thinking, empathy, collaboration, democratic process of
creation, distribute ownership
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Country analysis

The top 7 core entrepreneurial skills that experts find artists need, but often lack to become successful
and rewarded entrepreneurs are:
• Management skills (the ability to manage yourself, time and other people successfully)
• Communication skills (e.g. the ability to sell ideas and persuade others) 		
• Ability to work both as part of a team and independently				
• Ability to plan, coordinate and organize effectively					
• Self-confidence 									
• Ability to adapt to different situation							
• Ability to think creatively and innovate

						

The most relevant methodologies and strategies suggested to allow artists to improve core
entrepreneurial skills are:
• Training, Action Learning
• Mentoring process
• Divergent/Critical Thinking
• Improvisation
• Team Working

United Kingdom
Method
of interview
Electronically,
phone call, face
to face

Interviewee’s details

Interviewee’s activities
in the areas of arts and
entrepreneurship support

Interviewee’s professional experiences
with artists and/or enterprises

Business Coach (anonymous)

Business coach working with
artists (amongst other target
groups). Specialises in creative
methods, gives leadership training, and teaches at several higher education institutions

University degree in Psychology – Masters in
Coaching and Mentoring
She used to run clubs and her husband runs a
record label, which is why many of her clients
originate from the creative industries

Phone call

Business Coach (anonymous)

All-round coach with a diverse
clientele such as artists, directors, scientists,…
She offers support and coaching
in the development of artists
She runs an arts organisation
that delivers development and
support programmes, and is a
member of the board at 4 other
arts organisations and galleries

Degree in Social Work.
She got into coaching when working internationally, evolving from support counseling into
coaching
Her network consists largely of artists due to
her husband being a painter who worked at
Tate Modern in London for many years.

Face to face

Angga Kara. Originally
from Indonesia, he
moved to Sheffield, UK
at the age of 11

His coaching activities are focused on creative practices and
the projects he has run over the
years have always had the main
aim to help artists grow

Angga has been running projects in the field of
social entrepreneurship since the age of 17.

Phone call
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Key findings
Core entrepreneurial skills that experts
find artists need, but often lack to become successful and rewarded entrepreneurs

Methodologies and strategies suggested
to allow artists to improve core entrepreneurial skills

Core skills that artists and creatives
can add to the world of business and
entrepreneurship

As an initial comment, one of the interviewees mentioned that it is very difficult
to answer this, as everyone is different.

1. Just do it
1.2 According to one of the interviewees, the most important way to improve your skills is to actively work
on them

1.

1.
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6

Soft Skills
Self-confidence;
Communication skills;
Self-motivation and discipline;
How to present yourself;
Ability to network and make contacts – linking up with the organisations they need;

According to one of the interviewee many
artists she comes across are shy, isolated, individuals; their work is normally not
a group activity, contacts are limited to
curators,… Actual exposure of their work
is usually their main issue.
Furthermore, when they get access to
the right people: knowing what they need
to say about their work, what crucial information they need to present
1.7 Self-knowledge and self-awareness;
1.8 Ability to take responsibility and
make decisions;
1.9 Ability to think creatively and innovate (‘adapting to trends’);

1. Get a degree
1.3 Getting a degree in your creative
field is very good to learn more
technical skills, not so much for
learning about how to operate in the
world of business
1. Regarding skills-building
1.4 Identify their learning style and employ this to improve their skills – this
will make the learning curve most
efficient and effective
1.5 Some are more practical and visual
learners, others prefer to read,…

1. Regarding funding

1.1 Get in touch with the Arts Council /
local authorities;
1.2 Artists already working with arts
schools can contact their administration and bid writers;
Ask your network of friends.

There are a lot of artists out there who
refuse to adapt to changing tides.
1. Hard Skills
1.1 Financial Skills (such as book-keeping and calculating tax);
1.2 Ability to research effectively (e.g.
available markets, suppliers, customers and the competition);
1.3 Ability to market and sell a new
product or idea;
1.4 How to write a CV;
1.5 What do you tell others about your
job?;
1.6 Setting up a website;
1.7 Writing a business plan;
1.8 Access to funding – how it works;
Arts organisations, such as the Arts
Council, are the money holders. They
expect artists to tick certain boxes which
makes it hard for artists to get commissions and/or funding
NB1: they need basic business coaching
NB2: A big issue is that many artists see
themselves as artists, not administrators
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1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

Artists offer a cross-over of skills
and knowledge into the world of
business:
Often young of age;
They have a fresher look on things;
They don’t feel the constraints of
having to do things in a certain way;
They possess many different skills
because of the many different jobs
they have (job-hopping)

2.

They use different materials in the
overall community, which is also
why most artists don’t fit into a
certain business model.

3.

They need each other – business
people for example go to the
theatre after work to relax

4.

Artists offer creativity and
imagination
4.2 Businesses have a more linear way
of thinking: you make something,
you give it a certain value, you sell
it. Artists and creatives can bring a
more passion driven way of working
into the margin driven business
world.
NB: there is a lot of research showing the
positive economic impact of the cultural
and creative industries in the UK (e.g.
Arts Council, Warwick University,…)
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Other ideas and suggestions

The first interviewee had a long list of very useful ideas and suggestions:
• These kinds of projects are based on trust; make sure you have a good reputation and people will be
willing to follow your training;
• Get applicants to believe that they are perfectly capable of working on the business side of their
creative fields;
• Assure them to not believe in the stereotypes and the myths, and make sure that we as
training developers do not fall for them either.
• Ensure that training focusses on practical skills training and the question of ‘how to turn your ideas
into business’;
• Make sure to use the right examples. Business training for artists in its core is the same as all
business training, it is the products and services that are different;
• The language and examples used therefore have to be adapted.
• Many artists are true ‘job-hoppers’, it would therefore be very useful to give them support in how to
use/organise their skills portfolio;
• They gain so many skills that it is sometimes hard to keep an overview.
• Contact universities for recruitment and potential case studies;
• The issue with free things is that people won’t come, as they don’t realise the value of what you are
offering;
• Think thoroughly of ways to get people to commit)
The second interviewee added another important point to this:
• Ensure that artists keep the main focus and form the central stage in planning;
• Without talking to artists themselves a project like this will not be successful.
Finally, the third interviewee gave us two helpful tips:
• Think thoroughly about the longevity of the project (what happens after the project has ended?);
too often artists and creatives are offered certain services that give them a bit of help but are
unable to offer further support when needed;
• Think have a clear idea about how we will be promoting the project amongst our peers.

Artenprise - Desk research and surveys report
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Greece
Method
of interview
Electronically,
phone call,
face to face

Electronically

Phone call

Phone call

Interviewee’s
details

Interviewee’s activities
in the areas of arts
and entrepreneurship support

Interviewee’s professional
experiences with artists
and/or enterprises

Expertise in adult training, having worked
with individuals, as well as groups in company
settings. Supports positive psychology
approach and strengths-based consulting for
personal and professional development.

Has worked directly with post
graduates in HE in the fields of
culture in the scope of the EU funded
project EDUCCKATE (EDUCATION
CULTURAL & CREATIVE
KNOWLEDGE ALLIANCE FOR
TOMORROW’S ENTREPRENEURS).
The project has developed an
innovative training course in
entrepreneurship and a mentored
three-month internship scheme for
students and graduates of Cultural
and Creative majors in businesses in
these industries, for the cultivation of
their entrepreneurial mindset and the
promotion of entrepreneurship.

George
Hadjicharalambous
University
degree and phD
in Business
administration,
Marketing, and
Management.

Has worked and is still working in multinational
companies in Greece and abroad (Middle East),
running in parallel own consulting company
with diverse clients coming from many sectors.
He has collaborated with companies in the
cultural and creative sector in the past, and in
particular in the subject of management and
financial planning.

Although not having a professional
experience in working directly with
artists, he has long business support
experience across many sectors and
the way the entrepreneurial world
is an interconnected continuum at a
global level.

Business Coach
(anonymous)

A young business coach who has expertise
in supporting innovative entrepreneurial
ideas and the ways they can be turned
into enterprises. Has worked closely with
companies and individuals coming from the
sector of advertisement, including graphical
designers, musicians, actors.

Has worked with advertisement
teams consisting of individuals
coming from the creative sector and
looking into setting up a working
team or a business.

Aimilios Karamanlis
University degree
in Psychology
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Key findings
Core entrepreneurial skills that
experts find artists need, but often
lack to become successful and
rewarded entrepreneurs
According to all experts,
entrepreneurial skills needed by
anyone are pretty much standard.
What is different each time is the
personality of the individual and
hers/his aspirations, and how these
elements mix with the needed skills.
Three skills categories seemed to
have been the most popular among
the experts:
• Management skills
• Ability to draw up a business
plan
• Financial skills
All of them seem to fall into the
category of hard skills, but as the
experts pointed out, lacking those
skills, it sometimes has negative
effects in other personal attitudes
and skills which are rather soft in
nature, and in the case of artists
very important e.g. creative thinking,
self-confidence, etc. Therefore,
they pointed out that developing
those hard skills in artists and
creatives will as well work towards
empowering vital skills and attitudes,
highly characteristic of artists and
creatives.

Methodologies and strategies
Core skills that artists and creatives
suggested to allow artists to improve can add to the world of business and
core entrepreneurial skills
entrepreneurship
All experts deemed working with
groups of artists as the most
appropriate methodology to improve
entrepreneurial skills among them.
The ideal model to follow would be
a 2-3-month long set of workshops
to be attended by a small (<10
individuals) number of artists
and creatives. The goal would be
to develop subgroups and start
working on real business project
ideas with a supervisor/consultant
to set the pace in the whole process.
The perfect setting would be that of
a social space to be shared (a social
coffee shop, urban spaces etc.) for a
certain amount of time and in direct
contact with the social and cultural
context.
The methodology that could be
applied would ideally follow an
awareness, training, practice
structure throughout the series of
workshops.
This scheme would be much more
effective if professionals like
accountants, marketing experts etc.
could also attend, seeking to build
networks and collaboration models
with artists.
One expert pointed out, that
encouraging the development of
clusters of artists is much more
effective and promising, than
the case of independent artists
seeking their own way towards
entrepreneurship.
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All experts acknowledged the
richness of attitudes and soft skills
among artists, which would be highly
valuable for the world of business
and entrepreneurship. Two certain
attitudes and ways of thinking have
been highlighted:
• The ability to connect with
each other and synthesize
otherwise ‘irrelevant’
elements towards a new
way to see things, a vision.
This is a core aspect of
entrepreneurial thinking.
• The exploitation of design
thinking as a methodology
having set firm roots in
entrepreneurship, drawing
however heavily from the
world of artistic thinking (e.g.
design), disrupting standard
and traditional ways of
thinking and acting in the
business world.
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Hungary
Method
of interview
Electronically,
phone call, face
to face

Interviewee’s details

Interviewee’s activities in the areas of
arts and entrepreneurship support

Interviewee’s professional
experiences with artists and/or
enterprises

Phone call

Anonymous, professional
in communication and
media, and also in networking; plays a major
role in Southern Transdanubia, Hungary.

Works 100% with artists and creatives.
Has been working in the field for more than
5 years. Holds trainings for others that
are interested in this field (e.g. media and
social media training, communications and
networking for chambers).

Runs a company; they are making
PR videos for enterprises to raise
their image. Has a wide range of network because of their affiliation with
the CICC Association, Pécs.

Face to face

Anonymous, professional
in space planning, design, construction and
couching.

Aids in the creation of artistic community
areas for creatives and maintains one
himself.

Works closely with a graphics workshop, film workshop, recycled materials social club, a bicycle rental and
repair service, and a space and light
equipment installation team that
works in Pécs.

Key findings
Core entrepreneurial skills that
experts find artists need, but often
lack to become successful and
rewarded entrepreneurs
First interviewee had an all-around opinion on the core skills needed for all artists
and creatives.
Highest ranking were:
- Management skills
- Ability to think creatively
Also noted to be important were:
- Adaptability to various circumstances
- Ability to take responsibility and make
decisions
- Communication skills
- Self-confidence
Second interviewee added a few more
notes on what should be refined further.
Most important were:
- Ability to work alone and in a team
- Financial skills (accounting or taxes)
- Planning, coordination, organization
Also noted skills were:
- Ability to work under pressure

Methodologies and strategies
suggested to allow artists to improve
core entrepreneurial skills

Core skills that artists and creatives
can add to the world of business and
entrepreneurship

First interviewee had some ideas about
it. According to the answer, the most
important thing would be to provide
practical examples and to make them
think more of the problem itself than the
solution. In addition, incorporating the
basics of entrepreneurial skills into higher education of artists and creatives as a
mandatory course would make it easier
to adapt to the market that lies ahead of
them.

First interviewee had many things
in mind. The management skills and
creative thinking were standardized
answers but there were other things
mentioned:
- Openness, open minded thinking
- New points of view
- Vision out of the boundaries
- Inspecting a problem from a point of
view that is over the problem

Second interviewee said that free, government-aided trainings and organized
development of such skills are the most
effective ways to improve the business
skills set of artists and creatives.
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Second interviewee added some other
notes but there were similarities as well.
- They have creative minds
- Much more unique ideas
- Experimenting
- Go-as-you-please work
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Spain
Method
of interview
Electronically,
phone call, face
to face

Interviewee’s details

Interviewee’s professional
experiences with artists and/or
enterprises

Interviewee’s activities
in the areas of arts and
entrepreneurship support

He points out the case of a recent
client: a cultural events operator
who is trying to start a new circuit
of concerts in the metropolitan
area of Granada City, using old
tobacco dryers buildings restored
for that purpose.

Face to face
(audio recorded)

Vicente Sánchez.
International Business
Consultant. (Free-lance).

He gives advice to all
kinds of entrepreneurs,
particularly those coming
from the service sector,
including CCIs.

Face to face
(audio recorded)

Antonio Suárez Martín.
“Albaycin Centre” Manager
(Training School in
Handicraft, Restoration and
Rehabilitation of Historical,
Artistic and Cultural
Heritage). Andalusian
Regional Government.

He manages training
programs in several fields,
from “Granada´s Stone
Pavement” to “Antique
Pianos´ Restoration”.
The School offers training
and career advice to the
students.

He shares resources and
experiences everyday with
trainers and trainees, which enter
the school as apprentices and
finish their studies as specialists.

Face to face
(audio recorded)

Ana García López.
Vice-Dean for
Internationalization and
Research. Faculty of Fine
Arts. Granada University.

She is PhD and teacher of
“Design” at the Department
of Drawing of the Faculty
of Fine Arts, and Vice Dean
responsible for students’
mobility, international
relationships and research.

She works closely to the world of
artists (many of them graduate
students); galleries; art dealers,
and cultural institutions and
companies.

Key findings
Core entrepreneurial skills that
experts find artists need, but often
lack to become successful and
rewarded entrepreneurs

Methodologies and strategies
Core skills that artists and creatives
suggested to allow artists to improve can add to the world of business and
core entrepreneurial skills
entrepreneurship

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ability to draw up a (strategic) business
plan for your business/venture.
Ability to plan, coordinate and organize
effectively.
Financial skills (such as book-keeping
and calculating tax). At least getting
basic concepts in order to lead the
decision making of the consultancy
service in which he/she delegates the
everyday management.
Communication skills (e.g. the ability to
sell ideas and persuade others).
Ability to network and make contacts.
Ability to research effectively (e.g.
available markets, suppliers, customers
and the competition).
Ability to market and sell a new product
or idea.
Ability to compete.
Ability to think creatively and innovate
(about business matters).
Self-motivation and discipline.
Ability to identify, protect and exploit
intellectual property.

•
•

Specialized “ad hoc” training (brief
monographic courses, workshops and
seminars).
Join with company managers / clusters.
Providing co-working resorts, where
entrepreneurs can share experiences
and “know-how” knowledge.
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•
•
•
•

Fresh ideas about Advertising / Publicity
Design Techniques.
Lateral / Divergent Thinking / Creativity
and Innovation.
Open-minded attitudes.
Team oriented work / activity.
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Poland
Method
of interview
Electronically,
phone call, face
to face

Face to face

Face to face

Face to face

Interviewee’s details

Interviewee’s activities
in the areas of arts and
entrepreneurship support

Interviewee’s professional
experiences with artists and/or
enterprises

Coach, lecturer in the
school of business,
professional vocational
advisor
(anonymous)

Carried out more than 6000
hours of trainings, consulting,
mentoring, and coaching.

She created “the Academy of
Healthy Thinking” - for people who
want to find a balance between
personal and professional life, and
who want to live in accordance
with their passion - using artistic
talents to create a career path

Business coach, career
consultant
(anonymous)

He leads a cycles of training
sessions devoted to young
people who, basing on their
passions and interests, would
like to start their professional
life in the cultural (mostly
public institutions) and creative
sectors (event and concert
agencies) or start their own
company and enliven the
cultural life of their local
communities and their regions.

He has an artistic background
(finished Music Academy)

International project
manager, producer of
artistic events
(anonymous)

She is PhD and teacher of
“Design” at the Department of
Drawing of the Faculty of Fine
Arts, and Vice Dean responsible
for students’ mobility,
international relationships and
research.
She was born and raised in
France, from over 10 years
she works in Poland in cultural
institutions/companies as
a Cultural and International
projects manager. She sees
herself as a facilitator, analysing
and disseminating knowledge in
the field of culture cooperation
and policy development and
building the network between
individuals and institutions/
companies in CCI’s.

She works closely to the world of
artists (many of them graduate
students); galleries; art dealers,
and cultural institutions and
companies.

graphic artist, designer,
lecturer at the university
(anonymous)

He is an owner of his own
business and leads courses for
young artists who want to run
their company in CCI’s

He has an artistic background, he
is a lecturer at the university at
the Department of Graphic Arts

psychologist, trainer,
vocational adviser
(anonymous)

She works in public employment
system and she was involved
in the implementation of the
evaluation of the educational
system (especially in vocational
elements) at the university.
She is engaged in professional
development of strategies
of learning environments
and professional solutions
supporting the learning process

She runs courses, training
sessions and workshops for
artists and creatives.
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Key findings
Core entrepreneurial skills that
experts find artists need, but often
lack to become successful and
rewarded entrepreneurs
The products and services generated
by the creative sector are associated
with their own specific symbolic and
intellectual qualities and as such require
slightly different approaches towards
potential buyers than the output of other
industries.
In the interviews conducted in January
and February 2017, the experts pointed
out to a few groups of skills necessary
to achieve professional and financial
success in the creative and cultural
sectors.
1. The first area comprised general issues
relating to business activity, first of all
knowledge, competence and market
activeness/initiative, including the
theoretical and practical knowledge of
copyright law, the means of protecting
one’s intellectual property as well as
legal matters connected directly with
running a business, paying taxes and
using the latest marketing methods.
The whole spectrum of issues will then
include:
§ legal aspects - how to protect
intellectual property, interpret contract
provisions, execute liabilities, where to
find documents templates, legal acts
of various types, etc.
§ marketing aspects - how to promote
creative activities, what events (fairs,
exhibitions) are worth participating
in, how obtainable may some free
promotional campaigns be, how to
effectively run accounts on social
networking sites, how to design
or refresh a website, where to find
reliable and affordable providers of
promotional services.
§ accounting aspects - what taxes and
social contributions are associated
with various contract types, what
documents one may expect from
an accounting office, what are the
deadlines for tax declarations, what
form of business activity to choose and
how to benefit from tax reliefs.
§ management aspects - how to design
a business plan, how to effectively
manage one’s resources and team,
where to find funds for developing your
business (European funds, preferential
loans), how to plan a business project.

Methodologies and strategies
Core skills that artists and creatives
suggested to allow artists to improve can add to the world of business and
core entrepreneurial skills
entrepreneurship
The experts agreed that there were good,
well developed and universal methods
or strategies of supporting artists and
creative professionals in achieving skills
and character features that condition
reaching professional and financial
success and the traditional methods,
such as seminars or trainings are
completely inefficient in the case of this
professional group. This is also connected
with the wide variety of artistic/creative
entities and activities.
The transfer of knowledge and skills
is most effective in informal situations
- such as mentoring (also short-term
job-shadowing), encounters in the
co-working environment, networking
combined with knowledge sharing (this
is also possible in creative clusters, on
the condition that they are not run by
public institutions), finally during quick
workshops designed to cater for a
specific demand. The only exception are
legal or accounting issues (but not the
marketing ones) - although also in this
case the opportunity to quickly consult
on/find a solution to a problem currently
encountered is seen as more favourable
than long-term post-graduates studies or
workshops. This reflects well the artists’
collaboration model. Some experts
pointed out the advisability of creating
a tool like Open Education Resource
that would be offered by an organisation
specialising in the issues connected with
the cultural and creative sectors and
which would continuously and thoroughly
monitor the sectors and remain a
repository of knowledge.

2. Another group of skills encompasses
those connected with the specific
character of the cultural and creative
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The list of skills that artists and creatives
may add to the business domain,
indicated by the experts in the interviews
has a multifaceted character:
1. Aesthetic qualities - talent,
uniqueness/originality of products,
creativity, sense of aesthetics
2. The ability to spot a chance perceptiveness, unconventional
thinking, inquisitiveness coupled
with the need of novelty, variety and
change, sensitivity and extrasensory
perception.
3. Motivation - passion, persistence,
self-control, ability to work hard,
diligence
4. Spontaneity, openness to
experience, tolerance to ambiguity
5. Ability to concentrate on the task
combined with the adaptability to
the environment, striving for selffulfilment
6. Ability to work on one’s own but also
to create relationships within a team,
high self-awareness
7. Independence, a tendency to
overcome limitations, courage in
taking intellectual risk, improvisation,
acceptance of making mistakes
All in all, the experts think that creative
mindset manifests itself in an open, active
approach towards the world and life, a
high level of self-awareness, the ability
to self-control, emotional and perceptual
sensitivity - all these may constitute good
foundations for achieving professional
and financial success in the creative
and artistic activities. They emphasised
especially such features as: creativity, well
developed imagination, unconventional
thinking that favours generating innovative
solutions and tolerance of diversity as well
as typical of artistic personality the ability
to reflect, learn from previous experience
by drawing conclusions and properly
assess the consequences.
The experts listed a number of
characteristics of the representatives of
the cultural and creative sector that are
of importance while running a business.
They include: constant development,
engagement in work, self-sufficiency,
independence, concentration on acting
and carrying out the task, acceptance
of making mistakes, improvisation skills,
non-conformism, taking a social risk,
motivation for change, learning through
experience.
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Key findings
Core entrepreneurial skills that
experts find artists need, but often
lack to become successful and
rewarded entrepreneurs

Methodologies and strategies
Core skills that artists and creatives
suggested to allow artists to improve can add to the world of business and
core entrepreneurial skills
entrepreneurship

1. sectors, including the theoretical
and practical knowledge of audience
development or crowdsourcing,
disruptive services, design thinking,
service design and storytelling.
2. Another category of skills
indispensable for artists/creative
professionals to achieve success
comprises of communication
competence - a creator often puts
themselves in the position of an
infallible “sender” and creates contents
without due attention paid to the needs
of the receiver. This results from the
reinforcement of the stereotypical
definition of an artist often perceived
by an investor as a person with an
inflated ego, unpredictable and bizarre
who will top it all with remuneration
claims that seem to be impossible to
justify. That is why it is so important
to clearly define the receiver of your
artistic production and to posses the
proper understanding of who your
client may be and what the people
around you need and expect from you.
3. What has just been said is directly
connected with the ability to price
one’s work. The issue is a complex
one, as artists/creative professionals
tend to value theoretical and artistic
qualities higher than the economic
ones, they often end up proposing
pricing which is too low or too high.
4. Another area of interest is the
specific way artists function within
the economic sphere - while their
non-conformism and independence
result in difficulties in adapting to
their social environment, their lack of
diligence and order make them quite
inept in performing office task that
require carefulness and accuracy. An
entrepreneurial personality is goaloriented, concentrated on profit,
competitive and highly motivated.
Owing to their optimism, enthusiasm
and energy such people will easily
create interpersonal relationships,
on the other hand, artists are often
introverts.
The required character traits include
social activeness, being extrovert,
defining ambitious but realistic
goals, motivation to achieve business
objectives, hoping for success, profitorientation, resilience, optimism, goal-
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Key findings
Core entrepreneurial skills that
experts find artists need, but often
lack to become successful and
rewarded entrepreneurs

Methodologies and strategies
Core skills that artists and creatives
suggested to allow artists to improve can add to the world of business and
core entrepreneurial skills
entrepreneurship

orientation, ability to accept making
mistakes, planning, self-control, risktaking and high self-esteem.
The recipe for success will contain:
original style, individuality, uniqueness,
knowledge, specialist education, mobility,
perseverance in work, creativity, breaking
the rules, being smart in business,
building one’s success in a well-planned
and systematic way, public relations
and marketing as an integral part of
one’s creative activities, creating your
own brand, unique style, an idea for a
business and consistence in running your
company, fluent English.

2.2 Conclusions

The national outcomes of questionnaires for experts have been essential to develop the online survey
and allowed to identify core areas, skills and competences arisen from each section of the questionnaire
and to design and structure the online survey questionnaire essential to lay out the Entrepreneurial
Competence Framework for artists and cultural operators.
In fact, each section and in particular those related to respondents’ education, training and professional
experience and the entrepreneurial skills and competences has allowed:
• to understand to what extent experts answering the questionnaire had any training or education on
entrepreneurship training for CCIs;
• to understand what skills are more or less important for creative entrepreneurs, artists and cultural
operators to be successful entrepreneurs and to highlight the most relevant specific skills to
include in the framework;
• to understand the methodologies/strategies suggested by experts to allow artists to improve and
develop core entrepreneurial skills on which to base the development of the training package of the
ArtENprise project.
The answers collected have been the base for the next step; the online survey, with which we have tried to
reach a quantitative confirmation of what experts proposed as key competences and so to structure the
framework accordingly.
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Respondents’ background information
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3. Online quantitative questionnaires for
Artists and Creatives
The online survey has involved artists, creatives and cultural operators.
In order to ensure that training tools/methods to be developed in the following project IOs are up-to-date
with good practices in teaching entrepreneurial skills and processes, the main goal of the quantitative
questionnaires (ANNEX 3 Online survey questionnaires) conducted in Italy, UK, Greece, Poland, Finland,
Latvia and Hungary was to identify:
• Entrepreneurial skills needed by artists and creatives to structure their activity in a more
entrepreneurial way;
• Specific needs felt by artists and creatives in order to develop an entrepreneurial spirit, sense
of initiative and active approach towards their cultural action, and understanding their business
potential and economic viability.

3.1 Survey data analysis methods

The methodology applied relates to the statistical, although non-scientific, data analysis of the survey
results gathered from 161 respondents in total:
• Calculating the percentages using the overall number of responses provided for the respective
question from each partner country;
• Summing up the results of priority/rank from 1 to 5 for questions n° 7 and 8;
• Calculating the range of the 3 levels using minimum and maximum percentages for question 7;
• Defining the levels for question 8 based on the range defined;
• Applying conditional formatting to identify the correspondent level.

3.2 Online survey outcomes

The main data collected and analysed are as follows:
• number of responses until the deadline of 3 February 2017
• respondents’ characteristics by gender, age, years of experience as a professional Artist/Creative
• respondents’ formal education or training in business, commerce or enterprise and type of
occupation (whether self-employed).
• the ranking results for question n° 8
• charts showing for each partner country the results of question n° 9 summing up the skills/
knowledge/attitudes that the respondents stated they would like to develop or improve.
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Q.9: Please think of 3 skills/knowledge/attitudes not listed above that you would like to
develop or improve in order to achieve greater success and rewards from your artistic or
creative practice.
There was a very high diversity in responses that did not allow the isolation of 3 skills that were
mentioned the most. An interesting aspect is the nature of skills and attitudes mentioned, which in
their majority are highly qualitative in nature. Below there is a list of skills and attitudes mentioned by
respondents from each country.

ITALY
Human and economic valorisation of human resources, teamwork loyalty management, multidisciplinary team
Creativity, communication skills, economic and financial expertise.
Ability to plan and develop a business plan
Knowledge of regulations and laws protecting artwork and proactive approach to enforce them
Ability to be transversal, ability to negotiate art and commerce, ability to practice your genius and to
take risks
Management of digital identity and reputation, knowledge of process research, attitude to dialogue
and exchange of views with others
Ability to promote and trade one’s own work and to do business negotiations
Managerial ability
Listening skills, ability to internationalize, proactive / problem solving attitude
Public speaking skills
Training / time / Self-Motivation Management
Ability to involve the community / sensitivity to social, economic and political / internationalization of
the creative project
Ability to Business Plan development and Fundraising
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GREECE
Being polite
Humour
Adaptability
Technical knowledge in setting up an enterprise
Identifying funding opportunities
Programming/developing action plan
Insightfulness
Identifying the right colleagues and collaborators
Being insistent
Ability to scheme
Consistency
Finding solutions
Inventiveness
Being open to new options and opportunities

POLAND
Self-education all the time (lifelong learning)
Speed of execution of certain tasks
Cultural competences
Consistency
Versatility
Assertiveness and determination
Humility, patience and discipline
Ability to recognize the strengths and weaknesses of itself
Perseverance in the pursuit of the self-improvement
Performing the work at a high level
Punctuality
Honesty
Ability to adapt the changing working conditions and situations which are out of control
Ability of selling “myself”
Ability to acquire additional funds for the development of the company (for instance from EU, etc.)
Ability to correct valuation of their work
Quick course of entrepreneurship
“Healthy” competition (fair, with respect)
Ability of making quick decisions
Ability to making contacts easy
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Participation in art competitions
Negotiation skills,
Ability to promote the work in EU (outside the country)
Networking meetings with the creative industries and creative
Persistence and courage
Ability of self-promotion
Positive approach to client/broker
Ability to assessment correct the value of the work
Ambitions at a reasonable level (no aspirations to “great art”)
Ability to cross-linking,
Ability to persuade customers to highly original solutions, which can become the basis of the brand,
Ability to talk about money and pricing services,
Ability to maintain professional contacts,
Ability of business talks
Tact, good manners and humour

UK
Collaboration with other artists. A better understanding of social media for music businesses.
Managing healthy lifestyle outside work/nurturing inspiration/connect with others on similar journey for
support
Ability to think critically, Empathy, Resilience.
Writing honestly/fearlessly, committing more time to it, dreaming big
Competitor analysis, Know if/when an idea isn’t viable, Generosity
Book Keeping, Marketing, Networking
Cinema 4d/3d skills, Business management, Pitching
Thinking on feet and improvisation. Gain experience through volunteer work. Passionate.
Social media skills, approaching commercial exhibition centres, a coach for creative individual
Branding/resilience/continued contact with networks
The ability to accept graciously when it just is not working out. To be able to fully accept criticism.
Integrity of artistic voice, clear goals and achievable targets, communal cooperation and sharing of
resources in the field and other areas
How to maximise your website / How to apply for funding and grants
DIY attitude, confidence to collaborate with other artists, ability to network with business and council
Writing/researching funding applications. Community building. Creative collaboration with other
industries (e.g. visual artists collaborating with musicians, etc)
Self-care, industry knowledge, contextual (other methods, successes etc) knowledge
How to sell products to people online, photography skills, descriptive writing to sell online
Focus on what is most important, meditation to keep in touch with your inner guidance, pleasure in
what you do.
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HUNGARY
Diligence
Consistency
Accuracy
Negotiation skills
Ability to innovate
Self-confidence
Financial skills
Networking
Professional recognition
Foreign languages
Connections
Communications

SPAIN
Resilience, Creativity
Direct selling techniques.
Negotiation techniques, Marketing training.
Exterior image, presentation.
Capacity to create a lobby of work crafts to increase our influences and defend our rights in local and
state policies.
Ability to excite with a job to people who do not charge for doing it.
Know how to sell the products that I may create.
Direct contact with works of art. Intensive artistic education from an early age. Institutions and initiatives for the commercial promotion of artistic products.
Technical capacity in relation to the processes used for the elaboration of artistic works. Ability to identify the artistic needs of the cultural consumer.
Ability to manage the exhibition of works in different contexts /places to access a greater amount of
public.
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1. Desk Research: aims and methodologies
applied
The ArtENprise EU project developed under the Erasmus+ programme by 7 EU organisations aims at supporting artists and cultural operators in developing entrepreneurial skills. To build the Entrepreneurial Competence Framework
for artists and cultural operators of Intellectual Output 1, the project envisaged a desk research and survey on needs
(consisting of an online quantitative questionnaire and a qualitative questionnaire).
The desk research carried out in each project country and in those countries not involved directly in the partnership
aimed at identifying:

•
•
•
•

Best European practices of entrepreneurial education of CCIs (Cultural and Creative Industries);
Tools and methodologies used in the framework of these initiatives/programmes/projects;
Competences recognised as needed by CCIs to succeed as entrepreneurs;
Specific needs felt in terms of entrepreneurial skills (as detected by these practices).

The consortium partners undertook mapping of existing initiatives, good practices in EU28, guidelines and criteria. This research was carried out at both national and European levels and identified 1-3 examples/practices at
their own country level and at least 1 from other EU28 countries. The good practices have been collected in GOOD
PRACTICES COLLECTION (Annex PHASE 1) and are presented in accordance with a research template (ANNEX 1
Research Template) designed to display general information and contents: description, goals, participants’ needs,
achieved results and skills detected.
The knowledge collected through existing initiatives, good practices in EU28, guidelines and criteria regarding teaching/fostering entrepreneurial skills allowed the partnership to incorporate useful related knowledge and experience, core skills and competences needed to succeed as entrepreneurs as well as to structure a training process into
the ArtENprise project’s training and mentoring scheme.

2. Qualitative questionnaire for experts in
entrepreneurship education and coaching of
CCIs
The interviews with experts in entrepreneurship education and coaching of CCIs held in Italy, UK, Greece, Poland,
Spain and Hungary under the development of IO1 Entrepreneurial Competence Framework for artists and cultural
operators of the ArtENprise project (Supporting Artists and Cultural Organizations in developing Entrepreneurial
Skills) have produced the following key findings:

• A list of core entrepreneurial skills that experts find artists need, but often lack to become successful and (financially) rewarded entrepreneurs;
• Methodologies and strategies suggested to allow artists to improve core entrepreneurial skills;
• Core skills that artists and creatives can add to the world of business and entrepreneurship.

The expert interviews followed the methodology, guidelines and instruments introduced in the Interview Protocol
(ANNEX 2 Interview Protocol) as developed by the consortium.
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3. Online quantitative questionnaires for
Artists and Creatives
The online survey has involved artists, creatives and cultural operators through quantitative questionnaires (ANNEX
3 Online survey questionnaires) conducted in Italy, UK, Greece, Poland, Spain and Hungary aiming at identifying:

• Entrepreneurial skills needed by artists and creatives to structure their activity in a more entrepreneurial way;
• Specific needs felt by artists and creatives in order to develop an entrepreneurial spirit, a sense of initiative and
active approach towards their cultural action, and an understanding of their business potential and economic viability.

Through the online survey, we gathered information from 161 European artists, creatives and cultural operators who
responded to our questions aimed at raising understanding of what entrepreneurial skills are needed by artists and
creatives to structure their activity in a more entrepreneurial way.
The results of the survey data analysis were gathered and grouped into the 3 main levels of the Framework and the
data collected highlights which competences, abilities and areas of entrepreneurial expertise the respondents believe can drive artists and cultural operators to achieve success (“Level of achievement”).

4. Framework of Entrepreneurial
Competences for Artists and Cultural
Operators
4.1 The three steps to develop the Framework

The Entrepreneurial Competence Framework for artists and cultural operators sets out and defines entrepreneurial
competencies and core areas needed by artists and creatives to structure their activity in an “business like” way.
The steps that allow to plan and develop the framework were:
All results and outcomes that were collected and analised allowed the partnership to develop and lay out the Entrepreneurial Competence Framework for artists and cultural operators.

1) Desk research
The very first desk research
was crucial to identify
initiatives (EU projects,
research, National and EU
policies, training activities) on
the project topic with which to
connect and cooperate,
collecting information and
findings based on which to
update project assumptions
and base future actions.

2) Qualitative questionnaire for experts
This step was crucial to:
(A) list the core entrepreneurial
skills that experts find artists
need, but often lack to become
successful and (financially)
rewarded entrepreneurs;
(B) identify methodologies and
strategies suggested to allow
artists to improve core
entrepreneurial skills;
(C) identify core skills that artists
and creatives can add to the world
of business and entrepreneurship.
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3) Online survey for
Artists and Creatives

This step allowed to
identify entrepreneurial
core areas, skills and
competences needed by
artists and creatives to
structure their activity in a
more entrepreneurial way
as well as specific needs
felt by artists and creatives to develop them and
understand their business
potential and economic
viability.
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4.2 What is the use of the ArteEnprise framework?

This tool is a unique opportunity for artists and cultural operators to measure, assess and become aware of their
current entrepreneurial competency levels.
Conversely, trainers, educators and experts in entrepreneurship education and coaching can use it to develop tailor-made curricula and learning activities to improve artists and cultural operators’ entrepreneurial spirit.
The facilitators will use the ArtEnprise framework to produce and carry out the innovative “Enterprise Circle programme” to help artists and cultural operators exploring the possibility to transform their activity into a business or grow
their own cultural business.
Watch a video presentation of the framework to understand how it works and how it has been developed by the Artenprise partnership.
video: Artenprise - Competence Framework

4.3 Framework structure

The concept of the Competence Framework is that the 3 levels identified refer to artists and cultural operators’
entrepreneurial “POTENTIAL” and relevant grades (beginner, intermediate and advanced) to be successful in their
artistic/creative sector. These 3 levels have been based on the collection, further analysis and identification of the respondents’ answers descending from their own experience and the perception they have of successful entrepreneurs.
The framework allows the easy identification of competence areas and abilities that, based on the project outputs,
drive artists and cultural operators to become successful and financially rewarded ‘entrepreneurs’ in their respective
field.
Through the online survey, we gathered information from 161 European artists, creatives and cultural operators who
responded to 10 questions aimed at raising understanding of what entrepreneurial skills are needed by artists and
creatives to structure their activity in a more entrepreneurial way.
The core question that guided the partnership throughout the analysis and development of the framework structure
included a list of the main entrepreneurial skills (see below) that artists / creatives would need to become successful
and financially rewarded “Entrepreneurs” in their specific field. The respondent were asked to assign a mark from
1 (the least important) to 10 (the most important) and according to the analysis results, the top ones are (see lines
highlighted in bold):
Skills
Management skills (the ability to manage yourself, time and other people successfully)
Communication skills (e.g. the ability to sell ideas and persuade others)
Ability to work both as part of a team and independently
Ability to plan, coordinate and organize effectively
Financial skills (such as book-keeping and calculating tax)
Ability to research effectively (e.g. available markets, suppliers, customers and the competition)
Ability to market and sell a new product or idea
Self-motivation and discipline
Ability to adapt to different situation
Ability to think creatively and innovate
Ability to multi-task
Ability to take responsibility and make decisions
Ability to work under pressure
Ability to persevere through direct and indirect challenges
Ability to compete
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Willingness to take risks (or at least not risk averse)
Ability to network and make contacts
Ability to draw up a business plan for your business/venture
Ability to identify, protect and exploit intellectual property
Self-confidence
The results of the survey data analysis were gathered and grouped into the 3 main Levels of the framework as laid
out in the following sections of the current report.
The data collected highlights which competences, abilities and areas of entrepreneurial expertise the respondents
believe can drive artists and cultural operators to achieve success (“Level of achievement”).
Therefore, the competences, abilities and areas of entrepreneurial expertise in Level 1 and Level 2 are respectively
considered as moderate and limited-potential keys to success and characteristics of an entrepreneurial mindset and
behaviour (“Beginner” and “Intermediate”).
In turn, the competences, abilities and areas of entrepreneurial expertise in Level 3 are considered as potential keys
to success and primary characteristics of an entrepreneurial mindset and behaviour (“Advanced”).
The Competence Framework laid out in the following section will be essential and strategic for the development of
the following IOs and relevant training contents.
The structure of the questionnaire was essential as well as strictly linked to the design and concept developed for the
Competence Framework. Its structure was furthermore functional to the completion and correct construction of the
framework. In fact, the information and results collected have been analysed to isolate core themes including 3 main
grades of “Level of Experience” that correlate to the grade of artists and cultural operators’ entrepreneurial potential:
• LEVEL 1 – Beginner
• LEVEL 2 – Intermediate
• LEVEL 3 – Advanced
Each level is then associated with:
• Entrepreneurial Competences Cluster: grouping the skills that have been built for each level on the first,
second and third group of the top five skills of question 8.
• Aspects and Areas of Entrepreneurial Expertise: built on the first, second and third group of the top five
skills of question 7.
• Competencies Involved: detailed skills, knowledge and attitudes involved with the abilities and skills identified for the level.
The methodology to assess the “entry” level of experience will consist in “quizzes/tests” for each relevant competence, i.e.:
• Ability to market and sell a new product or idea for LEVEL 1.
• Financial skills and Ability to draw up a business plan for your business/venture for LEVEL 2
• Self-motivation, discipline and Ability to plan, coordinate and organise effectively for LEVEL 3
They will allow to allocate artists and cultural operators to the right level and structure the training programme accordingly.
In fact, the competences identified, explained and assessed throughout the framework are the actual topics developed in the following training phase in 6 modules to train artists and cultural operators within the core entrepreneurial
skills listed below.
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LEVEL 1 – BEGINNER
ABILITY TO MARKET AND SELL A NEW PRODUCT OR IDEA
Within this level, two modules include training material, strategies and tools covering the following topics:

MARKETING

Module main objectives:
• Getting to know the main characteristics of the storytelling technique applied to product marketing.
• Analysing the main communication skills to be considered in the process of selling products.
• Identifying how to develop the oral presentation of a product or a project correctly by using the pitching technique.
• Getting to know the most commonly used social tools in online marketing worldwide.
• Understanding the importance of marketing by using Search Engine Marketing (SEM), the optimization of web
sites by using Search Engine Optmization (SEO) and Google AdWords as a SEM tool.

COPYRIGHT AND IP ISSUES

Module main objectives:
• Using one’s own intellectual assets as a source of personal living
• Managing a business idea process becoming intellectual property
• Assessing intellectual capital, develop intellectual assets – innovation
• Managing intellectual property
• Exploiting intellectual assets

LEVEL 2 – INTERMEDIATE
FINANCIAL SKILLS & ABILITY TO DRAW UP A BUSINESS PLAN FOR
YOUR BUSINESS/VENTURE
Within this level, two modules include training material, strategies and tools covering:

FINANCES

Module main objectives:
• How to use different methods to help you analyse the internal environment of their business projects. Types of
cost structures (basic accountancy):
• Labour
• Capital
• Material/Product.
• Learning about methods for a good financial management of a project
• Learning about fundraising and crowfunding to finance a project and how to implement them.

BUSINESS PLANNING

Module main objectives:
• Learning about goal setting, involving the ability to set one’s own proposition
• Organising, analysing and gathering data on the feasibility and the specifics of one’s own business idea
• Diagnosing problems and their causes
• Outlining the specifics of one’s own business
• Presenting and communicating effectively
• Predicting and forecasting
• Implementing and monitoring actions
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LEVEL 3 – ADVANCED
SELF-MOTIVATION, DISCIPLINE & ABILITY TO PLAN, COORDINATE AND
ORGANISE EFFECTIVELY
Within this level, two modules include training material, strategies and tools covering:

SELF-MOTIVATION

Module main objectives:
• Having a better understanding of one’s own key motivators
• Being able to improve one’s own motivation and stay motivated
• Gaining a deeper insight into the areas of motivation and its incentives
• Improving one’s own motivation and stay motivated
• Setting one’s own project goal(s), evaluating time and resources available
• Developing one’s own business by setting ‘SMARTer’ goals
• Avoiding setbacks taking away one’s own self-motivation.

PLANNING AND COORDINATION

Module main objectives:
• Planning and coordination of one’s own artistic activities
• Defining such activities in the categories of a project and learning about the notions associated with multidisciplinary projects
• Time management relating to one’s own work
• Planning and managing the work of a project group
• Examples of matrixes enabling to manage one’s own working time

4.4 From the ArtENprise Competence framework to the training package

In order to support artists and cultural operators in measuring and assessing their own entrepreneurial mindest and
skills, the partnership designed the ArtENprise competence framework self-assessment tool that is an effective
means of self-reflection and evaluation as well as a guide for the target group to explore and learn the specific topics
of the training modules.
In other words, this resourceful tool represents an effective “bridge” between the framework and the training modules.
In fact, the structure of this tool allows the target group to answer the questions, check their answers and read
straightforward suggestions in the Solutions and Recommendations section on the corresponding topics developed
in each of the training modules.
This allowed the target group to easily access and take advantage from the learning pathway designed by the project
partnership starting from the competences highlighted in the framework.

ArtENprise competence framework self-assessment tool
1) Which would be the BEST marketing tool among the four listed below?
A. - A storytelling sales pitch
B. - A poster-board with lots of numbers
C. - A pamphlet
D. - A business card
2) - Stories can help with:
A. - Recall
B. - Sales
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C. - Trust
3) - What is ‘marketing communications’ an alternative term for?
A. - promotion
B. - email
C. - sales talk
D. - price lists
E. - product literature
4) - What is the top reason people follow brands on social media?
A. - To give feedback
B. - Customer service
C. - Product information
D. - Promotion and coupons
5) - What does SEM stand for?
A. - Search Engine Manipulation
B. - Search Engine Marketing
C. - Social Ethical Marketing
D. - Safe Easy Marketing
6) - Work that is not copyrighted is called:
A. - Intellectual Property
B. - Copyright
C. - Creative Commons
D. - Public Domain
E. - None of the above
7) - Giving credit to the person who created the work, such as a photograph, sound recording, motion picture,
or document is called:
A. - Fair use
B. - Copyrighting
C. - Attribution
D. - Public domain
8) - The best policy for using an item that you are NOT sure is copyrighted is to:
A. - Use the item anyway because chances of getting caught are slim
B. - Give credit to the author’s name below the item used
C. - Write an email with “permission to use” in the subject line
D. - Assume it is fair use because it is being used for educational purposes.
9) - Why complete a business model?
A. - To get finance
B. - To look for investors
C. - To set out clear goals for your project idea/start-up
D. - To make sure you know what you are doing
10) - The business goals and competitive advantages can be described by:
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A. - Mission statement
B. - Objectives
C. - Core values
D. - Activities
11) - What are the core competencies needed in business planning?
A. - Predicting and forecasting
B. - Financial knowledge
C. - Implementing and monitoring actions
D. - Deep markets knowledge
12) - The best way to create a budget is to buy an expensive software package.
A. - True
B. - False
13) - Cash flow is the movement of money in and out of your household.
A. - True
B. - False
14) - Crowdfunding is restricted to just products and does not involve services, film-making, book writing and
publishing, community ventures, music, games, art, etc.
A. - True
B. - False
15) - Rachel looks at life situations with the glass half full. She sees the opportunity that presents itself when
she looks at life this way. Which of the following self-motivation techniques is Rachel employing?
A. - Setting high goals
B. - Motivating others to become better people
C. - Stopping thinking in order to take action
D. - Maintaining a positive attitude
16) - What does the acronym SWOT mean?
A. - Sensitivity, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Time
B. - Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats
17) - What is the first step in a risk assessment?
A. - Record your findings
B. - Evaluate the risks
C. - Identify the hazards
D. - Decide who may be harmed
18) - Time management refers to a range of skills, tools, and techniques used to manage time when accomplishing specific tasks, projects, and goals.
A. - True
B. - False
19) - Time management skills include
(check all that apply)
A. - Getting a good nights sleep
B. - Procrastinating
C. - Having free time
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D. - Being flexible
20) - Time management refers to a range of skills, tools, and techniques used to manage time when accomplishing specific tasks, projects, and goals.
A. - False
B. - True

SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations will help you to link your learning needs directly with the 3 levels of entrepreneurial competences and skills of the framework and corresponding training modules.
Questions 1) and 2) refer to “Storytelling/pitching” skills – Level 1. If you have not answered them correctly,
we recommend exploring these topics further in Module 1.
Correct answers:
1) A; 2) B
Questions 3) and 4) refer to “Marketing communication” skills – Level 1. If you have not answered them correctly, we recommend exploring these topics further in Module 1.
Correct answers:
3) A ; 4) D
Question 5) refers to “SEO/SEM/AdWords” knowledge – Level 1. If you have not answered them correctly, we
recommend exploring these topics further in Module 1.
Correct answer:
5) B
Questions 6), 7) and 8) refer to “Intellectual Property/Copyright” knowledge – Level 1. If you have not answered them correctly, we recommend exploring these topics further in Module 6.
Correct answers:
6) D; 7) C; 8) C
Questions 9), 10) and 11) refer to “Business planning” skills – Level 2. If you have not answered them correctly, we recommend exploring these topics further in Module 3.
Correct answers:
9) C; 10) B; 11) A & C
Questions 12), 13) and 14) refer to “Financial” skills – Level 2. If you have not answered them correctly, we
recommend exploring these topics further in Module 2.
Correct answers:
12) B; 13) A; 14) B
Questions 15), 16) and 17) refer to “Self-motivation and discipline” skills – Level 3. If you have not answered
them correctly, we recommend exploring these topics further in Module 4.
Correct answers:
15) D; 16) B; 17) C
Questions 18), 19) and 20) refer to “Planning and coordination” skills – Level 3. If you have not answered them
correctly, we recommend exploring these topics further in Module 5.
Correct answers:
18) A; 19) A, C & D; 20) B

4.5 Outcomes of experts evaluation

As a final step towards a comprehensive and effective design of the IO1 methodology and tools, the partnership designed the Questionnaire to evaluate Intellectual Output (Peer review) that is a specific tool to collect feedback from
experts in entrepreneurial education and/or within the CCIs sectors.
15 evaluators expressed were asked to express their satisfaction from 1 (minimum) to 5 (maximum) and the final
outcome was that 4,5% on a scale of 5 out of 15 experts interviewed were satisfied.
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QUESTIONNAIRE TO EVALUATE INTELLECTUAL OUTPUT (PEER REVIEWER)
INTELLECTUAL OUTPUT/PRODUCT
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
PEER REVIEWER SECTOR, NAME and E-MAIL address
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Date: ________________________________________			

Place: _______________________________________

This questionnaire evaluates the quality and coherence of the content of the Intellectual Output delivered by the
ArtENprise partnership for the purpose of the ArtENprise project and it will indicates the main corrections, if any, to
guarantee the quality of the production.
Please complete all sections of this questionnaire regarding the consistency and quality of the Intellectual Output you
were asked to evaluate.
SPECIFIC INFORMATION FOR COMPILATION:
Please place an x in the box to assign a value (1=not at all; 2=a little; 3=quite a lot; 4=a lot; 5=completely; n/a=not
apllicable) to each object being surveyed in the following analysis areas
To what extent are you satisfied with the level of:
Clarity of contents developed in the Intellectual output
Clarity and coherence between the contents and the goal(s)
pursued in the intellectual output
Consistency and quality of the results of the intellectual
output
Consistency of information collected for the data analysis
The method adopted to collect and analyze data is clear and
efficient to fulfill the Intellectual Output aim(s)
The Intellectual Output results are relevant for artists, cultural
operators and creative entrepreneurs
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4

5

N/A
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General level of satisfaction on the quality of the intellectual output product(s)
Not at all ○

A little ○

Quite ○

A lot ○

What would you improve? Please comment on your answer
What would you change? Please comment on your answer
What would you correct? Please comment on your answer
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Level 1 - Beginner
ENTREPRENEURIAL
COMPETENCIES
CLUSTER
ASPECTS
AND AREAS OF
ENTREPRENEURIAL
EXPERTISE

► Ability to market and sell a new product or idea: i.e. broadcasting ones’ own advantage, fitting into customer’s routine, working outside of the box, making benefits easy to spot, letting customers try out the product or idea.

Internet and communication skills including social media
ABILITY TO MARKET AND SELL A NEW PRODUCT OR IDEA INVOLVES

Basic selling and marketing strategies are built on the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do I have a well thought out product?
Is my product sellable? Does it meet a need? Are there customers willing to buy it?
Do I have necessary financing to support my product?
Am I up to speed with what my competition is doing?
Do I know the optimum price to sell my product at?
Do I have the skills needed to successfully sell my product?

The ability to market and sell a new product or idea involves:
COMPETENCIES
INVOLVED

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding what the buyer wants
Selling in a buyer-responsive manner
Using psychology to engage the buyer
Establishing trust with the buyer
Communicating succinctly
Acting on what the customer is saying
Demonstrating subject matter expertise
Telling compelling stories
Being socially active with target buyers
Personalising interactions
Using a variety of marketing skills
Helping prospects achieve next steps
Being more productive by using sales technology (social media, etc.)
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Level 2 - Intermediate
► Financial skills (such as book-keeping and calculating tax): They consist of the ability to make appropriate financing
and investment decisions or at least make a valuable contribution in doing so. An individual with such skills is essentially
required to find sources for raising additional capital for the purpose of running and growing the business, making valuable
ENTREPRENEURIAL
acquisitions, and planning for the future.
COMPETENCIES CLUSTER
► Ability to draw up a business plan for your business/venture: This ability helps control one’s own degree of accountability and reduce time-wasting indecision by deciding clear business goals and objectives and assessing one’s own business
to see what the chances are that it will actually achieve those ends.
ASPECTS AND AREAS
OF ENTREPRENEURIAL
EXPERTISE

Ø General education
Ø Training or qualifications in your art form or creative practice
FINANCIAL SKILLS

COMPETENCIES
INVOLVED

► Budgeting and analytical ability(analysis and solid
financial-planning skills)
► Negotiation, to get the best deal when buying or
selling something or even getting the best salary and
benefits when accepting a job offer.
► wSeparating Needs vs. Wants, to bedisciplined at
distinguishing needs from wants.
► Continuous Investment, which rather than reducing
spending and saving money is more about investing
money and making smart spending decisions.
► Efficiency, the skill of doing as much as possible with
the least amount of resources.
► Contentment, toset your own standard for happiness.
► Problem-solving skillsto be able to tackle complex
problems as they arise.
► Commercial acumenunderstand the customers’
demands.
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ABILITY TO DRAW UP A BUSINESS
PLAN FOR YOUR BUSINESS/VENTURE

It involves the following abilities:
►Goal setting,involving the ability to set one’s own proposition
(“What do you do that people want? How do you know that your
product is answering a need or fulfilling a desire?”)
►Organising, analysing and gathering data on the feasibility and the
specifics of one’s own business concept (for example on the customer and market, the competition, the channel, etc.)
►Diagnosing problems and their causes, i.e. focusing and refining
one’s own concept based on the information collected.
►Outlining the specifics of one’s own business, using a “what, where,
why, how” approach.
►Presenting and communicating effectively
►Predicting and forecasting
►Implementing and monitoring actions, i.e. sharing a draft of one’s
own plan with trusted advisers and use their feedback to improve
the plan.
►Evaluating and comparing courses of action
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Level 3 - Advanced
ENTREPRENEURIAL
COMPETENCIES CLUSTER

ASPECTS AND AREAS
OF ENTREPRENEURIAL
EXPERTISE

► Self-motivation and discipline.Self-motivation is a key life skill and a key part of emotional intelligence, whilst discipline is the training
of one’s own mind to control, perceive urges, and to continue to control these urges until a satisfactory resolution has been sought. It is
about planning things and sticking to them no matter what as well as about killing procrastination.
► Ability to plan, coordinate and organise effectively. Itinvolves proactive planning, establishing priorities and allocating resources, and
is expressed by developing and implementing increasingly complex plans involving monitoring and adjusting work to accomplish goals.

Ø Practical experience
Ø Research or the process of inquiry

SELF-MOTIVATION AND DISCIPLINE
Self-motivation involves:

This ability involves:

► Setting high but realistic goals
► Taking the right level of risk (Risk management)
► Seeking constant feedback to work out how to improve

► Prioritising Own Work by efficiently using time and completing

►
COMPETENCIES INVOLVED

ABILITY TO PLAN, CO-ORDINATE AND ORGANISE

►
►

(Giving and Receiving Feedback and Dealing with Criticism)
Being committed to personal or organisational goals and
going the ‘extra mile’ to achieve them (Setting Personal
Goals and Effective Team-Working)
Actively seeking out opportunities and seizing them when
they occur (Courage and Personal Empowerment)
Being able to deal with setbacks and continue to pursue
goals despite obstacles (Resilience)

Discipline within entrepreneurship is:
► Brainstorming and implementing ideas
► Delivering the product/service
► Getting customers’ feedback and gathering ideas from
feedback
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tasks/projects on time - developing workplans - keeping appropriate people informed on progress of tasks/projects.
► Prioritising and Developing Plans for Other’s Work by organising
and coordinating the allocation of staff, funds, technology, process
and facilities - analysing and interpreting organisational goals and
monitoring - evaluating the impact of the project on others - effectively communicating at appropriate stages.
► Developing and Implementing Plans for Complex Projects by
developing operational plans - establishing measures to assess
progress against the plan - adjusting the plan appropriately - taking
initiative to follow through rather than wait for problems to arise
- recognising problems and taking corrective/preventive action keeping people informed of plans, progress, and decisions.
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INIZIATIVE 1

Name of programme / experience

Break-in The desk

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

The partnership will innovate the current offer for CCIs
training on entrepreneurship by making competences,
skills and entrepreneurial attitudes a mean for artists/
creative to interact with other public and private
contexts (PAs/SMEs) to become trainers, promoters,
facilitators of innovation and problem solving through
creative thinking and artistic interventions. Artistic
interventions (specifically re-named by the project
partnership as “break-in” actions) are the mean to
introduce people, products or services from the world
of arts into a non-art-based organizations to support
change, to strengthen creativity and innovation
capability, to improve working conditions, and to
enhance the skills of the workforce.

Type of funding
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula
etc. lasting operation (for example a
course offered by an university)/ Other
which
Funding sources: budget / public project
funding (type: culture, innovation,
cohesion, other which) / foundation
/ private / participation fee / other
which?

EU project within the framework of Erasmus +
programme (Key Action 2).

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Materahub, the project coordinator (applicant
organisation), is a consortium of enterprises based
in Matera (Italy) specialized in the development and
creation of creative and cultural industries, coaching and
training tools and programmes.

Place and Duration

The 2-year project started in September 2014 and will
be finished in August 2017.
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

The primary targets and direct beneficiaries are
professionals from CCIs sector to be trained and to
become facilitators of innovation through the process of
creative interventions.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Training artists/creatives to bring innovation in
business and society while developing/improving
their entrepreneurial competences. Training them
successfully is necessary not only in the art sector,
but also in the VET system that would benefit from
the development/transfer of practice of non-formal
learning/guidance applied by CCI professionals in their
interventions with other organizations (PA/SMEs) to
support creative innovation in business, in organizational
development and in policy concerning VET, CCIs and
innovation. Therefore, the overall goal is to focus more
on the innovation that it could bring in terms of VET
methodologies, entrepreneurial skills development,
creation of a new trainer profile able to foster innovation
combining non-formal methodologies and creative tools.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

• To provide artists and creatives with effective and
concrete tools to develop an enterprising approach,
review, solve problems, plan and scope their creative
project
• To support and guide artists and creatives to make
their projects more sustainable by learning how to
plan, assess, identify the state-of-art and manage
their “entrepreneurial” project
• To create and pilot tools and practical models to foster
collaborations between the world of creativity and
the world of business through the mutual exchange of
professional skills and visions of artists, creatives and
entrepreneurs.
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Training tools / contents developed / to
be developed

The training tools developed so far are:
• Break-in the Desk Creative Entrepreneurship Training
Programme developed in Pecs (Hungary) joint by 21
Artists and 16 partners and trainers from 7 European
countries
• WorkPlayBook, a visual tool developed also through
the collaboration of the Creative Entrepreneurship
Training Programme participants. It aims at improving
communication in project teams and providing a
simplified project overview helping to draw a big
picture, visualize artists and creatives’ project and
develop shared vision with all participants (it is
composed of 9 key elements). In the Work-Play Book,
artists and creatives are invited to explore how one
successful and highly adaptable model used by
entrepreneurs might provide some opportunities for
work-play.
• Creative Project Canvas, a useful tool for artists and
creatives to elaborate, clarify, evaluate and reflect
on past, present and future projects, products and
services. It is for artistic and cultural practitioners and
is based on the Business Model Canvas, a business
tool used by companies all around the world.
• Break-in Methodology. These guidelines give artists
and creatives the opportunity to plan, customize and
offer their “break-in actions” to meet employers’ needs,
enabling them to become aware of their problems
and “think outside the box”. The Break-in Methodology
guides artists and creatives throughout a training
pathway, from explicative examples of “break-in
actions” to the concrete steps needed to plan, pitch
and deliver their artistic interventions as well as to
make them economically and ethically sustainable.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

E-learning platform, printed training material, bar
camps, pilot training sessions, mentoring, coaching.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

So far, the partnership has registered a great interest,
collaboration and participation from all direct and
indirect beneficiaries.
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Strengths / Weaknesses

This project brings in an innovative “system” to introduce
basic business tools (like the Project Canvas model) and
entrepreneurial competences related to project planning
and management along with practical business tips and
references, which make artists/creatives successful
“entrepreneurs”. The practical tools, tips and references
developed and provided throughout the project will make
their work economically sustainable and professionally
rewarding, allow sharing peer-to-peer experiences
and enhance creation and development of business
networks.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

Break In The Desk website/online platform: www.
breakinthedesk.eu
Creative Project Canvas website:
www.creativeprojectcanvas.com
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INIZIATIVE 2

MASTER
COURSE
BUSINESS
FOR ARTS
AND CULTURE
Name of programme / experience

Business for Arts and Culture

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

The Master in Business for Arts and Culture provides
an in-depth theoretical preparation, combined with a
creative and managerial vision allowing students to
define and manage specific projects and/or create startups within the cultural sphere. The range of institutions
and partners include museums and the traditional
sectors of the cultural heritage, the world of media and
communications and the material culture.
The Master is designed for multi-skilled professionals
- in the cultural industry - who can handle projects
related to different areas (contemporary art, fashion,
design, crafts, theater, music, events and performing
arts) in a sustainable perspective, both at national and
international level.

Type of funding
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula
etc. lasting operation (for example a
course offered by an university)/ Other
which
Funding sources: budget / public project
funding (type: culture, innovation,
cohesion, other which) / foundation
/ private / participation fee / other
which?

Academic year fees are required to enroll the course and
every year IED also promotes competitions for student
grants.
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Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

IED - Istituto Europeo di Design.
Since 1966, the IED has developed innovative and
diversified teaching methodologies, focused on
synergies between technology and experimentation,
creativity, strategies and integrated communication,
market issues and a new form of professionalism.
Thus does the Istituto Europeo di Design offer young
professionals working in the fields of Fashion, Design
and Communication the knowledge and the effective
tools they need to cater for the constantly developing
requirements of the working world.
The IED campuses are in Milan (1966), Rome (1973),
Turin (1989), Madrid (1994), Barcelona (2002), São
Paulo (2005), Venice (2007), Florence (2008) and
Cagliari (2009). In 2012, the Aldo Galli Academy in
Como also joined the IED Group and as of 2013 courses
have commenced in Rio de Janeiro, the second IED
school in Brazil.

Place and Duration

This one-year and full-time Master takes place on Venice
and is taught in English.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

The study path is designed for post-graduated
students seeking a job in the world of art market
and cultural entrepreneurship, but it is also intended
for professionals and consultants, interested in
investigating their knowledge to take on different
professional ventures and new entrepreneurial activities.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

The main goal of the Master in Business for Arts and
Culture is to provide a strong theoretical background
in relation to culture and creativity, coupled with a
managerial vision related to the field of design and
cultural business start-up. The range of institutions and
phenomena considered includes all the pillars of cultural
production, moving from the classical heritage sectors
and museums to the world of media and communication
joining the fields of material culture. Starting from the
observation that the cultural world is moving towards a
new model based on entrepreneurship and projects, the
master wants to train professionals able to handle the
tools of culture in a sustainable way both culturally and
economically.
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?
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The Master is organized in four areas:
Area1_Key elements of contemporary arts
The theoretical basis on the contemporary cultural sector and its historical roots, both nationally and internationally. In particular, students get a solid preparation on
contemporary arts and critics, followed by an in-depth
analysis of the art system and the art market.
Contents: Contemporary art history & its latest development; Critical issues in contemporary art; Operators
in the contemporary arts system; Art market: trends and
emerging markets
Area 2_Key elements of cultural project management
The operational tools necessary to transform the knowledge in employment opportunities. The methodology
starts from an economical and creative approach, providing students with fundamentals of cultural economics,
business planning, project cycle management, marketing, crowd founding and engagement actions, followed
by specific focus on how to create a cultural start-up or
business activity.
Contents: Solving problems through an indirect and
creative approach; Project cycle management for cultural sector; Business planning for cultural sector; Crowd
funding and engagement actions; Marketing for the
arts; Social media and the arts; Entrepreneurship in the
cultural sector; Public museum and private foundation;
Fashion design 4
Area 3_ Cultural sectors
Heritage, cultural industries and material culture: the
third module analyzes the meaning of the word “culture”
and offer the possibility to experiment the interaction
between different aspects featuring this wide sector
fashion, design, handcraft, tourism, performing arts and
new technologies.
Contents: Cultural event; Analysis of a cultural event:
the Venice 15th architectural biennale; Cultural heritage; Arts foundation; Fashion and the arts;Material
culture; Area 4_Enterpreneurship experience
Final thesis project
Three months to elaborate and write the final Thesis
Project, simulating a real work experience in cooperation
with other students or individually. Assisted by a Tutor,
students will choose one
or more sectors and build a specific cultural business
plan, analyzing and develop all the different aspects
involved, arising from the competences and knowledge
gathered during the Master course. The Final Project
offers students a practical opportunity to start – or
develop - their own career, using at best the theoretical/
practical skills and methods learned.
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Training tools / contents developed / to
be developed

The main aim of the course is to provide a strong
theoretical background in relation to culture and
creativity, coupled with a managerial vision related to
design and cultural business start-up. The total number
of hours of the Master program are divided in seven
months of frontal lectures, lab activities, didactic visits,
integrated by individual study, project development and
three months dedicated to the elaboration of the final
Thesis Project, that could be done alone or in-group.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Students undertake a course based on continuous
discussion with professors and classmates, which
combines lectures, workshops, educational visits and
meetings.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

At the end of the course, participants can enter roles
within structured organizations, cultural institutions,
museums, create opportunities on their own, work in the
field of non-profit organizations or manage a cultural
project.
In fact, successful students’ portfolios are submitted
to interested companies and selection interviews are
arranged in order to activate internships (or training
periods), collaborations, and field projects, ensuring
constant support monitoring activities.
During the study pathway, IED trains students and
provides them with the techniques and tools required to
write their CV, tackle a selection interview, realize their
personal portfolio. The internship (or training period)
allows the students to apply the acquired tools and
knowledge to a real
professional project

Strengths / Weaknesses

This Master offers the know-how and technical tools
useful to manage the project complexity through a
methodological approach.
Starting from the 2015/2016 academic year the
educational offer is enhanced by the addition of the
following 1st Level Master’s Degrees: Design, Fashion
Design Management and Visual Arts (60 credits).
Starting from a multidisciplinary methodology, this
master is aimed at strengthening students’ autonomy in
the relevant fields and moulding them into professionals
capable of leading a design project and managing
all its associated complexities using a creative and
manufacturing approach.
Career opportunities include placements within
organizations, design studios or agencies. Graduates
are able to fulfill roles such as a professional with
multidisciplinary knowledge and a significant sectorspecific experience
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Official website: www.ied.it
References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

Master link: http://www.ied.edu/venice/
management-school/master-courses/businessadministration-for-arts-and-cultural-events/
CMG2095E?activityId=701w0000001K8yg
IED official Facebook page: https://www.facebook.
com/IEDesign?fref=ts
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INIZIATIVE 3

Skills for the
creative economy
Name of programme / experience

ArtS project

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

ArtS is a three year Erasmus+ project, which aims at
the exploitation of the Cultural and Creative Sectors
(CCS) potential to create jobs and at the enhancement
of cultural economy at local, regional, national and
transnational levels.
It covers the following areas: a) Craft, b) Performing arts
(music, dance, theatre), c) Cultural Heritage (archives,
libraries, museums), d) Literary arts (book and press), e)
Visual arts, f) Audiovisual and multimedia.

Type of funding
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula
etc. lasting operation (for example a
course offered by an university)/ Other
which
Funding sources: budget / public project
funding (type: culture, innovation,
cohesion, other which) / foundation
/ private / participation fee / other
which?

The project is co-funded by the Erasmus+ European
Union programme, Sector Skills Alliances.
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Coordinator: EUROTRAINING Educational
Organization S.A / GREECE, an Educational
Organization of National scope, which is certified
by the National Organisation for the Certification of
Qualifications and Vocational Guidance.
Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Partners: CESIE / ITALY - Federación Vizcaína de
Empresas del Metal / SPAIN - TÜV Rheinland Hellas SA
/ GREECE - Libera Palermo/ITALY - Synergy of Music
Theater / GREECE - Consorzio Universitario Piceno
/ ITALY - Centro Studi e Formazione Villa Montesca –
Società consortile / ITALY
Athens Chamber of Tradesmen / GREECE - Asociación
Cultural Euroacción Murcia / SPAIN - Melting Pro.
Laboratorio per la cultura / ITALY - Fondo Formacion
Euskadi / SPAIN

Place and Duration

The project runs from 1 November 2014 and will end
on 31 October 2017 training and training sessions will
take place in Greece, Spain and Italy.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Unemployed, self-employed and low skilled artists, VET
providers, managers, universities, companies, NGOs,
research centers, associations, learners.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

The purpose of ArtS project is to respond to a strong
to identify the current and future skill requirements of
the culture and creative labour market in Greece, Italy
and Spain and to develop an innovative joint training
programme, which will have to provide sectors with the
mix of skills needed for creative entrepreneurship.
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The joint vocational training programme aims at
providing unemployed, self-employed and low skilled
artists the opportunity to:

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

• update their professional competences and
acquire management, business and networking
skills;
• guide them into finding work or internship at a
company of their choice;
• present their work in a joint project at the
project closure that will be prepared by the
learners themselves, as an exercise of effective
networking.
Six specific modules have been developed for the
following subsectors Craftsmanship; Art Performance;
Literacy; Audio-visual & Multimedia; Visual arts; and
three transversal modules
Business Administration; Networking, Communication
& Dissemination; Entrepreneurial Skills for Artist &
Social Entrepreneurship.
ArtS training modules, teaching methods and
assessment criteria are included in a programme
description, with presentation of the different modules
and a description of the units of each module.
The ArtS Project places emphasis on blended learning
with a combination of:

Training tools / contents developed / to
be developed

• Instructor-led, classroom-based learning.
This method will include both theoretical and
practical knowledge through classes and
workshops.
• E-learning. With the creation of a distant
learning platform, the trainees will be able to
attain knowledge in a flexible manner.
With reference to the assessment methods, a
written examination consisting in a set of questions
is developed for each different module (including the
e-learning course) and only the participants that have
passed it will be able to get a certification.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?
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E-learning platform, including learners’ communication
tools (discussion forums, discussion management, file
exchange, internal mail, video services, online journals,
notes), productivity tools and student interaction tools
(groups, portfolios, total number of features), printed
training material, trainer’s and trainee’s guides, pilot
training sessions.
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Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

• the development of a VET curriculum that is
outcome-oriented and responds to specific skillshortages in the creative and cultural sectors
market;
• the facilitation of networking and labour mobility
in the CCS;
• the innovation of the VET sector through
the implementation of an original training
programme that will be based on interactive
learning methods;

Strengths / Weaknesses

A) to promote the application of EQAVET
‘European Credit System for Vocational
Education and Training’ and EQF ‘European
qualification framework’/ECVET ‘European
credit system for vocational education and
training’ frameworks that ensure both quality
and better Skills for the Creative Economy / ArtS
transferability of the project’s results.
B) to provide transversal skills as well as career
guidance, career management skills and access
to the labour market, thus improving their longterm employability.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)
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Project website: http://arts-project.eu/
ArtS project official Facebook page: https://
it-it.facebook.com/ArtS-Project-Skills-for-theCreative-Economy-1418974745078892/
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INIZIATIVE 4

Name of programme / experience

ICCI - Training Creative and Cultural Entrepreneurs
and their intermediaries on internationalisation
(CCINTernationalization)

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

The project has developed training tools, strategies
and methodologies to support all operators of the
Creative and Cultural Industries sector on how to
internationalise their services and products, including
creative and cultural entrepreneurs wishing to make
their activity global and intermediary organizations
operating to support the sector and enhancing its
growth at national and European level.
Through an experienced based approach, social
networking and via cluster organisations, creative
and cultural entrepreneurs have been able to develop
mixed and cross-competences to open opportunities
abroad to better understand contexts and detect
opportunities. They have access to innovative
training and skills development specifically related to
entrepreneurial skills, mindset and knowledge.
The participants have taken part in the training (piloting
the training package) and have joined the community on
the social learning platform (blended learning).Both the
training and the social learning platform are available
for all other CCIs actors not directly involved in the
piloting.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

E-learning platform, printed training material, bar
camps, pilot training sessions, mentoring, coaching.
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Type of funding
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula
etc. lasting operation (for example a
course offered by an university)/ Other
which

EU project within the framework of Erasmus +
programme.

Funding sources: budget / public project
funding (type: culture, innovation,
cohesion, other which) / foundation
/ private / participation fee / other
which?

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

The project coordinator is the Chambre du Commerce
Italienne de Lyon (France) and the partnership includes
Creative Alliance (United Kingdom), Creative Estonia
(Estonia), FyG Consultores (Spain), Gelsenkirchen Stadt
(Germany), KIKK (Hungary), Materahub (Italy), Powernet
(Romania).
The Lyon-Italian Chamber of Commerce is an
association of companies and commercial enterprises,
Italian and French free lance professionals who
works in order to develop the bilateral economic
relations between the two countries. It‘s a member of
Assocamerestero, association of Italian Chambers of
Commerce. They offer services to their members such
as: training facilities and research of economic and
commercial partners.

Place and Duration

The 2-year project started in October 2016 and will be
finished in September 2018.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

• creative entrepreneurs interested in
internationalisation of services and products
• intermediary organization (chamber of commerce,
development agency, brokers) staff to support the
process of internationalisation of CCIs
• experts of internationalisation of SMEs not working
with creative industries:
• CCIS consultant
• Creative entrepreneurs not interested in the process
of internationalisation of their business
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Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

• As a first identified challenge there is the need to have
a common agreement and understanding about what
Internationalisation means and implies.
• A second challenge is linked with the weaknesses
of intermediaries. Indeed, intermediaries such as
delegation of business associations abroad. These
intermediaries are based on an old business model
pre-globalisation, when international exchanges
where rather bilateral and the flows where only in one
direction.
• A third challenge is that, at local level, a lack of
awareness of positioning on the territory is often
observed
• A fourth challenge deals with the lack of
understanding of international strategies at local
level.
• Another challenge is the lack of local settings when
we consider internationalisation for CCIs.
• Finally, the last main challenge identified to favour
internationalisation CCIs is the access to innovative
training and skills development.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The themes and contents are:
• What is the Internationalization Process? Motives and
Benefits for CCIs
• Trigger of export initiation in CCI; Internationalization
barriers, risks and Timing
• Market Selection and International Market Entry
Mode for CCIs
• The Creative Global Marketing Concept
• The Internationalization Canvas as a strategic
planning tool
• Competitive advantages for CCIs of going
international
• Specific cases: most popular international CCIs
• The specific role of intermediaries to support CCIs to
internationalize

Training tools / contents developed / to
be developed

The training tools developed are:
• a competence framework for internationalisation of
creative and cultural industries
• a training course on how to favour internationalisation
of creative and cultural industries
• a training platform for the target groups of the
project to find more resources, to access networks,
opportunities and funds in a social learning
environment
• a handbook for creative industries on how to
approach internationalisation
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Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

• As a first identified challenge there is the need to have
a common agreement and understanding about what
Internationalisation means and implies.
• A second challenge is linked with the weaknesses
of intermediaries. Indeed, intermediaries such as
delegation of business associations abroad. These
intermediaries are based on an old business model
pre-globalisation, when international exchanges
where rather bilateral and the flows where only in one
direction.
• A third challenge is that, at local level, a lack of
awareness of positioning on the territory is often
observed
• A fourth challenge deals with the lack of
understanding of international strategies at local
level.
• Another challenge is the lack of local settings when
we consider internationalisation for CCIs.
• Finally, the last main challenge identified to favour
internationalisation CCIs is the access to innovative
training and skills development.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The themes and contents are:
• What is the Internationalization Process? Motives and
Benefits for CCIs
• Trigger of export initiation in CCI; Internationalization
barriers, risks and Timing
• Market Selection and International Market Entry
Mode for CCIs
• The Creative Global Marketing Concept
• The Internationalization Canvas as a strategic
planning tool
• Competitive advantages for CCIs of going
international
• Specific cases: most popular international CCIs
• The specific role of intermediaries to support CCIs to
internationalize

Training tools / contents developed / to
be developed

The training tools developed are:
• a competence framework for internationalisation of
creative and cultural industries
• a training course on how to favour internationalisation
of creative and cultural industries
• a training platform for the target groups of the
project to find more resources, to access networks,
opportunities and funds in a social learning
environment
• a handbook for creative industries on how to
approach internationalisation
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Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

E-learning platform, printed training material, bar
camps, pilot training sessions, mentoring, coaching.

The overall impact of the project activities and tools on
creative entrepreneurs and intermediaries as well as
stakeholders and public audience has been excellent
and the main feedback received can be summarized as
follows:

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

• to become aware of their skills gaps in terms
of internationalisation competences and of the
possibility their creative business could access
international opportunities in other markets
• to develop a more effective entrepreneurial
approach.
• to take part in the process of development of a
training model and a methodology helping them
to fill the gap of competences perceived by the
CCIs professionals
• to be the first facilitators of a new process
of internationalisation of Creative Industries
products and services
• specifically for the intermediary Organisations,
to gain innovative information, tools and
resources and develop specific skills on how to
support their clients in the internationalisation
process.

Strengths / Weaknesses

The mix of theoretical lessons, group workshops,
practical experiences/business models and business
planning helps the creative entrepreneurs to grasp all
aspects of internationalisation and access to global
market.
The training package also helps to “take out”
competences from learners, enabling them to use
their personal attitudes to build a personal approach
to internationalisation, exploiting mentorship and
coaching process that are available through the project
and partnership channels (social media, websites, etc.).
All tools, activities and tangible as well as intangible
outputs are practical, useful and effective for the target
group and easily used by the community of creative
industries and intermediaries around Europe and
increase the number of beneficiaries.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

ICCI website: https://www.icciproject.com/
ICCI platform: https://www.icciproject.com/icciplatform/
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INIZIATIVE 1

Name of programme / experience

KAOSPILOT “Enterprising Leadership” programme

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

The Enterprising Leadership Practice (ELP) unfolds
in three domains Project Design, Process Design,
Business Design. The latter component provides
the student with a fundamental introduction to
the elements of understanding, creating, running
and developing a business as well as a holistic
understanding of how creativity and innovation can
contribute to, and is a driver, for developing businesses
on a commercial or social level.

Type of funding
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula
etc. lasting operation (for example a
course offered by an university)/ Other
which
Funding sources: budget / public project
funding (type: culture, innovation,
cohesion, other which) / foundation
/ private / participation fee / other
which?

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?
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The 3-year Enterprising Leadership programme is
approved by the Danish Ministry of Higher Education
and Science (formerly the Ministry of Science) and
holds the status of Private Education.
Tuition fee is currently DKK 146.600 for the three
years

KAOSPILOT is a self-governed hybrid business and
design school situated in Aarhus, established in 1991
and cooperating with the public Aarhus University. It
serves as an education platform and community for
creative leaders, social entrepreneurs and changemakers alike.
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Place and Duration

The 3-year full-time project is valid from August 2016
and divided into six semesters. Each year corresponds
to 60 points in the European Credit Transfer System
(ECTS) and each semester lasts 19 – 21 weeks.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

KAOSPILOT students. A minimum of 35 students
is allowed to enter The Enterprising Leadership
programme each year.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

The course aims at promoting and developing:
• six generic abilities consisting in Imagination, Action,
Communication, Sense making, Collaboration and
Learning
• the cultivation of values-based leadership as well
certain virtues, such as honesty, integrity and
authenticity,
• attitudes of an enterprising leader, such as courage,
curiosity, empathy, lightness, patience, humility,
boldness, and generosity.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The Enterprising Leadership Practice (ELP) consists of
three dimensions, which are trained and practiced by
the students:
Developing Abilities
Cultivating Character
Finding your way: Honing a Sense of Direction (a space
for exploration, experimentation, inquiry and discovery
where the students work towards a greater sense of
clarity around key themes)
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Training tools / contents developed / to
be developed

Upon graduating from the 3-year Enterprising
Leadership Programme, the students should possess
the following:
A clear sense of direction, including what their higher
pursuit is and how it connects to their work and making
a living.
A clear sense of what their skills, abilities and talents
are, and how to apply them in their work along with a
platform for further growth and development.
A clear and holistic understanding of how to create
value and change in their work.
The ability to develop and realise visions, ideas and
concepts.
The ability to develop and deliver projects at various
scales and levels of complexity.
The ability to understand what transformational
change is and how to make it happen with people,
organisations, and communities in a broader systemic
or societal sense.
The ability to foster and build healthy relations and
collaborations in community and organisational life.
A practice for cultivating a strong, resilient character
and the capability to face tough challenges and
setbacks.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

The Enterprising Leadership programme uses
various processes and procedures for evaluating
(through personal reflections supported by materials
and methods, self-assessments and peer reviews),
assessing and examine the students.
All evaluations and exams are stored on the intranet,
dated and named.
E-learning platform, reading and learning material,
individual, group and team learning communities, peer
assessments, coaching and co-inquiry, dialogue and
reflection, mentoring internal and external support.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

Kaospilot has been dubbed “the world’s most
adventurous alternative business school” by Fast
Company and marked by Business Week as a design
program “shaping a new generation of creative
managers”, it’s a fun and above all innovative place.
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Strengths / Weaknesses

The course works across disciplines and fields and is
capable of combining and integrating widely varying
knowledge sets, abilities and competencies. The
curriculum offers a transdisciplinary platform where the
students are introduced and trained to apply theories,
concepts and methods from the following fields:
Leadership, project management, design (including
design thinking, and design research and foresight),
entrepreneurship, product development, sustainability
and social innovation, education, arts and culture,
politics, branding and communication, process
leadership and organization development, community
and development work. The students learn to integrate
these schools of thought, and bodies of knowledge into
their own projects and ventures.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.kaospilot.dk/studentprogram-aarhus/
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INIZIATIVE 2

Name of programme / experience

ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN THE CREATIVE INDUSTRY
course model, as part of the “Taking action: Tool Box For
Creative Business Building” including this course and
“Fundraising and sponsoring of creative projects” and
“Panel day: Music and publishing”

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Implemented within the pilot project “Artist Accelerator”
that in 2010-2011 taught 12 Latvian artists how
to accelerate artists’ innovative activities within the
creative industries.

Type of funding
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula
etc. lasting operation (for example a
course offered by an university)/ Other
which
Funding sources: budget / public project
funding (type: culture, innovation,
cohesion, other which) / foundation
/ private / participation fee / other
which?

The “Artist Accelerator” project was promoted by
the Cultural Ministers of Latvia and Denmark, and
financially supported by the EU’s Leonardo program
with partners from Latvia (Tris Krasas), Holland
(Kunstenaars & Co), Finland (Åbo University) and
Denmark (Artlab incl. Christian Have).

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

ArtLab is the Danish Musicians Union’s department of
education and aims at creating jobs through education
in arts and in arts & business, based on artists’ unique
qualifications and methods.

Place and Duration

30 lessons (6 sessions of 5 lessons) in 1-3 months at
ArtLab.
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

10 artists and creative freelancers.
To enter this course learner must bring a specific
product or concept that they intend to develop your
business on.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Introduction to central tools that will test your business
concept and help artists and creative freelancers build
up a viable business of their own. They will:
• Bring their business concept and learn to manage it in
terms of planning, marketing, sales, organization and
possible collaborators.
• Test their business concept on customers,
collaborators etc.
Last part of the course offers guidance in business
establishment, so they can start up immediately after
the course, as soon as they have identified and tested
your market.
For optimal outcome, they will need to work intensively
on your business concept between the actual sessions.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

In general, ArtLab CREATIVE ENTREPRENEURSHIP,
BUSINESS COACHING & ARTISTS IN BUSINESS
programme focuses on: motivation, goals and action,
PR, creative processes, entrepreneurship, project
management, conceptualizing, profiling, performance,
teaching and performance training, pitching, sale and
accountancy, digital profiling, power writing, styling,
arts & business, society on the move, innovation,
idea generating, experience economy and creative
industries, and a series of pilot projects to educate
artists to work with companies.
Specifically the course contents are:
• Testing of the idea
• Business establishment
• Planning
• Organization
• Collaborators
• Timeline

Training tools / contents developed / to
be developed

Study labs, training programmes and projects aimed
at strengthening artist’s individual possibilities to take
action, cooperate and develop new platforms.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Handouts, lecture, mentoring, coaching.
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Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

The customized model of life-long learning for artists with frequent
“pit-stops” where artists can renew their means of
action, according to movements in society - has proven
worthwhile. In general, the courses have resulted in a
variety of new projects and a steady shift in mindset
from most artists: Innovation can be inspiring, and
economically fruitful, too!
‘The course made us rethink our concept and gave us
clarity about our goals. A clear consequence of the
course was that we jumped out to establish ourselves
as entrepreneurs much quicker.’ (Kristine Mayer &
Sabine Lavigne, designers, www.meyerlavigne.dk)

Strengths / Weaknesses

Artlab offers special courses in entrepreneurship and
business development for artists and others active in
the creative sector and has been doing so since 2004 –
creating a massive catalogue of experiences. More than
200 artists have participated in long courses, more
than 300 in short master classes, and more than one
third have created new viable creative business or art
projects.
In general, the participants’ art related income has more
than doubled after the courses, and the artists have
also increased non art related income, thus creating a
good combination for supporting their artistic career.
Since 1998, more than 3000 professional artists
have participated in intensive courses, centred
around coaching of their individual artistic career,
supplemented with professional tools and a series of
specialized courses and training sessions.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

Website: http://artlab.dk/fokus/artlab-in-english/
Paper source: http://artlab.dk/wp-content/
uploads/2013/04/BOOSTING-THE-CREATIVE-_web.
pdf
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INIZIATIVE 3

Name of programme / experience

More Creative

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

The core purposes of More Creative are to develop
creative partnerships into self-supporting clusters and
to form new regional partnerships across the creative
industries and the wider economy and thus stimulate
the creative economy, leading to new business models
and a region with a stronger competitive edge.
More Creative is developed in close collaboration with
regional stakeholders, including private companies,
public authorities and knowledge institutions. This
anchoring is a crucial part of converting the political
visions of More Creative into valuable services and
long-lasting partnerships. Today More Creative
is actively supporting business development and
networks in the industries of fashion, design,
gastronomy, events, film/tv, architecture, public
communication and cross media/gaming.

Type of funding
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula
etc. lasting operation (for example a
course offered by an university)/ Other
which
Funding sources: budget / public project
funding (type: culture, innovation,
cohesion, other which) / foundation
/ private / participation fee / other
which?

More Creative is led by Central Denmark Region (one of
the five administrative units in Denmark) in partnership
with European Cultural Capital Aarhus 2017. The
businesses Manto (specialised in consulting and
analysis to concept and business development with
a strong focus on creative industries, the experience
economy, education and research) and Seismonaut
(a consultancy agency specialised in new and digital
media and working in the areas of media, tourism and
government) are operators on behalf of the of Central
Region Denmark and European Cultural Capital Aarhus
2017.
By rethinking the growth potential, the parts build
bridges between creative industries, other industries,
and the public institutions in Central Region Denmark.
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Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

More Creative is a governmental organisation
developing and supporting creative business
environments and building bridges to the wider
business community in cooperation with regional
knowledge institutions. It actively supports four
clusters in the fields of architecture, design, fashion
and digital visual industries.

Place and Duration

More Creative has existed since the beginning of
2013 and has since then been in a constant state of
development planned until 2018. The More Creative
Model is based on economic key figures and market
data, a strategic evaluation of strongholds in Central
Region Denmark, and a bottom up approach, which
means that the initiative works with everything from the
creative entrepreneur to the political decision-maker.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Creative industries and entrepreneurs, business
exectuives, other industries, policy-makers and the
public institutions in Central Region Denmark.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

More Creative is the biggest united business
development strategy for creative industries in
Denmark and, as a natural part, it initiates and
facilitates a wide range of initiatives and activities,
that helps develop the creative industries through eg.
competence and business development, inspiration,
new methods, and knowledge sharing. The main
relevant initiatives are:
Next Level is a way for the partnerships to offer
practical advice to their core audience with the
involvement of experienced resource persons in their
respective industries. The courses’ themes and content
mainly focus on internationalization and financing.
• Next Level consists of four full-day sessions that give
participants concrete tools to identify and tackle the
company’s most critical challenges.
• Each session follows a fixed structure with keynote
presentations and exercises from a given theme,
followed by workshop activities, case studies,
experience sharing, and external resource persons.
Morning programs are across industries, whilst
afternoon programs are divided into individual
industries.
More Creative Plus is partly a forum for partnerships
to meet new players from industry, municipalities,
sectors selected, etc. and partly a forum to publicize
the creative industries and create new opportunities for
cooperation.
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Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

• More Creative Plus will focus on demonstrating
applied creativity in the public sector and other
industries (particularly the manufacturing industry)
to display the business and innovation potential that
can be realized through cooperation with the creative
industries.
• More Creative Plus will be held four times a year. The
format is a meeting of 2-3 hours with demonstration
presentations by partnerships and subsequent
dialogue and company dating with the participating
members of the public sector or other industries.
The themes will build upon the links between the
partnerships and the region’s overall growth strategy.
Partnership meetings are a forum for skills
development targeted the partnerships’ project
managers. The aim of the partnership meetings is
to give project managers the tools necessary to
develop self-sustaining clusters. We will therefore
use the partnership meetings to work with business
development, financing strategy, project development,
and communication.
• Partnership meetings will be whole day events with a
combination of presentations, case studies, sparring,
and experience sharing across the partnerships.
• We will hold five partnership meetings in 2016. The
meetings are located at strategic points in relation to
More Creative’s annual cycle, including partnerships’
reportings, stop-go evaluation etc.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The new initiatives, services and networks developed
by More Creative are:
• Creative Partnerships
The strategy is designed to uplift the entire regional
economy as well. More Creative is essentially about
finding the creative edge that leads to competitive
advantages and tackles the societal challenges of
tomorrow. This is an agenda, which speaks to both
business executives, creative entrepreneurs and
policy-makers.
• Creative Executive Club (CEC)
Creative Executive Club is a series of seminars for
decision-makers. CEC focuses on the creative growth
possibilities of tomorrow through eg. management
and organization, internationalization, and innovation.
• Creative Business Academy (CBA)
Creative Business Academy is an open and accessible
business development process for entrepreneurs
across the creative industries, which helps creating
the groundwork for a sustainable business.
• Next Level – Advanced Business Development
Next Level is a business development progress for
established businesses in the creative industries,
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

which wish to ascend their organisations and business
models to a higher level.
• Überwerke
Überwerke tests best practice and researches the
best ways to create the best frameworks for growth
surroundings in creative industries.
• Creative Cities
Creative Cities provides consultancy to those of
Central Region Denmark’s municipalities, which
wish to create better growth conditions for creative
industries.
• Center for Animation and Visualization (CAV)
CAV is catalyst for professionalisation and
internationalisation of the Danish animation branch
and adjacent fields.

Training tools / contents developed / to
be developed

The training tools developed are:
• a competence framework for internationalisation of
creative and cultural industries
• a training course on how to favour internationalisation
of creative and cultural industries
• a training platform for the target groups of the
project to find more resources, to access networks,
opportunities and funds in a social learning
environment
• a handbook for creative industries on how to
approach internationalisation

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

For the More Creative Model and the holistic approach
to function, a centralized secretariat is required – a
secretariat that works as a joint platform for all of the
partnership organisations. In the case of More Creative,
the secretariat has handled the coordination between
the partnerships, as well as the effort for network,
talent, business development, knowledge sharing,
communication, and framework conditions for growth in
the creative industries.
Phase 1: Application
Through an open call to businesses in creative
industries, More Creative chose the most qualified
applications based on various defined criteria. The
criteria was based on regional strongholds and key
figures in relation to potentials for scalability, growth,
and export.
Thus, there was a data driven approach to identifying
the strongest positions for creative partnerships,
but also a market driven approach since it was the
creative businesses who contributed with their own
project ideas, as well as partnerships created by the
businesses themselves.
Phase 2: Testing
In the test phase, creative partnerships were chosen
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Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

to be developed and tested. In case of support from
creative businesses and politicians for a partnership
within the creative industry field – and if the specific
partnership was deemed strong enough to carry out
a partnership organization – the creative partnership
continued the development.
Phase 3: Maturation
A reduced number of partnerships was established as
potential creative partnerships and went through an
intensive partnership incubatory. The aim was for the
partnerships to function as independent partnerships in
the the next phase.
Phase 4: Sustainable partnerships
The partnerships were in this phase established
partnership organizations with finance and business
models.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

More Creative initiatives have proved to produce
excellent results within the following areas;
• Improvement of framework conditions for growth in
creative industries
• Development of creative industry clusters through
partnerships
• Network, talent and business development in creative
industries
• Knowledge sharing and communication for and about
creative industries
Since its launch in 2013, More Creative has resulted in
a wide range of initiatives, services and networks that
provide real value to both larger enterprises, SMEs and
the creative startup scene in the region. A number of
lasting partnerships have been established – several
with a proven potential to turn into actual cluster
organisations. Moreover, More Creative has created a
common ground for regional stakeholders to continue
developing Central Denmark Region as a hotspot for
creative innovation and growth.
More Creative is developed in close collaboration with
regional stakeholders, including private companies,
public authorities and knowledge institutions. This
anchoring is a crucial part of converting the political
visions of More Creative into valuable services and
long-lasting partnerships. Today More Creative
is actively supporting business development and
networks in the industries of fashion, design,
gastronomy, events, film/tv, architecture, public
communication and cross media/gaming.
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Strengths / Weaknesses

More Creative is an ambitious, strategic initiative
dedicated to creating business growth and jobs by
developing the creative industries to the benefit of
Central region Denmark.
More Creative is a method to develop businesses and
growth within the creative industries. The method is
developed and tested in Central Region Denmark, but
is also applicable in other Danish regions as well as a
national level.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://morecreative.dk/more-creative-in-english/
http://en.morecreative.dk/?page_id=3240
http://en.morecreative.dk/?s=internationalization
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GOOD PRACTICES
IN SWEDEN
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INIZIATIVE 1

Name of programme / experience

Kulturverkstan: Cultural Project Management

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Kulturverkstan is a two-year Project Management
Training Program within the Cultural Sector.

Type of funding
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula
etc. lasting operation (for example a
course offered by an university)/ Other
which
Funding sources: budget / public project
funding (type: culture, innovation,
cohesion, other which) / foundation
/ private / participation fee / other
which?

The program is part of the Swedish Agency for
Advanced Vocational Education, financed by the
Ministry of Education, the Swedish Governement. The
educations are run by Nätverkstan in cooperation with
Hisingen Continuing Education Program (Studium).

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Nätverkstan is a non-profit organisation based in
Göteborg, Sweden and owned by cultural journals in
Sweden, with the specific aim of being a platform and
resource center for people within the cultural sector
within technique, economy and education.
Among their partners and customers are the Higher
Vocational Education in Sweden, Swedish Arts Council,
University of Gothenburg, Region Västra Götaland – as
well as a large number of cultural magazines, publishing
houses and independent cultural organisations.
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Place and Duration

The 2-year programme is based in western Sweden, in
Göteborg and includes three periods of work-practice,
one of which is spent abroad on the international
cultural scene.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Each year 35 students attend the program, all
of the students are people active on the cultural
scene; musicians, actors, writers, filmmakers, poets,
journalists, artists, cultural entrepreneurs and so forth.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

• To improve learners’ skills on management
• To gain practical means such as preparing a budget,
marketing, project management skills, computer skills
and the broad theoretical perspectives related to
studying sociology, philosophy, globalizations theory
necessary to expand their horizons.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The objective of the Training Program is to provide
participants with the tools required to initiate and carry
out projects on the cultural arena as well as contribute
to the revitalization of organizations, businesses, and
public institutions. Ultimately, it will serve as resource
for the cultural life, broadening and fortifying its
foundations. Those who have completed Kulturverkstan
will possess the all-around innovative skills necessary
to initiate and organize projects.
The educational model consists of three dimensions:
contextual, operational, processual. The first one of
course refers to the factors surrounding the project,
affecting it and being affected by it. The second
one refers to the tools and methods used by the
project manager. The third one refers to challenges
of management and leadership: How to create a
favourable atmosphere in the organisation? How to deal
with, solve and prevent conflicts?

Training tools / contents developed / to
be developed

This 2-year educational programme for project
managers within the cultural sector focuses among
other things democracy, knowledge and information,
globalisation and the future of work, economy,
computer and project management. Knowledge is
tested during 27 practical weeks in both Sweden and
abroad.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Online platform, printed training material, national
and international practical experiences, mentoring,
coaching.
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Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

The results, when it comes to employability, are
excellent.

Strengths / Weaknesses

Since Kulturverkstan programme started in 1999,
students with various experiences within the cultural
sector have taken their exams and the majority are
still working within the sector as producers, cultural
entrepreneurs, cultural administrators, artists and so
forth.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

Website: http://www.natverkstan.net/om-natverkstan/
info-in-english/
Project website: www.kulturverkstan.net
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INIZIATIVE 2

Name of programme / experience

TAFI (Training Artists for Innovation)

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Training Artists for Innovation (TAFI) is a unique twoyear project to investigate creative interventions in
business. This project is funded with support from the
EU Culture Programme aiming at providing artists with
new skills and competences, such as communication
and social skills, project management skills,
entrepreneurial skills, use of their artistic creativity in
new contexts.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which

TAFI is an EU funded project

Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?
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TAFI is being led and coordinated by Cultuur-Ondernemen
(from Denmark) in collaboration with project partners
from five other European countries including Skådebanan
Västra Götaland AB (TILLT) from Sweden, which is a
Swedish company based in Göteborg, running a variety of
programmes, which place artists in people’s workspace.
TILLT (www.tillt.se) from Sweden is also the coordinator of
Creative Clash, another EU project, which aims to enter
artistic interventions on the policy agenda, maps other
similar initiatives and sets up a network of producers of
artistic interventions in Europe (www. creativeclash.eu).
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Place and Duration

This two-year project is funded with support from
the EU CultureProgramme and runs from May 2011
through to April 2013.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Artists and creatives.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

The aim of training artists in artistic interventions is to
educate specialised professionals who are competent to:
• use artistic enquiry as a means of intervention in
organisations outside the arts sector;
• commodify one’s artistic skills and competencies into
business services;
• identify the needs/challenges of the client
organisation to address them with artistic
interventions;
• tailor and design artistic interventions based on the
needs/challenges of the client organisation;
• implement and lead artistic interventions in
organisations;
• encourage active participation of different
stakeholders;
• evaluate the process, the participation and the
outcomes of artistic interventions;
• advocate artistic interventions;
• market one’s services.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The contents of the lessons (excluding practical
experience) depend on the target groups and the
objectives, but generally there are certain core skills,
competencies and knowledge that constitute the
programme content.
These include:
• understanding of and knowledge about the business
world, organisational models and organisational change,
• communication in the specific context of businesses/
organisations,
• process management, facilitation of artistic
interventions, leadership and problem solving
• project management
Additionally, depending on the overall goals and specific target
groups, some training schemes include specific lessons such as:
• Training schemes to provide artists with skills to set
up and to manage artistic interventions, lessons on
entrepreneurship, business start-up, negotiation skills,
marketing, business models, and pricing ...
• Training schemes that target specific types of artists
usually teach specific techniques such as applied
theatre for actors.
• There are also training schemes that teach how
innovation and creative processes are generated.
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Training tools / contents developed / to
be developed

Typically, the setup of a training programme starts by
a shorter or a longer (usually lasting several weeks)
introductory module combining theory classes,
workshops and coaching.
Subsequently, a longer period of practical experience in
an organisation follows (lasting from several weeks up
to two months).
The practical fieldwork is accompanied with personal
coaching and some theory sessions. Eventually a
presentation concludes the fieldwork period.
The final module, which combines lessons and
workshops, is aimed at fine-tuning the skills,
competencies and bodies of knowledge acquired in
training. The final module is sometimes concluded with
an evaluation and practical projects, or with a second
period of work practice in an organisation.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Field visits, work shadowing and workshops, printed
training material, national and international practical
experiences, mentoring, coaching.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

The main area this project focuses on is the connection
of creativity and innovation through creative
interventions in working life. Thereby realising spill over
effects of the cultural sector into the economic and
other sectors. The way this goal was realised is through
developing a qualification & skills framework for artists
for effectively delivering these creative interventions.
Why? Because to deliver these creative interventions in
an effective way artists and creatives need skills they
are not taught in art education and do not acquire easily
in their ordinary working life. While there is considerable
evidence for the need of business for the creativity that
artists and creatives can deliver, there is a shortage of
artists with the necessary expertise and experience.
By developing a qualification & skills framework and
identifying training models, TAFI makes a substantial
contribution to the pool of artists and creatives skilled
enough to deliver creative interventions in business
effectively.
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Strengths / Weaknesses

The TAFI -project has shown that successful
training schemes for artistic interventions depend
on a conducive environment, including art schools,
businesses and organisations, and public policy makers.
By providing artists with new skills and competences
(such as communication and social skills, project
management skills, entrepreneurial skills, use of their
artistic creativity in new contexts) training schemes for
artistic interventions address the objectives defined
in the European framework for key competences for
Lifelong learning.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

TAFI book: http://artlab.dk/wp-content/
uploads/2013/04/tafibook20131.pdf
Project website: http://trainingartistsforinnovation.eu/
about-tafi/
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INIZIATIVE 1
CENTRES
Creative
entrepreneurship
in the Schools
Lifelong
Programme
Learning

Name of programme / experience

CENTRES – Creative Entrepreneurship in Schools
(518238-LLP-1-2011-1-UK-COMENIUS-CNW)

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

The project creates a European forum for issues
relating to entrepreneurship education specific to
creative industries and for sharing innovation and best
practice in this field.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?
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This ambitious multi-country project has been cofunded by the European Commission, the British
Council and eight organizations across Europe in the
Czech Republic (National Institute for Education),
Denmark (The Danish Foundation for Entrepreneurship
– Young Enterprise), Estonia (ENTRUM), Lithuania
(Lietuvos Junior Achievement), Finland (The Aalto
University School of Business, The Small Business
Center), Poland (The Polish Association of Creativity),
Slovenia (CEED) and the UK (A New Direction).
The CENTRES project is carried out in the Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Lithuania, Finland, Poland,
Slovenia and the UK. The coordinator of the project is
British Council, Poland. The coordinator of the project in
the Czech Republic is National Institute for Education,
Department for Lifelong Career Guidance.
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Place and Duration

The duration of the whole project: February 2012
– September 2014. The pilot activity in the Czech
Republic took place from May 2013 till December
2013 and was introduced to was introduced to
Secondary and Vocational students aged 15-19 in
Central Bohemian region. The most important branches
of industry in the region are mechanical engineering,
chemical industry and food industry together with
other significant industries such as glass production,
ceramics and printing.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Secondary and Vocational students aged 15-19 in
Central Bohemian region.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

The CENTRES project has two key aims:
• To promote models and a methodology that can be
used by schools and other organizations providing
entrepreneurship education to develop pupils’
creativity and entrepreneurship skills.
• To promote ways to engage creative entrepreneurs
and businesses productively with schools, as well as
to engage school-age students in practical business
opportunities in the creative industries. In particular,
CENTRES seeks to address are:
- a lack of entrepreneurial skills within CCIs
- a lack of entrepreneurial educational programs
that fit the needs of the CCIs sector
- a call for stronger partnerships between education
institutions and CCIs
- the need for a joint European approach

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The pilot activity in the Czech Republic was focused
on the e-learning training for career counsellors and
teachers in schools. The e-learning program aimed to
introduce entrepreneurship education with an emphasis
on entrepreneurship and creativity as part of career
management skills (CMS). CMS encompass all the
competencies needed to manage one’s own career:
entrepreneurship, sense of initiative and creativity,
self-management, opportunity awareness, flexibility,
endurance, optimism, ability to take risks, teamwork
and openness to learning.
E-learning program was designed based on the results
of the focus group meeting with representatives of
schools, entrepreneurs and local employers. 10 career
counsellors from Central Bohemian region successfully
completed the study of the program in August 2013.
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Training tools / contents developed / to
be developed

The program was divided into 3 modules:
a) Introduction to creativity and entrepreneurship
education - aims to introduce career counsellors
and teachers to the field of creative education and
creative industries and to present the latest trends
and projects dealing with these topics. CENTRES
(Creative Entrepreneurship in Schools) project
has been funded with support from the European
Commission. This publication reflects the views only
of the author, and the Commission cannot be held
responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein. www.centres-eu.org
With the support of the Lifelong Learning Programme
of the European Union
b) Career guidance in schools as a creative process represents an added dimension to career guidance in
primary and secondary schools. It is a process that
can significantly affect the attitudes of students
towards acquiring skills useful in life. Its aim is also to
encourage guidance practitioners to think about how
to develop and improve career education and turn
their school into an innovative institution.
c) Practice firm - the practice firm is a subject bringing
vocational element into an increasing number of noneconomic school programs in the Czech Republic as
well as other European countries. The module was
designed for upper secondary school teachers who
want to help students prepare for real life.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Mentoring in schools – all 10 teachers were invited to
incorporate the contents and methodologies gained
through studying the e-learning program into their
teaching methods within a cross-curricular subject
“Man and Work”. The core structure of the mentoring
sessions in schools was the same for all 10 school:
- Introductory Session – presentation of the program,
baseline survey for students, introduction to creative
entrepreneurship, discussions.
- Visit of an Entrepreneur – every school had to invite
at least one entrepreneur from creative or related
sectors to their education program to present his/ her
experiences with entrepreneurship, to discuss with
students and to be their mentor in bringing their ideas
into practice.
- Start Right Now! – students shared their ideas,
visions and learned about possibilities to start “right
now” – information and contacts to grant agencies,
youth programs supporting entrepreneurship among
young people.
- Fictious firm – presentation of the Fictious firm
programme. Brainstorming on the content, subject,
planning of their own fictious firm.
- Final Session – summary of the project, evaluation,
end point survey for students.
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Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

In the context of the Czech Republic, the
program represents the first stage of introducing
entrepreneurship education, support for teachers and
career counselors in schools.
The main beneficiaries were:
1. Educators: teachers, head teachers, organisations
involved in entrepreneurship education and other
learning providers in Europe
2. Secondary and vocational school students in
participating European countries
3. Policy-makers and other stakeholders responsible
for education policy and practice at European and
national level e.g. Ministries of Education and Culture,
local education authorities, EU institution
4. Stakeholders with an interest in entrepreneurship
education and the CCIs from across Europe .

Strengths / Weaknesses

What makes this program rather unique is its
specialization on Secondary and Vocational schools.
The partnership decided to do so, because there is
a lack of entrepreneurial programs for this target
group. From the Career Guidance point of view,
entrepreneurship, creativity and innovativeness, are
among the most important skills not only for “21st
century” Entrepreneurs, but also for employers and
active citizens.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)
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Website: http://centres-eu.org/knowledge-bank/
case-study-for-asem-me-working-group-innovativecompetences-and-entrepreneurial-skills/
Paper source: http://www.slideshare.net/Centres-EU/
centres-case-forasemfinal
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INIZIATIVE 1
CENTRES
TRAINING for
entrepreneurial hearted and the brave
Lifelong
Programme
Learning

Name of programme / experience

CENTRES: TRAINING for the entrepreneurialhearted and the brave

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

By sharing ideas and experience across European
networks, CENTRES will contribute to increasing the
skills development of youth and future employability in
Europe.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?
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A European programme, which is co-funded by the
Lifelong Learning Programme of the European Union.

With the support of the Lifelong Learning Programme
of the European Union and CENTRES (Creative
Entrepreneurship in Schools), CEED Slovenia has
developed an entrepreneurship programme, which
contains a holistic learning process combining theory
with real case experience, individual and group work.
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Place and Duration

The programme consists of a combination of
workshops, project work, mentorship and networking
events through which the participants will gain the
knowledge, skills as well as attitudes to become more
entrepreneurial. The programme is focused on highstudents of 16-17 of age.
CEED involved creative industry entrepreneurs in the
development and implementation of the programme.
The programme is 30h long, includes 5 modules and a
networking event with mentors.
Pilot project is taking place in three different type of
high/schools:
Srednja šola za lesarstvo Škofja Loka – Secondary
school of Wood Science Škofja loka,
Srednja medijska in grafična šola Ljubljana –
The Secondary School of Multimedia and Graphic
Technology Ljubljana
Gimnazija Šentvid - Grammer school Šentvid

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Direct impact through program:
3 pilot schools
High-school students: 60 pupils
Teachers and principals: 6 teachers
Entrepreneurs and creative industry entrepreneurs:
20 Networking events: 200 students, 20 teachers

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

The project creates a European forum for issues
relating to entrepreneurship education specific to
creative industries and for sharing innovation and best
practice in this field. All of the partners involved in
the consortium see a need for increased international
networking and a combined European approach, which
are currently lacking. The CENTRES project is carried
out in Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Lithuania,
Finland, Poland, Slovenia and the UK.
The growing importance of creative industries in
Europe, together with the challenges these industries
face in developing the appropriate skills in young people
and appealing to them as a career opportunity, make it
vitally important that these issues are addressed now.
If Europe wants to keep pace in a changing,
competitive, and increasingly globalised world and
maintain its reputation as a hub for creative industries,
countries must work together to find common solutions
to these shared problems.
The project provides opportunities for knowledge
exchange and policy cooperation across Europe, and as
such, delivers real European added value.
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The purpose of CENTRES is to address the challenges
Europe is facing in the field of creative industries
entrepreneurship education.
Its purpose is:
To promote models and a methodology that can be
used by schools and other organisations providing
entrepreneurship education to develop pupils’ creativity
and entrepreneurship skills
To promote ways in which to engage creative
entrepreneurs and businesses productively with
schools, as well as engage school-age students in
practical business opportunities in creative industries
To cultivate and appreciate entrepreneurship
To increase entrepreneurial skills among the young
people in Slovenia
Its objectives are:
Developing entrepreneurial training program for young
people with the help of entrepreneurs.
A program that can be implemented by schools as a
whole or as separate modules
Showcase how to involve and connect to creative
industry entrepreneurs
Conduction of the pilot in 3 schools

Testimonials

No testimonials available

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Specifics of the training program:
Modular approach
non-formal education
students in the centre of the learning process
interactive lectures – sharing of entrepreneurial stories
and experience of the entrepreneur on each topic of the
module
experiential learning – working on projects
exercises for creativity
The program will be executed in schools in different
ways:
part of the curriculum of an existing subject
part of practical work time as part of the curriculum
outside of the curriculum as part of optional subjects
modules are executed every week or every second
week

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

Increased opportunities for transnational working and
the transfer of knowledge and good practice
Knowledge-sharing that leads to innovation and new
models informed by international inspiration and
different perspectives
Easy access throughout Europe to examples of good
practice in the field through an online knowledge bank
Creation of a network committed to improving policies
and practices in this field
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Strengths / Weaknesses

Strengths:
Located in many different countries
EU-grade project with central funding
strongly integrated into studies
Weaknesses:
No information about fees online

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://centres-eu.org/centres-activities/centres-pilotactivities-slovenia/
http://centres-eu.org/about/
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INIZIATIVE 1

Name of programme / experience

Creative industry sector entrepreneurial capacity
building in the cross border territory
Website: http://creative-startup.eu/

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

The particular cross border objective of the project
was to create and implement joint cross border
system of management, as well as sharing of the
resources of the creative entrepreneurs beginners with
precarious status, with an aim to augment their global
competitiveness in the Slovenian and Croatian market
as well as on other EU markets, which was achieved
through the following secondary objectives: raising
awareness about the sector of creative industries
and to promote its values; educating and informing all
target groups on how to raise competitiveness while
accepting actual scientific and technological trends;
building partnerships while creating joint strategies
for the development of the creative industries sector
in the Slovenian – Croatian cross border territory,
as wells on EU markets; promoting products and
services of the target groups, as well as the results
of the project. The project offers first joint integrated
analyses of the resources of creative businessmen
beginners in the cross border territory as bases for
new EU projects. The implementation of the new
international networking enhanced information sharing,
exchange of experiences, promotion and exporting of
goods, while enabling the integration of Croatian and
Slovenian creative businessmen and services, and
helping the development of the sector more than the
actions of individual businessmen. In the general public,
the project promoted the idea of common action and
resources and raised awareness about the creative
power of Europe in general.
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Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which

ERDF funds: 344.812,54 EUR

Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Lead Partner: City of Rijeka
Partners: Regional Development Agency Porin Ltd.
(Development agency of Rijeka “Porin”)
Croatian Chamber of Commerce
Academy of Applied Arts in Rijeka
Faculty of Design, Associate Member of The University
of Primorska
University of Primorska, Scientific and Research Centre
Regional Development Agency Of Ljubljana Urban
Region

Place and Duration

SI: Obalno-kraska Region, Osrednjeslovenska Region
CRO: Primorsko-goranska County
01.01.2014. – 17.06.2015.
Startups of the two regions.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Startups of the two regions.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

No detailed information found
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The particular cross border objective of the project
was to create and implement joint cross border
system of management, as well as sharing of the
resources of the creative entrepreneurs-beginners with
precarious status, with an aim to augment their global
competitiveness in the Slovenian and Croatian market
as well as on other EU markets, which was aimed to be
achieved through the following secondary objectives:
awareness raising about the sector of creative
industries and to promotion of its values;
education and information of target groups on how to
raise competitiveness while accepting actual scientific
and technological trends;
partnerships building while creating joint strategies for
the development of the creative industries sector in the
Slovenian – Croatian cross border territory, as wells on
EU markets;
promotion of products and services of the target
groups, as well as the results of the project.

Testimonials

No testimonials available

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

The project addressed the problem of insufficient
use of the creative industries sector potential for the
increase of the global results of the entrepreneurial
sector in Croatia and Slovenia. The project offered
a platform to the development of the solutions for
increasing the capacities and the visibility of the
creative industries sector along four lines/groups of
activities:
the analyses of the creative industries sector
awareness rising about the values of the sector and
representation of the sector’s creative results
capacity, expertise and potential building
partnership building and strategic approach to the
problems of the sector.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

OUTPUTS:
1 SWOT analyses of the creative industries sector in
the project area developed;
2 maps of the local creative businesses created (1 – SI,
1 – HR);
1 joint bilingual strategy for the development of
creative industries in the cross border territory
developed;
1 draft of the curriculum for I-Arts (Interdisciplinary
Arts) created;
1 education programme and guidelines created;
3 motivation seminars held for the target group (1 – SI,
2 – HR);
18 educational workshops (10 – HR, 8 – SI);
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Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

1 database of potential mentors created;
1 workshop for the presentation of the mentors held;
Mentor work with individuals held (8 – SI, 8 – HR) – 16;
Business plans created in cooperation with mentors (5
– SI, 5 – HR) – 10;
2 educational visits for target groups and project
partners (1 – SI, 1 – AT (Graz);
1 bilingual internet project page for cross border
networking of creative industries created;
2 cross border creative fairs organized (1 – SI, 1 – HR);
1 international “Creative forum” organized (1 – HR);
1 international public presentation event organized (1
– HR);
1 guide “Shop creative” prepared (HR- 5000 examples);
1 promotional bilingual film about the project;
5 media conferences held;
1 guide for creative business start up (500- HR, 500 –
SI examples);
1 project logo created
RESULTS:
Informed creative businessmen through the
motivational seminar – 150
Educated created businessmen through the
educational workshops – 150
Educated creative businessmen through the
educational visit – 150
Presented and connected creative businessmen in the
border area – 100
General public informed – 2500

Strengths / Weaknesses

Strengths:
Startups get tremendous help in starting their real
companies
The network they are introduced to consists of public,
business and state partners
Weaknesses:
No information about fees online
I would not call it a training programme; more like a
guidance

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.si-hr.eu/en2/map/creative-startup/
http://creative-startup.eu/basic-project-information/
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INIZIATIVE 1
EXCITE
INCREASE
YOUR BUSINESS
CHANCES

Name of programme / experience

EXCITE: Entrepreneurs eXchange for Innovations in
Europe
Website: https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en/exciteentrepreneurs-exchange-innovations-europe

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Kosice 2013, n.o. with ECBN (European Creative
Business Network) will lead a partnership of 7
organisations dedicated to the support and growth
of creative and cultural industries (CCI), a broad and
diverse sector, which ranges from advertising and
crafts to performing arts and video games. In addition
to direct economic value, the cultural and creative
industries play a vital role in catalysing innovation
across the wider economy, whether through the
products and services they provide, or as a means of
originating and spreading new ideas, knowledge and
ways of working.
For too long the focus of these businesses has been
on creativity, putting the entrepreneurial aspects of
running a company second. With the current shifts in
economic tides, this approach is no longer possible.
The need to improve entrepreneurial skills is felt by the
sector, and promoted by governments.
In order to grow, starting businesses need to enhance
their business skills, access new and existing networks
in order to improve business knowledge and sales and –
most crucially - access international markets.
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Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Non-profit organisation Košice 2013 along with
6 partners within project EXCITE (Entrepreneurs
eXchange for Innovations in Europe) has become a part
of Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs Programme
focusing on the entrepreneurship in Creative and
Culture Industries.
This project is funded by the Erasmus for Young
Entrepreneurs Programme.

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Lead partner: CREATIVE INDUSTRY KOSICE, NO – SK
Beneficiaries:
EUROPEAN CREATIVE BUSINESS NETWORK – NL
Stadt Gelsenkirchen – DE
Peopleing Estudio Bilbao SLL – ES
KOSICE IT VALLEY Z.P.O. – SK
CREATIVE.REGION LINZ & UPPER AUSTRIA GMBH –
AT
ALE KOMMUN – SE

Place and Duration

Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs is a cross-border
exchange programme of length between 1-6 months
aimed for proactive and new entrepreneurs who will be
matched with experienced entrepreneurs looking for a
fresh air in their businesses on the other.
Duration: 01/02/2015 - 31/01/2017

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

The partnership plans to meet this need by matching
59 new entrepreneurs (NE) with 59 experienced host
entrepreneurs (HE) to enable NEs to learn business
skills from HEs, access European markets open to HEs
and enable host entrepreneurs to market NEs' inventive
products.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

The gains solely depend on the participants. The
entrepreneurial skills make up the most important parts
of this programme.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Matching young starters and experienced companies
provides a solution to the challenges these businesses
face. This is exactly what “Entrepreneurs eXchange for
Innovations in Europe: EXCITE” envisages, and why the
Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs (EYE) program fits
the cultural and creative sector unlike any other.
The matches will provide new entrepreneurs with
business knowledge and market access, supplied by
the experienced companies. Knowledge will be backed
with support by projects partners according to their
existing business support activities and facilities.
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Testimonials

No testimonials available

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Basically, the participants can learn from experienced.
They will have a chance:
to shadow the host entrepreneur, so they will get
an insight into his business and learn from an
entrepreneurial environment they will be in, to look for
new business opportunities, to improve their business
plan, to innovate their products and services, to take
a deeper look into different ways of financing small
businesses, and to get inspired in branding, sales,
marketing or other fields.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

This collaboration based on the partnership and mutual
learning gives the participants:
the experience to establish and grow their own
business, new international contacts and wider
networks, access to and experience on the new market,
potential further cooperation opportunities,
chance to gain new knowledge and skills needed for
running their own businesses,
opportunity to innovate and further develop their
products and services.

Strengths / Weaknesses

Strengths:
Perfect networking opportunity because of the variety
in participants (both cultural and sector-wise)
Weaknesses:
Limited time

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en/excite-entrepreneursexchange-innovations-europe
http://www.creativeindustry.sk/excite-erasmus/
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INIZIATIVE 1

Name of programme / experience

EDUCCKATE project - Education Cultural & Creative
Knowledge Alliance for Tomorrow’s Entrepreneurs
Website: http://educckate.eu/#!/educckate

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

The EDUCCKATE project [ Education
Cultural & Creative Knowledge Alliance for
Tomorrow’s Entrepreneurs / Reference number:
EAC-S03-2012-029 ] is a 18 month initiative cofunded by the European Commission, under the
Directorate-General for Education and Culture.
The project aims to develop an innovative training and
mentored internship scheme for the support of Higher
Education Institutions and businesses, the cultivation
of entrepreneurial mindset of students and graduates
and the promotion of entrepreneurship. EDUCCKATE
provides the students and graduates of Cultural and
Creative majors with access to businesses in the sector
as well as opportunities to develop business projects &
discover new professional routes. Also, it benefits HE
institutions through their connection with SMEs in the
Cultural and Creative sectors with the aim to develop
new customised products or services with commercial
value based on academic research and knowledge.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
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The initiative was co-funded by the European
Commission.
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Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

EDUCCKATE has been developed by a transnational
consortium specifically set up for the purpose of
implementing the project. It involves eleven (11)
partners from seven (7) EU Member States with
complementary expertise.

Place and Duration

Place:
UCL the Centre for Applied Archaeology - UK
BUPNET – DE
CATRO – HU
Cyprus Center for European and International Affairs –
CY
die Berater – AT
FH JOANNEUM – AT
Knowl – GR
Quality Program – IT
RNDO Limited (R&Do) – CY
The HUB – UK
Link Campus University – IT
Time:
October 2013 – July 2014

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

- 15 STUDENTS or GRADUATES: you will receive
entrepreneurship training with UCL Advances and
test your newly acquired skills with a 3-month, paid
internship that is mentored by an entrepreneur or
leader from a CC organisation. Business training and
mentoring increases your employability and readiness
for work.
- 15 ENTREPRENEURS or leaders from the CC sector:
you will receive mentor training that will build on your
mentoring skills/competences and be matched with a
paid UCL student in a supportive structure.
- 3 members of the UNIVERSITY STAFF interested
in rolling the programme out in their departments will
attend both training sessions.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Students and graduates need to be open for a
mentoring partnership with a leader or entrepreneur.
Basic business skills are mandatory for efficiency.
Patience, on the other hand, is one of the most
important traits for the mentors. The outcomes mostly
depend on the partnership of the mentor and the pupil.
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The EDUCCKATE objectives are based on 3 pillars:
Facilitate mutual exchange of academic & business
knowledge
A partnership between and within HE Institutions,
creative & cultural business, students/graduates &
stakeholders in 7 countries will support direct links
between academic & business worlds for the exchange
of knowledge.
Open the access to the business world to prepare
tomorrow’s creative and cultural entrepreneurs
HE institutes in CC fields prepare students
academically but entrepreneurial thinking can only be
injected through specific business competences &
face-to-face contact with practitioners. The project will
identify entrepreneurial competences most relevant
to the creative & cultural sectors and will develop
specialised training material to upskill students and
also graduates.
Support sustainability of the project& of CC
entrepreneurship
CC academic staff will be trained in key mentoring and
also entrepreneurial competences in order to contribute
to project sustainability and continue to implement the
mentored internship scheme after project end with the
aim to support CC entrepreneurship in the long run.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

The entrepreneurs or leaders from the business world
are mentoring the students or graduates from the
academic world, thus exchanging knowledge mutually.
Both sides received a training programme to prepare
for the mentoring sequence.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

No detailed information found – website is giving 404
errors

Strengths / Weaknesses

Strengths:
Mentoring has proven to be one of the best methods of
teaching Focused on mutual exchange of knowledge
Weaknesses:
Very limited participants

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://educckate.eu/#!/educckate
http://mahara.vita-eu.org/view/view.php?id=273
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INIZIATIVE 2

Name of programme / experience

Selfstarter: supporting creative industry
enterprises
Website: http://www.oninditoprogram.hu/

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

The goal of the programme is the supporting and wellfounding of becoming a creative industry or tourism
entrepreneur and the development of the local creative
industry and tourism and exploiting their hidden
potentials.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

The Selfstarter programme was launched in 2013 as
joint programme by the Baranya County Government
Office Labour Centre, the Chamber of Commerce
and Industry of Pécs-Baranya, the Cultural Innovation
Competence Centre Association, the Southern
Transdanubian Tourism Ltd and the Baranya County
Entrepreneurial Centre.

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Baranya County Government Office Labour Centre
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Pécs-Baranya
Cultural Innovation Competence Centre Association
Southern Transdanubian Tourism Ltd
Baranya County Entrepreneurial Centre

Place and Duration

Place: CICC Association
Time: 500 hours, in 6 months (10 December, 2016 –
10 June, 2017)
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

The creative and cultural entrepreneurs (more
precisely wanna-be entrepreneurs) can sign up for the
programme. It is 20 people each year.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Following the 500 hours-long complex training to
become entrepreneurs – which includes six months
of theoretical and empirical education – they have the
knowledge and chance necessary for founding their
own companies.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Method of selection:
The first round of reviews is based on the completed
application forms; the jury decides about which
applicants are going into the second round.
The members of the jury are: BMKFF, KIKK, Kamara,
Magyar Turizmus Zrt., BMVK, Pécs Holding.
The second round consists of in-person interviews.
Complex training to become entrepreneurs: 10
December, 2016 – 10 June, 2017.
In the duration of the training, trainees receive
compensatory benefits.
A non-refundable capital benefit application (HUF 2
million) is supposed to be invited in this period.
It can be applied for after the founding of the company.
Founding of the enterpreneurship:
After a successful training, companies are founded by
the end of summer.
Supporting self-aiding employment:
During these 6 months, enterprises receive support
equalling the all-time minimum wages

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

A big success every year; entrepreneurs have the
required knowledge to establish their own companies if
they want to.

Strengths / Weaknesses

Strengths:
Proven to be a working method (2013, 2014 and 2015
were succesful)
The programme provides nominal support

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.oninditoprogram.hu/
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INIZIATIVE 3
Supporting
youngsters
to become
entrepreneurs

Name of programme / experience

Supporting youngsters to become entrepreneurs
(EDIOP (Economic Development and Innovation
OP) 5.2.2-14 and several other calls, such 5.2.316 supplemented by CCHOP (Competitive Central
Hungary OP) calls)Hungary OP) calls))

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Entrepreneurial support skills: education for people
among 18-25 years and people with a university
degree and unemployed, between 25-30 years. Those
who succeed have the chance to receive a grant to
start their businesses (est. between 6000-10000 €)
with 10% own contribution.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
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EU HU 2014-2020 Economic Development and
Innovation Operational Programme funding (ERDF, ESF)
supplemented by EU HU 2014-2020 Competitive
Central Hungary Operational Programme (ERDF, ESF)
(Central Hungary - due to the fact reaches 105,2% of
the European average regarding GDP per capita - is
entitled to less support from the structural funds)
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Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Young Entrepreneur Association Hungary (FIVOSZ)
is a national organization which aims to help the
younger generations to become entrepreneurs and
successfully start their businesses. Bigger businesses
and numerous professionals (economists, bookkeepers,
lawyers, successful young entrepreneurs, etc.) are
among their members. FIVOSZ offers counseling,
different training and supporting programs, events and
they are the biggest support organization for young
entrepreneurs.
Other calls may introduce other partners which may
vary from region to region. The South Transdanubian
iteration of this programme is realized through
a consortia, lead by FIVOSZ and supplemented
by Hungarian Industries Association, National
Representative Association of Traders and Caterers
and the “Start Your Business Home” Nonprofit Llc..

Place and Duration

Several editions and different regional iterations took
place on a – usually – yearly basis.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

The primary targets and direct beneficiaries are people
among 18-25 years and people with a university
degree and unemployed, between 25-30 years.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

- The first component of the programme consists of
several modules introducing the basic knowledge to
how to start a business such as basic legal, taxation,
economy, organization knowledge, which aims to
prepare the participants to start their businesses.
Moreover, they are supported in drawing their
business plan and receive help and mentoring in the
first period of the business to be able to successfully
tackle any obstacles.
- The second component gives starting capital
(ranging from 6000 to 10000 €) the participants
with an accepted business plan.
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The project is divided into seven separate section,
each of them dedicated to a different field of
entrepreneurship:
• Entreprenurship basics: basic legal knowledge,
how to start a business, communication with the
bookkeeper, lawyer; how to run a business, how to
manage and control different different workflows
• Economy and market basics: How to draw a complex
marketing strategy (how to get to know the specific
market one is working in, what kind of channels to
use, etc.),
• Financial basics: taxation, labour and social security
regulations
• Accounting basics: basic accounting, making a
financial report, managing petty cash,
• Business and financial planning
• Preparation for applying for the second phase
• Face-to-face mentoring to support the business plan

Testimonials

The aim of this programme is to help youngsters to
become entrepreneurs – not specifically just creatives,
but others as well. There are however a relatively big
proportion of creative business among the starting
one indicating that such business form is suitable for
creatives rather than for other sectors which are more
embedded to bigger corporations.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Lecture, mentoring, coaching, e-learning; practical
experience through seed money.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

There is no joint database on all the different
programmes under the same priority in the OP however
according to the assumed numbers the overall number
of starting business should be in the thousands of
which around 10% are creative businesses (to a certain
extent in terms of not all entrepreneurs are artists, but
doing something creative).

Strengths / Weaknesses

The seed money is very appealing to the youngsters
however innovative financial instruments may have
been more useful (combined loans, etc.), because
in order to start a business, more capital might be
required. This puts those in advantage who could
contribute more than 10%.
The training content is generic, no sectoral mentoring
or specific training material is provided which will may
reflect in the percentage of still operating businesses
after 5 years.
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References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)
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http://ofa.hu/vallalkozz-itthon-fiatal
http://ofa.hu/files/VIF/III_kisokos_kepzes.pdf
http://ginop522.vallalkozzitthon.hu/
https://fivosz.hu/a-fiatalok-vallalkozova-valasanaktamogatasa/
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INIZIATIVE 3
Creative industry
professional
postgraduate
training at the
University of Pécs

Name of programme / experience

Creative industry professional postgraduate training
at the University of Pécs, Faculty of Business and
Economy

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

The aim of this training programme is to provide
relevant creative industry education for professional
with a university-level business or creative sector
degree. The training is about managing small and
medium sized creative enterprises, map their growth
potential, participate in European networks, to manage
innovation, knowledge, and intellectual property.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
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Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

The University of Pécs with its 20 000 students, with
more than 4000 international students, with 1 400
lecturers and researchers, with its 10 faculties is one
of the largest higher education institutions in Hungary
and the centre of knowledge within the Transdanubian
region. Its roots date back to 1367. The UP represents
classical values, while the challenges of present and
future times are being adapted successfully as well.
Covering a wide range of educational areas, it reaches
out far beyond the city of Pécs. The UP operates an
independent faculty in Szekszárd and runs significant
training programmes in the towns of Kaposvár,
Szombathely and Zalaegerszeg and even abroad in
Zombor (https://pte.hu/english/facts_figures_about).

Place and Duration

Degree type: Post-graduate degree
Program length: 4 semesters

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Target group: People with BA/BSc in the following
fields: business and economy, arts, informatics or
engineering;
Number of participants: 20 students / training course
(yearly)

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

• to manage creativity, ideas, artists and boost the
growth of creative industry;
• for managers to understand creative industry, its
connection with other sectors;
• to boost innovation, its management and the
management of intellectual property;
• to manage creative workforce and organizations.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creative industry basics;
Business economics;
Innovation management;
Knowledge management;
International business communication;
Project management;
Business models in creative industry;
Innovative business management;
Industrial and intellectual property and knowledge
transfer.

Testimonials

Not applicable

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

• Mainly lectures, a thesis is required at the end of the
training.
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Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

The aim is train professionals who are knowledgeable in
creative industry. The input requirements are to make
sure that a basic knowledge is present at the start of
the training. These creative industry professional will
able to understand how creative industry works and
what kind of specific business models and management
methods are required to successfully enhance and
redeem the growth potential of creative actors.

Strengths / Weaknesses

The contents of the training can not be specific enough
since there are not enough people working in the
industry in South Transdanubia (University of Pécs is
located in the biggest city of the region). Therefore this
training gives only adequate knowledge to a certain
extent, additional supplementary non-formal trainings
are required to further extend the knowledge of the
students.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://ktk.pte.hu/sites/ktk.pte.hu/files/
mellekletek/2016/03/kreativ_ipari_szakember.pdf
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INIZIATIVE 1

School for
Creative
Startups

Name of programme / experience

School for Creative Startups
Website: http://schoolforstartups.co.uk/portfolio/
school-for-creative-startups/
Contacted: contact@schoolforstartups.net

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Building entrepreneurial skills within the artistic/
creative sector/industries

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

In its first year (2010), the project was partly funded
by the Westminster Council in London. From 2011
to 2015 then, the School was privately funded by
participating startups (100 startups per year)

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

The School for Creative Startups was founded in 2010
by Doug Richard, a Californian entrepreneur who
appeared on Dragon’s Den.

Place and Duration

Place: London, UK
Time: Every Schoolyear, parttime degree
Duration: One year
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

The target group constists of artists/creatives that
want to set up their own business
They accept 100 startups per year

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

The School for Creative Startups started as a national
programme in the UK, but the school is currently also
offering its programme in Columbia.
The aim of the course is to teach the critical skills
that are often missing from the education offered
on creative based degrees and other theory based
educational courses. The key aspect of this course is
that it offers accessible basic business curricula as well
as hands-on support throughout the vulnerable early
stages of developing a business.
School for Creative Startup’s overarching mission
is to create a vibrant, dynamic culture and economy
that supports and promotes innovation and
entrepreneurialism. Its aim is to increase the number of
creative small businesses in the UK and provide them
with access to world-class business advice and support
in a way that they understand and that will help them
succeed.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

With a practical approach, this eight month, adult
education course tackles a skills gap by equipping
students with the business and commercial acumen not
traditionally covered on creative courses.
Our flagship programme runs from central London and
attracted a cohort of students each from all across the
UK and throughout Europe.
Through a range of intensive bootcamps, workshops,
one-to-one sessions and with access to a massive
online community resource, aspiring creative
entrepreneurs will learn how to brand, market and
sell their products and services effectively. Given the
flexibility of the course schedule, participants are still
able to work their day jobs while staying focused on
their goal of starting their own business.
The programme is delivered by sector experts with
participants also being given access to a network of
industry-specific advisors, including photographer
Rankin, Harvey Nichols Fashion Director Paula Reed,
gastronome, Loyd Grossman and fashion designer Sir
Paul Smith. Participants “launch” their businesses to
potential investors, press, buyers, and public at the
annual Makegood Festival, which concludes the course
in May.
School for Creative Startups has a proven track record
of putting entrepreneurs through their paces and
turning creative ideas into viable, scalable enterprises.
Their method depends heavily on a combination of
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

action-learning and intensive, interactive instruction
through bootcamps and workshops followed by ongoing distance learning and mentoring support. This
is supplemented by detailed and thorough support
materials to guide their startups after the training.
Tools and workshops comprise of the following:
• Bootcamps
• Workshops
• Facilitated Group Crits
• One to One Support
• An online Community
• Makegood Festival in London
• Titans of Industry Advisory Programme
• School for Creative Startups Angel Society

Testimonials

“I have always wanted to enjoy building my business and
School for Creative Startups has allowed me to do this
for the 1st time. Most importantly however, if School
for Creative Startups existed two years ago I would
have saved myself £15 000 in mistakes” – Mohammed
Jamal
“The School for Startups gave me that confidence but
also took the loneliness out of it. It can be very isolating
starting up a new business when you sit there late at
night surrounded by profit-and-loss documents. They
provided me with a real support network and helped me
pitch to investors” – Pip Howeson
“I did a cake installation for my degree show, which
got a lot of press. But I felt a bit lost after I moved
to London. I decided to do the School for Startups
because although things were going quite well for
me, I felt that I was jumping from commission to
commission and didn't have any idea about how to run
a business. I knew I was probably making some quite
foolish decisions, even though I was having quite a
lot of success. Having gone through the course, I now
feel completely different. It also taught me to value
myself as a creative person. Before, I would have asked
for £150 for a big installation that would have taken
between one and two months to make, whereas the
school would say I should be charging £300 a day as a
professional creative” – Connie Viney

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Tools and workshops comprise of the following:
• Bootcamps
• Workshops
• Facilitated Group Crits
• One to One Support
• An online Community
• Makegood Festival in London
• Titans of Industry Advisory Programme
• School for Creative Startups Angel Society
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Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact
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Over the past four years S4CS have worked with a
number of amazing creative startups, helping support
them to grow, develop and accelerate during the early
stages of their business. Below are some headline
statistics that help build a picture of who we work with
and just some of the impact we’ve had on them and
their startups.
Year One 2011/12
75% of students feel that they’ve had success as a
direct result of the programme - 63% of students are
now trading as a result of the programme - 73% of our
product-based startups are now in stores throughout
London
As a result of successfully completing the programme
92% of students now rate their business prospects
over the next 3-5years as Good or Very Good.
A number of students/businesses have won awards
or investment including the award of £50k from the
Innovation and Giving Fund, NESTA
In 2013, 81% of startups are active with 65% of
them trading and a further 11% receiving funding or
investment.
Year Two 2012/13
88% of students rated the content and delivery as
Relevant or Very Relevant to their business needs
94% of students found the programme to significantly
increase their confidence in business skills
The programme helped 92% of students to improve on
their business model
As a result of successfully completing the programme
73% of students now rate their business prospects
over the next 3-5years as Good or Very Good.
75% of students made meaningful conversations or
interactions at as a result of showcasing their business
at the School for Creative Startups Showcase
75% of students showcasing their work at the School
for Creative Startups Showcase sold or gained more
new clients than they expected
In 2013, 93% of startups are active with 76% of
them trading and a further 11% receiving funding or
investment.
Wider programme impact:
93% of our students are now active startups with 11%
of them receiving funding or investment
94% of our students found that the programme
significantly increased their confidence in business
skills
Increased their confidence in business skills
92% of students felt that the programme helped them
improve their business model
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Strengths / Weaknesses

What follows is partially based on personal judgement
Strengths:
Located in the heart of creative England: London;
Students are very positive about the School, with
regards to both content of the course and their career
perspectives after graduating;
The School combines theory with practice to offer
students a full view of the competences they need to
acquire;
Due to its success, the School expanded its reach to
Columbia.
Weaknesses:
No information about fees online

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://schoolforstartups.co.uk/portfolio/school-forcreative-startups/
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/education/further/
school-for-creative-startups-is-teaching-artists-theexpertise-they-need-to-run-a-business-9547424.html
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INIZIATIVE 2
Institute
for Creative
and Cultural
Entrepreneurship

Name of programme / experience

Institute for Creative and Cultural Entrepreneurship
Website: http://www.gold.ac.uk/icce/
Contacted: icce@gold.ac.uk

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Building entrepreneurial skills within the artistic/
creative sector/industries

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Costs of degree
Undergraduate – £9,250 a year
Postgraduate – http://www.gold.ac.uk/media/studysection/fees/PG-Fees-17-18.pdf
Funding opportunity
Undergraduate – http://www.gold.ac.uk/ug/feesfunding/
Postgraduate – http://www.gold.ac.uk/pg/fees-funding/

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Goldsmiths University of London
Public research university

Place and Duration

Place: London
Duration: duration of the degree
Undergraduate + postgraduate degrees available
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

People who want to build a career withing the creative
and cultural sector
Depends on the amount of registered students each
year (not given)

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

ICCE is a national programme run by Goldsmiths
University of London.
ICCE is Goldsmiths' response to the growing
significance of the creative industries and cultural
sector in the UK’s economy. Figures have shown that
the creative industries account for 9% of the UK’s
GDP and a rising part of its export trade and total
employment. Business skills, management skills and
entrepreneurial skills with a specific understanding of
the sector are needed to support its continued growth.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

ICCE delivers entrepreneurship, cultural management
and policy education to the creative and cultural
sectors, and supports research into new approaches
to business, financial models and management in the
Creative Economy.
It delivers a range of academic programmes
and presents activities and events to promote
an environment in which creative and cultural
entrepreneurship can flourish. Their approach is to
integrate entrepreneurship within the development
of creative practices, and to take a creative approach
to the development of new businesses and the
infrastructure that supports them.
Goldsmiths’ reputation as a leading provider of creative
education, and its longstanding engagement with
cultural practice and analysis, make it the ideal home
for ICCE. Engagement with the creative industries
and the not-for-profit cultural sector has long existed
across many of Goldsmiths’ academic departments
and research centres. What makes ICCE different is
its interdisciplinarity. Artistic creativity increasingly
blurs the old boundaries of subject disciplines such as
music, drama, dance, fine art, design, communications,
media and technology. ICCE serves as an area for
experimentation, where all of these disciplines can
come together to learn from each other and to develop
new creative alliances.
ICCE’s diversity of engagement goes beyond the
academic disciplines. ICCE also engages directly with
external partners from the creative industries and from
other specialist higher education institutions. Some
of our partners are actively involved in curriculum
development or in providing training opportunities,
whilst others act in an advisory capacity. Through their
direct engagement, all of them ensure that ICCE’s
courses and other activities address the priorities and
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

needs of the growing creative and cultural sector itself.
“ICCE's location in London is critical to its attraction
and to what it has to offer. The creative industries
are the second largest sector in London’s economy.
It is a sector that thrives on demanding customers,
innovative ideas, knowledge and skills provided through
leading educational and research institutions, and
intermediaries linking often small creative enterprises
to markets and supply chains. London is a very specific
location for such a new institute, and its location would
make the resources of what is arguably the world’s
most dynamic creative and cultural global city available
to the students and programmes of ICCE. There is no
better city in which this new venture could be located”
– (Geoffrey Crossick, Warden of Goldsmiths, 2008)
For an overview of the degrees offered, see:
http://www.gold.ac.uk/icce/our-degrees/

Testimonials

“The course seemed to offer excellent education by
industry professionals, alongside first-hand high-quality
internships and the advantage of being in the UK's
cultural capital, London” – Charelly Griffiths
“It really opens doors to endless networking
opportunities that help me develop my project and my
skills further” – Samah Abaza
“Coming from an amazing undergraduate programme
in arts administration from Drury University in the
US, I wanted to complete my post-grad work in a city
that would allow me to explore ways to merge my
passion for cultural policy and urban studies with my
background in arts administration - Goldsmiths was the
obvious choice for me. Working in London in a cultural
consultancy affords me the privilege to see first-hand
how the city dynamic is shifting and how integral arts
and culture is to preserving authentic communities” –
Rachel Hutchinson

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Tools comprise of the following:
Combination of lectures and seminars
Specific modes of study depend on the chosen degree
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Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

Goldsmiths has demonstrated its strengths at the
cutting edge of the creative industries. Its teaching
programmes and research engage with some of the
leading areas of the sector. The College’s students in
the key subjects are much in demand by employers
once they graduate, although many of them choose
to set up freelance enterprises of their own, while
its research and knowledge transfer activities are
of increasing importance in a fast-growing creative
economy where new knowledge and its transmission
is fundamental to key elements in the value chain.
Goldsmiths academics and students have been
increasingly involved with the business sector in
the creative industries. In doing so they have been
supported by the College’s reorganised Business
Development Office and a concomitant process to
reshape the environment for business interaction, not
least by new approaches to intellectual property issues.

Strengths / Weaknesses

Strengths:
Located in the heart of creative England: London;
Students are very positive about the School, with
regards to both content of the course and their career
perspectives after graduating;
According to the College’s results, ICCE graduates are
in high demand by employers;
Many of the College’s students set up freelance
enterprises after graduating.
Weaknesses: /

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.gold.ac.uk/icce/
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INIZIATIVE 3

Name of programme / experience

Arts and Humanities Enterprise Hub (AHEH)
shelley.doolan@uwtsd.ac.uk
www.aheh.eu

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Entrepreneurial skills to develop student exchange
programmes and to explore shared research interests
and opportunities for international collaboration.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

European programme
Arts & Humanities Entrepreneurship Hubs - European
Project Co funded by the Erasmus + Programme of the
EU

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

University sector

Place and Duration

Wales, beginning January 2018 for 3 years

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?
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Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Employability, education and soft skills

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Their aim is to create 7 new A&H Entrepreneurship
Hubs situated in partner faculties. These will be the
specialist conduits for permanently improving the
entrepreneurial skill-sets of A&H staff and students as
well as a template for wider exploitation.
– Create a website that will complement the 7 Hubs as
an ongoing resource-base for disseminating/exploiting
outputs. These include:
3 training programmes: HEI, A&H Students, Businesses
3 manuals: Trainers, Users, AHEH Management
2 contextual reports: Academic & Business

Training tools / contents developed / to
be developed

Online hub, training programmes, business knowledge
and soft skills for after graduation/entering the working
world

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

E learning platforms, reports, practical experience
and training is given to students to develop their
entrepreneurship opportunities and allow students to
enter the job market

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

Not available

Strengths / Weaknesses

Joint research, design, testing and dissemination of
an innovative programme of entrepreneurial training
for A&H staff/ students aligned with the EntreComp
Competence Framework. This builds upon partners’
prior experience of EU-funded enterprise projects

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

www.artshumanitieshub.eu/about/
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INIZIATIVE 4

Enterprise and
Entrepreneurship
Education:
Name of programme / experience

Enterprise and Entrepreneurship Education

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Entrepreneurial skills

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

European programme
The Higher Education Funding Council for England
(HEFCE)
Co funded by the Erasmus + Programme of the EU

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Public sector, university

Place and Duration

2012 to present

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Thea aim is to prepare students for changing
environments and those that are due to graduate or
recent graduates looking for work in their desired field.
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Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Improving the entrepreneurial skill-sets such as
experience, confidence, understanding for students to
prepare them for

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Build on successful careers, which in turn adds
economic, social and cultural value to the UK.
be inclusive and support wider participation, have a
positive influence on students’ creativity, flexibility
and the innovation process, have a positive impact on
behaviour change and active citizenship, have a positive
impact on learning attainment and grades, significantly
improve stakeholder engagement, demystify career
opportunities and enhance employability, have a
positive impact on positions gained within employment
and finally, significantly increase the start-up rate

Training tools / contents developed / to
be developed

Specialist seminars and e learning resources

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Theory and cases/observation, experiential learning
opportunities, learning online

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

The Guidelines have become a ‘go to’ resource for
enterprise and entrepreneurship educators, and are
an extremely useful starting point for those new to the
subject

Strengths / Weaknesses

Strengths:
- entrepreneurial focus to prepare young people for a
changing employment environment
- eLearning opportunities allowing for remote learning
Weakness:
- a general programme that does not seem to focus on
certain specific business areas - would therefore be
less effective for artists and creatives as it misses
out on the special characteristics of this industry

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

https://isbe.org.uk/qaa-guidance-launched/
https://www.qaa.ac.uk/docs/qaa/about-us/
enterprise-and-entrpreneurship-education-2018.
pdf?sfvrsn=20e2f581_10
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INIZIATIVE 1

Name of programme / experience

Master Cultural Economics and Entrepreneurship
Website: https://www.eshcc.eur.nl/english/macee/
Contacted: info.acs@eshcc.eur.nl

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

The Master’s programme aims to build skills that
combine the field of creativity and entrepreneurship.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?
Place and Duration
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Costs of degree: € 2,006
Funding opportunity:
https://www.eshcc.eur.nl/english/macee/prospective_
students/fees_and_finances/

Erasmus School of History, Culture and Communication
Rotterdam, NL
Public University
Place: Rotterdam, NL
Time: Dependent on the chosen degree
Each schoolyear new students start their first year
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

The Master’s programme Cultural Economics and
Entrepreneurship in Rotterdam will be ideal for two
types of students:
Students who are driven by an academic cutiosity
about the arts, cultural industries or economics;
Students who want to develop original and wellfounded ideas about how to produce sustain and
disseminate culture
Successful graduates have an edge as researchers in
related fields, as employees in cultural organizations,
and as entrepreneurs. Erasmus graduates are
working for government agencies dealing with culture,
consultancies, and cultural organizations. A sizable
minority have founded their own business.
The Erasmus School of History, Culture and
Communication usually accepts 40 to 50 students
into their program from over a hundred applications.
Students are accepted on the basis of previous
academic achievements and a well-documented
interest in the cultural sector. They will study alongside
other students who have extensive professional
experience in the field.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

The Erasmus School of History, Culture and
Communication offers this international masters’
programme combining creativity and entrepreneurship.
Creativity and entrepreneurship are leading themes
in the cultural sector, as well as in the so-called new
economy. The Master’s programme Cultural Economics
and Entrepreneurship in Rotterdam revolves around
these themes.
The cultural sector is going through a turbulent
period. In this masters students acquire the skills to
identify and exploit the opportunities of this situation.
Economics helps us to do so in several ways:
The arts are increasingly addressed in terms of
financial and economic considerations. Students will
train to argue convincingly in this framework and to
challenge preconceived ideas.
The cultural sector reveals fundamental challenges in
mainstream economics, and we address alternative
approaches.
Careful application of economic theory and empirical
research are powerful tools for making reasonable
predictions about further developments in the context
of digitization and changes in public policy.
The programme should not be confused with a
conventional course on cultural management. The
School puts a greater emphasis on cutting-edge theory
and original empirical research, which is an important
aspect of market research, strategic management, and
many entrepreneurial projects.
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Students acquire a solid background in cultural
economics and research methods. They learn about the
latest theoretical developments in the economics of:
art markets, cultural organizations, creative industries,
marketing of cultural goods, and about culture beyond
markets.
All Arts and Culture studies masters can be followed
fulltime or part-time.

Testimonials

“Inspiring professors that transferred their knowledge
to us and true entrepreneurs that set an example for
the rest” – Idili Gliati
“This master programme definitely inspired me to start
my own business” – Tom Rovers
“I know that many of my fellow students ended up
in the cultural sector, either as an employee or an
entrepreneur” – Serçe Sahin

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Modes of study:
Seminars, Workshops, Fieldtrips, Organising events,
Thesis
In seminars, workshops and during fieldtrips you
will apply what you learn to actual cases. Students
regularly participate in organizing events in our
department, gaining practical experience. In a thesis
you pursue a topic of your choice, and you develop the
skills to conduct your own research.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

Rankings:
The CEE Master is ranked 2nd in the world in “Arts and
Cultural Management” according to www.best-masters.
com (out of 46).
The CEE Master is ranked 1st in the Netherlands by
Elsevier (out of 5).
Erasmus University Rotterdam is one of the 200 most
international universities, according to Times Higher
Education.

Strengths / Weaknesses

What follows is partially based on personal judgement
Strengths: The degree has received very high rankings,
both within the Netherlands and worldwide;
The professors are engaging and have broad
professional knowledge;
Students all have extensive professional experience in
their creative field;
There’s a broad emphasis on empirical research.
Weaknesses: Need for extensive professional
experience before being accepted into the course;

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.eshcc.eur.nl/english/macee/
https://www.eshcc.eur.nl/english/macee/prospective_
students/
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INIZIATIVE 2
Cultural
Entrepreneurship
Programme

Name of programme / experience

Cultural Entrepreneurship Programme (2012-2016)
No contact details

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Building entrepreneurial skills within the artistic/
creative sector/industries

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which

No information found

Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Artenprise - Good practices collection

The Rutte I Cabinet (2010-2012) initiated the
Cultural Entrepreneurship Programme (2012-2016).
The organisation Culture-Entrepreneurship [CultuurOndernemen] develops programmes and training
courses to stimulate the entrepreneurship of cultural
organisations and artists.
Utrecht University and Kennisland (Knowledge Centre)
will run the Leadership in Culture Programme, in
cooperation with the Utrecht School of the Arts (HKU).
State Secretary of Culture, Halbe Zijlstra set up the
Culture Entrepreneurship Programme (2012-2016),
which focuses on leadership, patronage, and support
for creative professionals and individual culture
providers. The current Minister of Culture Jet
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Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Bussemaker is continuing this programme. The changes
taking place in the cultural sector require better
leadership.
Culture-Entrepreneurship also launched an updated
Culture Governance Code in November 2013. The
code has been developed to create transparency and
accountability in governance. It is especially adapted to
the field of organised culture.

Place and Duration

Place: Utrecht, NL

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

The target group constists of artists/creatives that
want to set up their own business

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

No information to be found

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Some parts of the creative industries belong to the
fastest growing sectors in the Dutch economy. In
cooperation with creative companies and science and
education institutes, central government invests in the
creative industries. By connecting knowledge, creative
entrepreneurs and the business world, the Dutch
creative-industry sector aims to make the Netherlands
one of the most creative economies in Europe by 2020.
By developing quality in cultural leadership, Halbe
Zijlstra (State Secretary of Culture) aims to invest in the
future of the Dutch cultural sector.
An important objective of the Culture Entrepreneurship
Programme is support for creative professionals and
the individual culture providers. These groups are
important for the cultural sector and for economic
growth, but their position can be vulnerable,
especially in times of economic recession. In order
to support them, the Ministry of Education, Culture
and Science subsidises the organisation CultureEntrepreneurship [Cultuur-Ondernemen] (click here
for the English website). Culture-Entrepreneurship
stimulates entrepreneurship in cultural organisations
and among independent artists and creative people.
On the one hand, the foundation gathers information
on entrepreneurship and passes it on to its clients
by offering training, coaching and consultancy
programmes. On the other hand, it supports the sector
with a number of financial instruments, such as microcredits and cultural loans in cooperation with Triodos
Bank.
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Testimonials

No information to be found

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

No information to be found

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

No information to be found

Strengths / Weaknesses

What follows is partially based on personal judgement
Strengths: The programme connects knowledge,
creative entrepreneurs and the business world;
Weaknesses: There is no website about the project, so
information is extremely limited.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.eshcc.eur.nl/english/macee/
https://www.eshcc.eur.nl/english/macee/prospective_
students/
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INIZIATIVE 1

Name of programme / experience

Forum d’Avignon
Website: http://www.forum-avignon.org/en
Contacted: contact@forum-avignon.org
forum-avignon@forum-avignon.org

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Each year the Forum organizes, with its partners,
international meetings which provide opportunities
for unique discussions and exchanges between actors
from the worlds of culture, the creative industries, the
economy and the media.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

The Forum is funded by the French ministry of culture
and communication and more than thirty partners.
They thus receive a combination of public and private
funding.

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

A non-profit organization, backed since its creation
by the French ministry of culture and communication
and more than thirty partners. The Forum d’Avignon
relies on active governance, made up of public and
private decision makers, creators and journalists, which
efficiently contribute to relay and consolidate the
positive values of the Forum.

Place and Duration

Place: France, Germany, Spain
Time: organised each year
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Artists and creators, entrepreneurs and institutions,
politicians and academics, international consultancy
firms, and students
Numbers:
More than 40 nationalities developing the debate
of ideas, 12 partner universities, More than 1000
participants a year, More than 35 studies and
proposals in both French and English, 500 videos and
interviews, 50 sectors represented

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Forum d’Avignon is a national programme founded in
France in 2007. Since 2011 the forum is also based in
Germany (Forum d’Avignon Ruhr) and in Spain (Forum
d’Avignon Bilbao).
Life of an artist is no more bohemian life. Today,
artist or creator's life means practicing several
parallel activities: writing, giving performances,
teaching, creating self-production, and participating
in co-productions etc. Nowadays a different status
is applicable for each activity: craftsman, writer,
freelance, self-entrepreneur with different fiscal and
social regimes that are sometimes incompatible with
each other. Therefore, red-tape becomes considerably
complicated.
Cultural entrepreneur. With 7 million jobs in Europe
and 3,3% of the European labour force, cultural and
creative industries are the 3rd European employer
with companies that employ less than 3 persons for
60% of them. They employ on average more than
15-25 years old than any other sector. In France, the
characteristics of cultural employment are the sources
of inspiration of a new social model: a high level of
education (two third of the employees are bachelors),
a non-salary employment that concerns 30% of the
total employment and multidisciplinarity through
statutory combination of jobs. Furthermore 25% of
the professionals working in culture earn replacement
revenues. These employment specificities, combined
with agility and multiactivity principles - in time and
space - that are proper to creators, constitute a solid
foundation to define a new social model.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Founded in 2007, the Forum d’Avignon, led by Laure
Kaltenbach, Managing Director, is a think tank and
also an international meeting place in the service of
culture and its dialogue with the economic and digital
fields. Its mission is to re-emphasize that culture is
simultaneously a financial, collective, and individual
investment and not a cost, and through its basic
characteristics — artistic, economic, and social —
culture participates directly in the development of
economy and territories. As the only organizational
opportunity for all the cultural and creative sectors in
Europe to link up and hold discussions, it brings
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?
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together an important network of artists and
creators, entrepreneurs and institutions, politicians
and academics, international consultancy firms,
and students from about 15 European schools and
universities, thanks to the support of some 50 private
partners, businesses and individuals.
Every year, relying on a global network of creators,
entrepreneurs, academic scholars and public decisionmakers and more than thirty public and private
partners, thousand international personalities from 40
countries as well as students from fifteen European
schools and universities join our proposals and events
all year long, such as the annual International Meetings.
Since 2011, the Forum has grown beyond France, in
Germany (Forum d’Avignon Ruhr) and in Spain (Forum
d’Avignon Bilbao).
Bringing concrete proposals to meet the artistic,
economic and social stakes of culture. The think tank
gathers all year long partners and experts in working
sessions and public interventions several times a month
to develop the future of the cultural and creative sector
around three fields of research:
Innovation and digital;
Financing, economic models and tax policy;
Territorial attractiveness and social cohesion.
Fostering the public debate. Since its creation, the
think tank has:
Popularized the impact of the cultural and creative
sector in economy with 6% of GDP and 8 million direct
jobs in Europe, and the multiplier effects of cultural
investments for growth;
Drafted a “Preliminary declaration of digital human
rights” (www.ddhn.org) claiming personal data is a
cultural stake;
Launched the first comparative analyses on tax policy
for creation in European countries and G20;
Analyzed every year the cultural practices of Internet
users and the economic models in more than 10
countries or promoted by concrete proposals the
emergence of a new generation of cultural and creative
entrepreneurs…
Key figures
More than 40 nationalities developing the debate
of ideas; 12 partner universities; More than 1000
participants a year; More than 35 studies and
proposals in both French and English; 500 videos and
interviews; 50 sectors represented; Collective work
to feed the public debate; Every area of work is the
subject of studies, interviews, argued and quantified
proposals and op-eds. Its Scientific board allows to link
these working sessions to academic research.
Working sessions
The think tank creates every year thematic working
sessions involving personalities from all horizons of its
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

community, with the mission of generating innovative
reflections and to make programmatic proposals at the
attention of cultural leaders as well as of the general
public.

Testimonials

No testimonials available

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

The think tank brings together the target group and
encourages them to discuss new ideas, combining
debate with performances by artists.
International meetings;
Discussion groups;
Idea exchange;
...

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

The international studies and surveys
Its exclusive international studies or surveys
rely on hundreds of interviews, comparisons and
cartographies, intended to encourage the public debate
on topical issues or prospective societal questions,
relayed at the national and international levels.
(See graphs below)
The indicators
Cultural footprint: establishment of the first
international barometer on cultural territorial
attractiveness, as a tool for quantitative and qualitative
appreciation of cultural investment
Tax policy in favour of culture: an international
comparison between tax policies in the cultural field.
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Strengths / Weaknesses

What follows is partially based on personal judgement
Strengths: Perfect networking opportunity because of
to the variety in participants;
It is the only organisational opportunity of its kind in
Europe;
The think tank also delivers research outcomes
that improve the public debate on creativity and
entrepreneurship.
Weaknesses: \

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.forum-avignon.org/en
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INIZIATIVE 2

Name of programme / experience

IESA -The Institut d’Etudes Supérieures des Arts
Website: http://www.iesa.edu/iesa-london/history
Contacted via online form

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Building entrepreneurial skills within the artistic/
creative sector/industries

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which

Information is not given

Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

IESA was founded in 1985 in Paris as a vocational,
dynamic and student-centred alternative to the more
rigid and theoretical system in French universities by
Françoise and Jean-Marie Schmitt. IESA UK renewed
this philosophy in London in 2004, offering cutting
edge programmes that revolutionised the way the art
market is taught, combining for the first time the study
of history with the practice of business.
The school has been officially recognised by the French
Ministry of Culture and Communication since 1998.

Place and Duration

Place: Paris and London
Time: New courses start every school year
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

IESA targets young people as well as adults with an
interest in artistic and creative topics, combining this
with an interdisciplinary approach.
A recent number of participants per year is not given,
but they currently have over 14,000 alumni

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Working in the arts requires a thorough knowledge of
the arts, but to succeed in the world is necessary a
solid understanding of the practice and business of the
art market. IESA in fact believes that experience is the
best teacher, but only when it’s accompanied with the
right tools to understand it. This is why IESA MAs are
the only MAs on the Art Market in the world to include
the study of both history of art and business practice,
making them the right choice for the students who want
to be knowledgeable and ahead of their peers.
The IESA courses are offered in both France (Paris) and
the UK (London)

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

IESA: Innovative Education for Succeeding in
tomorrow’s Artworld.
Created by Jean-Marie and Françoise Schmitt, IESA
had its courses recognised in France by the Ministry
of Culture and Communications in 1991. Since the
early days the Institute has always been involved in
the training and education of art experts and cultural
professionals and managers and offers now three major
areas of study to students at both undergraduate and
postgraduate levels - the Art Market, Cultural Events
Management and Multimedia. It now boasts over
14,000 alumni working in all aspects of the art world.
IESA offers modern and independent programmes in
a small and boutique environment. Their standards,
underlined by the quality of their partners, the value of
their faculty and, more importantly, by the success of
their students in the job market, are set to the top.
From the start, IESA’s creative and demanding MA
programme attracted strong support from recognised
institutions such as the Wallace Collection, the
University of Warwick, the Sir John Soane Museum
and White Cube. IESA UK now comprises 2 MAs run
in partnership with prestigious English institutions
and two English-speaking undergraduate programmes
in Paris: the Semester Programme and the Summer
Session.
With its three departments covering three broad areas
of study (art expertise, cultural events and heritage,
and new technologies) IESA offers students a wellrounded view of the cultural sector. Their aim is to offer
a new cross-disciplinary approach, freeing different
cultural fields (the art market, tourism, publishing,
event planning, and the performing arts) from their rigid
categories and familiarizing students with a range of
disciplines that they might otherwise not have a chance
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?
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to study.
In addition to its programs of study, IESA is also
involved in academic publishing, both traditional and
online.
Programs for students:
In the “Art Market and Expertise” department:
undergraduate program, master’s level programs
(including 2 MAs), and postgraduate programs
(including 1 MBA).
In the “Cultural Events Management” department:
undergraduate program, master’s-level program, and
postgraduate programs (including 1 MBA).
In the “Multimedia and new technologies” department:
undergraduate program, master’s-level program.
Programs for adults:
In the “Art Market and Expertise” department:
postgraduate programs, MBA, certificate program in
“Expert Consultant in Cultural Goods and Services,” à la
carte classes, and specialized seminars.
In the “Cultural Events Management” department:
MBA, certificate program in “Administrator of Cultural
Projects,” various training modules, à la carte classes
and specialized seminars.
In the “Multimedia and new technologies” department:
postgraduate programs, à la carte classes, and
specialized seminars.
Finally, IESA offers evening classes and conferences
open to the general public.
A professional network in France and abroad
One of IESA’s major assets is its extensive professional
network, consisting of professors (more than 450
per year), professional partners, and 14,000 alumni.
This network, which extends throughout France and
abroad, keeps them at the forefront of academic and
professional discussions about the cultural sector, so
that they can analyse the professional needs of the
industry and adapt their programs accordingly. It also
means that any cultural projects undertaken by IESA
or its students will receive support and guidance from
industry professionals. IESA students have full access
to this network for their internships, thesis, projects
and research.
A truly international school
IESA’s international expansion began nearly 17 years
ago with the organization of international conferences
and study trips, the invitation of foreign professors,
and the opening of IESA offices abroad. Since then,
they have always strived to provide international
opportunities for their students, preparing them for
careers in an increasingly international industry. IESA
now has offices and programs in the UK and in China.
Their decision to provide intensive ESL classes and
English-language programs are part of this global
objective. The institution also provides and encourages
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

international opportunities for their students, from
Erasmus programs, or cultural exchanges to internships
abroad.
IESA also welcomes around 14% foreign students
every year.

Testimonials

No testimonials available

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Modes of study: Seminars, Workshops, Research
projects, Thesis, International conferences and study
trips, Inviting foreign professors

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

No information found

Strengths / Weaknesses

What follows is partially based on personal judgement
Strengths:
The courses IESA offers were recognised by the French
Ministry of Culture and Communications in 1991;
The programmes IESA offers take place in a small
environment;
Their students are very successful in the job market;
Students have access to an extensive professional
network;
Students are offered international opportunities
in order to gain experience in their increasingly
international industries.
Weaknesses: /

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.iesa.edu/iesa-london/history
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GOOD PRACTICES
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INIZIATIVE 1

Name of programme / experience

SMART - Skills for Managing the Arts: Open
Educational Resources and Experiential Learning in
Support of Youth Entrepreneurship and Employment
in the Arts and Creative Sector
Website: http://www.metropolitan.hu/en/aboutus/328/smart.html
http://www.vumk.eu/en/news/600--vum-and-smartproject-to-support-youth-entrepreneurship-andemployment-in-the-arts
Contacted: international@metropolitan.hu
admissions@vum.bg

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Building entrepreneurial skills within the artistic/
creative sector/industries;
Development of innovative practice-based,
participatory and experimental learning methods in arts
management.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?
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The project has been funded by the Erasmus+
Programme of the EU.

The project is led by the Varna University of
Management in Bulgaria.
Project Partners are based in:
Hungary; Bulgaria; Botswana; Namibia; Kenya; South
Africa
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Place and Duration

Place: Bulgaria; Hungary; Botswana; Kenya; Namibia
The Republic of South Africa
Time: March 2016 – August 2017

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Youth with an interest in the arts and creative sectors
Around 100 participants

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

No detailed information found

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

SMART project’s overall objective is to promote
collaborative development, dissemination and wide
utilization of innovative Open Educational Resources
(OERs) and training methods in arts and creative sector
management and entrepreneurship, in view of building
youth workers’ and youth organizations’ capacity to
foster youth inclusion, youth employment, and youthled community and social impact driven initiatives.
The project’s specific objectives are to:
Utilize collaborative approaches, cross fertilization
between academic training and youth work, exchange
of good practices and the input of diverse cultural
perspectives to develop innovative high quality OERs
and non-formal education methods in the fields
of arts management, arts marketing and creative
entrepreneurship;
Build Partner Countries (PC) youth workers and youth
organizations’ capacity to actively promote youth
creativity, youth culture and youth creative and social
entrepreneurship at the local and national levels,
specifically by developing web-based inventories of
youth arts and culture resources;
Develop and implement innovative practice-based,
participatory and experiential learning methods in arts
management by inserting the learning process in the
framework of sustainable art events and initiatives by
project partners and sensitizing youth workers to the
requirements of international and collaborative art and
creative sector work;
Develop the concept and launch of a coaching and
mentoring approach in youth work in the arts and
creative sectors;
Lay the foundation of a sustainable dissemination and
geographical diffusion of the SMART capacity building
resources and approaches in the regions of operation of
the SMART project partners;
Promote the EU approach to youth inclusion and
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

sustainable job creation of young people.
METU brings to the project specialized academic
expertise in arts and creative sectors through the
participation of its Faculty of Arts and Communication
which offers studies in many creative economy fields.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

The following activities will be implemented in SMART
project:
Organising a Creative Generation Academy;
3 Creative Generation Skills Workshops;
Developing OER training materials – “Managing the
Arts and the Creative Sector”
Developing a Handbook of Youth Work Approaches
to Learning-By-Doing Training in Management and
Entrepreneurship in the Arts and Creative Sectors.
Development of Pilot Inventories of Local Youth Culture
and Arts Resources - for the SMART Partner Countries
(PCs) (Botswana, Namibia, Kenya, South Africa)
5 Local Multiplication Workshops “Managing the Arts
and the Creative Sectors” – in Bulgaria, Botswana,
Kenya, Namibia, South Africa
Development of pilot youth mentoring schemes for art
managers and administrators and young entrepreneurs
in the creative sector

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

No results yet as project is still running

Strengths / Weaknesses

What follows is partially based on personal judgement
Strengths:
The project will deliver several OERs and training
methods combining arts and entrepreneurship;
The mentoring and coaching sessions are presumably
free of charge (as it is funded by Erasmus+);
Promotion of youth involvement in the creative and
social entrepreneurship sector, at both local and
national level;
Promotion of the EU dimension;
Weaknesses:
No project website, so information is hard to find

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.metropolitan.hu/en/about-us/328/smart.html
http://www.vumk.eu/en/news/600--vum-and-smartproject-to-support-youth-entrepreneurship-andemployment-in-the-arts
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INIZIATIVE 1

Name of programme / experience

Entrepreneurial Accelerator Cycle “Creative and
Cultural Industries” (by INNOVATHENS and the
Piraeus Bank Group Cultural Foundation)

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

The Entrepreneurial Accelerator Cycle “Creative
and Cultural Industries” is a 3-month long initiative
to support entrepreneurial activity in the cultural
sector, complemented by parallel networking events.
The initiative is blending the provision of data
and information on the prospects and potential of
the cultural industries in Greece, with group and
personalised mentoring and coaching for aspiring
start-uppers or established start-ups in the cultural
sector, and with networking, open events. The focus
of the training and consulting provision will be on
debunking sterotypes according to which the artist in
rather generic terms is someone that wouldn’t, couldn’t
and even shouldn’t mess with anything of economic
or financial nature. Towards this end, presenters and
consultants coming from both the entrepreneurial
world, as well as the world of culture and the arts,
demonstrate vivid examples of the multifaceted
nature of cultural entrepreneurship. For example, the
innovative idea of an Art School graduate to rent an
appartment for the hosting of residencies, seemed to
have stirred much interest among the participants,
with respect to how one would define entrepreneurial
initative and activity within the cultural sector. 17
groups (start-ups) have been registered.
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Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Participation is free of charge.
INNOVATHENS is sponsored financially & supported
technologically by Samsung Electronics Hellas. The
INNOVATHENS is part of the regional operational
program “Attica 2007-2013”, Priority Axis (2):"
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPROVING
QUALITY OF LIFE "of "Attica 2007-2013", co-financed
from the European Regional Development Fund.
Plus private funding by Piraeus Bank Group

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

INNOVATHENS (www.innovathens.gr) : The Hub
of Innovation & Entrepreneurship of Technopolis
City of Athens was launched in May 2014. It is a
collaboration of Technopolis with Athens Σynergies,
6 entrepreneurial associations listing more than 350
of the most innovative and extroverted business of
Athens. INNOVATHENS is sponsored financially &
supported technologically by Samsung Electronics
Hellas. The INNOVATHENS is part of the regional
operational program “Attica 2007-2013”, Priority Axis
(2):" SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPROVING
QUALITY OF LIFE "of "Attica 2007-2013", co-financed
from the European Regional Development Fund.
and
Piraeus Bank Group Cultural Foundation (http://
www.piop.gr/en/idrima.aspx): The Piraeus Bank
Group Cultural Foundation is a voluntary non-profit
foundation. In accordance with its statutes, its
operational costs are covered by the Piraeus Bank
Group. At the same time, PIOP pursues the co-financing
of certain projects through national and European
programmes.

Place and Duration

Place: Τεχνόπολη Δήμου Αθηναίων, Κτίριο Αεριοφυλάκιο
2, Πειραιώς 100, Γκάζι, 11854 Αθήνα (Technopolis Athens,
Greece)
Time: Nov. 2016 – Jan. 2016

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Young people of the City of Athens in the creative
and artistic sector; Individuals or groups of persons
at the phase of entrepreneurial attempt; Students
and graduates from artistic/creative schools and
education providers at all levels (post-secondary,
secondary, tertiary); Established actors/creatives and
organisations seeking further development of their
businesses/profession
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Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Specialized support for artists and creatives in
entrepreneurship is missing at country level. Equally
so, entrepreneurship has not yet been introduced
in the curricula of secondary and post-secondary
education and VET, with the exception in the latter
case of VET/post-secondary and tertiary education
curricula of departments dealing directly with business
management, economics, financial management etc.
The documented initiative is thus unique and much
needed with respect to scope, objectives, target group
addressed. It is funded by the organizing bodies (see
next section Organizer name and type) and supported
by the Municipality of Athens and private sector
sponsors.
At a more specific level, the timing for the organization
and implementation of this initiative seems to be
perfect, as it has been well documented that amidst
the economic crisis, the cultural and creative industry
seems to have responded in a much promising way,
overriding certain structural obstacles. In the case of
Greece, much attention should then be given to the
further development of the sector to emerge as a new
paradigm in economic development and one of the main
ways out of the crisis at the same time.
Moreover, the characteristics of the Greek cultural and
creative industries (small and very small enterprises,
labor-intensive model, adaptability, focus on innovation,
geographical positioning, uniqueness of language,
specialized human resources to name a few) count as a
comparative advantage, since the achievements of the
country in the cultural sector bring it high in the ranking
among EU countries with respect to employability in
the sector (following marginally much bigger countries
like Italy and France, and being however followed by
countries like Germany and Spain).
(Source: Bank of Greece, Working paper, February
2014, Σοφία Λαζαρέτου - Η έξυπνη οικονομία:
«πολιτιστικές» και «δημιουργικές» βιομηχανίες στην
Ελλάδα. Μπορούν να αποτελέσουν προοπτική εξόδου
από την κρίση;)

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The key objectives of the initiative seek to:
Create sustainable technical and organizational
preconditions (physical and digital space) to attract
innovative ideas and new groups or entrepreneurs
Support the development of actual businesses and
collaboration schemes after the end of the accelerator
Cycle.
Provide open innovation services to the start-up
community
Encourage joint projects promoting the diversification
economic activity with the exploitation of ICT solutions
Network with ecosystems, funding opportunities within
and outside Greece, capacity building
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Content:
The initiative is rather project-based, which means
that participants will seek advice and consulting
(information and data, group/personal coaching
and mentoring, networking) to explore and realise
entrepreneurial ideas and projects which loosely fall
into the following categories:
Development e-games for recreation and education
Film and video animation and photography
Advertising
Public space architecture and internal decoration
Traditional crafts
Digital applications for the promotion of cultural spaces
and places
Applications along the lines of the cultural activities of
the Municiaplity of Athens
Design
This aspect is eventually coupled with seminars
and consultation in all domains of entrepreneurship,
the development of skills across entrepreneurial
and managerial issues such as management, HR
management, marketing, public relations, financial
management, preparation of resume etc., as well as the
development of technical skills such as mobile services
and applications, GIS, culture digitization etc.
Eventually, the Cycle might involve hackathons,
competitions in creative and ICT industries,
presentation of ideas to investors or future partners

Training tools
/ contentsdeveloped / to be developed

The activity adheres to the methodological approach
of INNOVATHENS as a tech-transfer center, where
young or wanna-be entrepreneurs and creative people
get in touch with actors form the world of business,
academics and researchers in a move to create and
further develop an entrepreneurial eco system. The
overall provision is structured in two phases, one
dealing with networking, the diffusion of information
and training actions, and one with more systematic and
tailor-made training and consulting, which is the actual
‘business accelerator’ unit.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Blended modes of involvement, training, and
networking. The initiative is project-oriented, i.e.
participants come in mainly as carriers of start-up
ideas or in the form of early-phase start-ups. Faceto-face and group coaching/mentoring is provided by
a mix of consultants/tutors from the cultural and the
business sector. Participants explore their ideas or the
development potential of their start-ups in both peerto-peer and trainee-expert level.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

Not available yet. High interest in the registration phase
which ended in 23/10/2016
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Strengths / Weaknesses

(No evaluation has been carried out since the activity
is still going. What follows is based on personal
judgement).
Strengths:
High visibility in a well-known location in downtown
Athens city
Involvement of high quality and experienced
consultants from the cultural and the business/
entrepreneurial sector
Project-based approach and thus tangible results to be
expected
High quality infrastructure available
Multifaceted provision throughout the period of 3
months (personalized and group coaching, open events,
networking)
First of the kind initiative at national level – could form
the model for similar initiatives
Weaknesses:
Promoted as part of an ‘Athens’ project
Further municipalities of the same region could be
involved as well, at least in terms of sharing the same or
similar regional challenges for the development of the
cultural sector
No elaborate information available online
Not clear if a European or international dimension is
ensured (e.g. through the participation of actors in the
field from abroad)

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.technopolis-athens.com/web/guest/home
www.innovathens.gr
http://www.piop.gr/en/idrima.aspx
http://www.protagon.gr/epikairotita/
neaniki-epixeirimatikotita-ston-politismo-naiginetai-44341252904
http://bit.ly/2gtH0HX
http://www.innovathens.gr/creative-industriesannouncement/
Bank of Greece, Working paper, February 2014, Σοφία
Λαζαρέτου - Η έξυπνη οικονομία: «πολιτιστικές» και
«δημιουργικές» βιομηχανίες στην Ελλάδα. Μπορούν να
αποτελέσουν προοπτική εξόδου από την κρίση;
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INIZIATIVE 2
Cultural
entrepreneurship:
Planning and development
of entrepreneurial projects
in the field of culture
Name of programme / experience

Cultural entrepreneurship: Planning and
development of entrepreneurial projects in the field
of culture

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Online seminar

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which

Participation fee: 120 euros

Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?
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Hellenic American Union (www.hau.gr). Public-service
institution with an international focus and strong
community commitment, dedicated to providing
opportunities for a diverse range of audiences to
encounter and benefit from innovative educational
programs and cultural events. These programs are
developed independently by the institution or in
partnership with European and American educational
and cultural organizations and aim to directly address
emergent social or economic needs.
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Place and Duration

Plasce: HAU, Massalias 22, 10680 Athens, Greece
Duration: 1 month (3/2016 – 4/2016)

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Students and graduates of Social Sciences,
Humanities, Business and Economics, Arts and Culture

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Basic level knowledge in
entrepreneurship in the cultural sector,
start-ups and lean start methodology,
business model canvas as a planning tool,
funding and fundraising practices and tools,
pitching and entrepreneurial ideas presentation,
the workings of cultural institutions and organisations.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Objective:
The main objective of the seminar is the provision of
first level knowledge and support to young students
and graduates in identifying and developing flexible
and sustainable business models within the wider
field of cultural management. The training is provided
by a University teacher (Panteion University of Social
and Political Sciences, Athens, Greece). The seminar
has an introductory character with the aim to present
entrepreneurial models and practices in identifying and
securing funding for cultural institutions.
Content:
Modules
Introduction to entrepreneurship and the ‘culture’ of
start-ups.
Lean methodology and development of entrepreneurial
projects with the help of the business model canvas.
Fundraising strategies and tools.
Digital fundraising and crowdfunding.
Development of funding proposal (pitching,
presentation skills)

Training tools
/ contentsdeveloped / to be developed

e-learning platform / modular sequencing of topics as
per curriculum.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

E-learning deploying the e-learning platform
Blackboard with built-in communication tools, test
facilities, discussion boards, assignments.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

-
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Strengths / Weaknesses

(own assessment)
Strengths:
Provided by a certified Lifelong Learning Center
Mixing participants from diverse educational and
academic backgrounds
Accessibility (online e-learning platform)
Tutor (HEI teacher)
Good coverage of introductory topics in cultural
entrepreneurship
Weaknesses:
No face-to-face interaction
Limited potential of networking

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)
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http://www.hau.gr/?i=culture.el.new-seminars.4608
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INIZIATIVE 3

Creativity
Coaching
Name of programme / experience

Creativity Coaching

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Creative work and creativity in Arts, focusing in the
development and implementation of new ideas.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which

Private (tuition for the coaching programme)

Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Private company: 4people matters

Place and Duration

Place: A.C.L 4 People Matters & Advisory Services
L.T.D 12 Arkadiou Street Nicosia, Agios Dometios
Cyprus P. O BOX 23811 1685 Nicosia
Duration: 3-6 months (max. 12 upon needs
assessment)
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Artists (writers, actors, painters, musicinas, dancers,
photographers etc.)

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Self-confidence, problem solving skills, understanding
own values, planning, exploiting creativity and
understanding the ‘creative process’ as applicable in the
artistic / professional life nexus.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The coaching programme focuses rather on the
creative process than the nature of artistic activity.
It supports the identification and empowerment of
talents, the identification and formulation of new ideas,
and new ways of working. At the personal development
level it helps trainees to deal with psychological blocks,
cultivate commitment, and enhance self-appreciation.

Training tools
/ contentsdeveloped / to be developed

Coaching process: Initial phase: Free of charge session
to initiate the coaching relationship and lay down goals,
expectations, and challenges
Development plan phase: Upon agreement for the
programme from both sides, a development plan based
on expectations and goals is drafted to serve as the a
reference point for the coaching sessions.
Main coaching sessions (3-6-months as agreed): The
coaching sessions have a duration of 1 hour and can
be face-to-face or virtual every two or three weeks.
Evaluation is carried out by both the coach and the
trainees between sessions and the development plan is
subject to changes if needed.
Closure and overall evaluation: The development
plan reaches its final version and an action plan is
developed for the trainee to follow and implement. An
overall evaluation of the coaching programme takes
place at the end of the programme. After the end of the
programme, the coach and the trainee can be in contact
and provide feedback to each other upon common
agreement.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Personal coaching and group coaching by a creative
coach who focuses on issues of creative working,
not necessarily coming from the cultural or artistic
sector, but able to adapt creative working principles
to the everyday work flow of artists as free-lance
entrepreneurs or aspiring entrepreneurs.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

Not applicable
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Strengths / Weaknesses
References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)
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https://4peoplematters.com/creativity-coaching/
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INIZIATIVE 1
How to turn ARtistic
strengths into
ENtrepreneurial strengths
«AR-EN»

Name of programme / experience

AR-EN “How to turn ARtistic strengths into
ENtrepreneurial strengths”

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Short-term training course under the action:
2016-2-CY02-KA105-000786
Coordinator:"GRANAZI" Technochoros, Cyprus
Title: “How To Turn Artistic Strengths Into
Enterpeneurial Strengths” Type: Erasmus+, Youth
exchanges (overall budget: 17.630 €)

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?
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Erasmus+, Youth exchanges (overall budget: 17.630
€). Participation is free (The initiative is being funded by
Erasmus+). Subsistence (Hotel) and travel are covered
up to 170 Euros.

Granazi Art Space https://www.facebook.com/
gasnicosia/ is an independent and non-profit
association which was founded for the promotion and
development of the cultural life in Cyprus and abroad.
Its main aim is the promotion of new - non famous
artists who want to exhibit their creations. Granazi
supports the creation and presentation of the artists’
work (e.g in dance, music, literature, theater and visual
arts). Moreover Granazi aims to help new artists to
broaden their knowledge and experiences through
multiple events and training seminars. Granazi is open
for any cooperation with other cultural institutions that
share mutual values and ideas.
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Place and Duration

According to information obtained, there have two
rounds of the training course, each one having a
duration of 10 days. The first one was done in October
(exact dates not known), while the second round was
done in the period from 4/11/2016 to 13/11/2016.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Young people (age 18 - 30) who are unemployed, or
seek to find a job or change their current job, and have
artistic background and interests. Priority is given to
socially and economically disadvantaged persons.
Participants can come from more than one European
country.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

AR-EN aims to provide the young with a better
understanding of the key aspects of entrepreneurship.
It is addressing young people at school or having
completed secondary education level, who are involved
or tend to get involved in various ways with art based
subjects. It has been documented that these young
people often shy away from subjects like math, physics,
chemistry, economics, which are – alas – heavily
connected with business and entrepreneurship, leading
to the so called situation of ‘throwing away the water
with the baby’. Moreover, the organizers of the course
have documented – although through informal survey –
that these same young people, being less interested in
science and financial subjects, seem to face much more
difficulties in finding a job, let alone setting up their own
business.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The training focuses on the following aspects:
Creation of an enterprise and how to arrive at a unique
selling proposition
Evaluation of obstacles and risks involved in the lifetime
of a business, irrespective of size (micro, small, medium,
or large).
Identification of weaknesses and lack in skills and
competences (at personal and professional level) and
exploration of ways to overcome them
Exploring the common characteristics among young
persons with artistic background and/or interests vis-àvis common opportunities as well as obstacles.
Highlighting the need for respecting diversity, different
values and beliefs, as well as different sets of skills

Training tools
/ contentsdeveloped / to be developed
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Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Group training (coaching and consulting).
The programme seems to focus on coupling
the concept of creativity (artistic) and the skills
and competencies involved therein, with that of
entrepreneurship as a creative endeavor as well,
bridging the artificial gap between theory and praxis
as they are reflected in respective sciences (e.g. math,
physics, economics etc. as opposed to ‘theoretical’
subjects like Art).

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

There is no sufficient information about the initiative,
beyond the main objective and the content of the
training already described above.

Strengths / Weaknesses

(own assessment)
Main strength of the initiative is its methodological
approach, according to which, artistic inclination and
creativity are the linking powers between the world of
art and culture and the world of entrepreneurship and
business. Entrepreneurial thinking is thus attended as
belonging to the wide continuum of creativity.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.erasmusplus.cy/uploadfiles/ONEK/
Apotelesmata/2016%20R2%20KA105.pdf
https://www.salto-youth.net/tools/otlas-partnerfinding/organisation/granazi-art-space.11635/
https://hellasforus.wordpress.com/2016/08/30/
how-to-turn-artistic-strengths-into-entrepreneurialstrengths-ar-en/
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INIZIATIVE 1

National Institute
for Cultural
Research and Training
Name of programme / experience

National Institute for Cultural Research and Training
(NIRCT) / Professional training for the cultural sector

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Training for professionals in the field of culture (ongoing)

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
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Functioning under the auspices of the Romanian
Ministry of Culture, expenses would be covered by
public spending. No further information is available
about the existence of participation fees for persons or
organizations.
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Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

National Institute for Cultural Research and Training
(NIRCT). www.culturadata.ro
The National Institute for Research and Cultural
Training (NIRCT) was established in 2013, through
the merger of two distinct institutions subordinated
to the Ministry of Culture: the Centre for Professional
Training in Culture and the Centre for Research and
Consultancy in the Field of Culture.
NIRCT is also subordinated to the Ministry of Culture.
It is the only national institute in Romania that aims to
study, research and provide statistical data in the field
of culture, as well as train professionals who choose
a career in this field. In 2013, NIRCT has included in
its organisational structure, two highly recognised
institutions in the cultural market: the Centre for
Research and Consultancy in the Field of Culture
(CRCFC) and the Centre for Professional Training in
Culture (CPTC).

Place and Duration

Place: NIRCT, 22 Unirii Blvd., 2nd floor, 3rd District,
030833 Bucharest, Romania
Time/Duration: Ongoing

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

The entire cultural sector (individuals and
organisations).
Indicative list of major beneficiaries:
Public cultural institutions subordinated to local or
central authorities (museums, art galleries, cultural
centres, libraries, show and concert organizations,
NGO’s);
The World Intellectual Property Organization;
The European Commission - Education, Audiovisual &
Culture Executive Agency;
The National Authority for Scientific Research;
UNITER;
The Committee for the Programme Sibiu European
Cultural Capital 2007;
ArCuB (Centre for Cultural Projects of the City of
Bucharest).

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

The Centre for Professional Training in Culture (one
of the two institutions which was merged by NIRCT)
was active in Romania since 1964. However, the new
institute (NIRCT) having included the Training Center
in its structure, addressed the need for a more holistic
approach in developing the potential of the Romanian
cultural sector, informed this time by well documented
research and data on the performance of the sector,
as attended under the roof of one organisation with
national and international outreach.
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?
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In the field of ongoing professional training and
lifelong education, the Institute is the main provider of
professional training in the field of culture. NIRCT offers
over 30 programmes of professional training (certified
courses, workshops and evaluations), which address
the main occupations in the cultural field i.e.
performing arts; cultural management; library and
information sciences; audio-visual; cultural heritage.
All courses are certified by the National Authority
for Qualifications and nationally recognised by the
Ministry of Labour, Family, Social Protection and
Elderly Persons and by the Ministry of Education and
Scientific Research. The Institute cooperates with
lecturers and trainers coming from prestigious cultural
and educational institutions, as well as with experts
recognised in their fields of competence.
Joint projects:
Courses in partnership with national institutes,
Universities, public institutions:
Identifying and updating the needs for betterlegislative
framework;
Interdisciplinary workshops, conferences, and scientific
communications;
Joint projects of training in the development of
the creative potential and creativity education for
youngsters;
Studies and researches for positioning the cultural
system in the international context.
Training courses
Projects:
Training courses for the professional categories
employed in the field of culture, but whose professions
suffer modifications, brought along by the development
of new technologies or due to the introduction of
modern management methods;
Training for occupations of culture in the technical area.
Retraining courses
Projects:
Courses for employees in the field of culture, who do
not fit professionally anymore, but who can readjust in
order to use their skills in other occupation in the same
field;
Courses for out-of-the-field people who want to choose
occupations that do not require higher education;
Courses for independent operators in the field of
culture.
Professional development
Projects:
“Master-class” courses for maintaining the skills of
the employees in artistic positions (performing artists
– actors, vocalists, instrument soloists or orchestra,
dancers, ballet dancers, directors, art directors etc.)
Professional specialisation courses for the specialised
personnel of museums, libraries,
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

exhibitions;Introductory courses in cultural intervention
for the specialised personnel within cultural institutions,
for cultural NGO-s personnel or independent operators.
“Third-party” specialisation courses
Projects:
Multi-specialised course packages for a group of
professional cultural categories, which may take place
upon request in the beneficiary’s space, in county
departments or large institutions.

Training tools
/ contentsdeveloped / to be developed

See Training objectives and content

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Face-to-face, group, online modes, networking.
Training courses and research complement each other at
various levels of cultural and creative segments such as:
Mapping of creative and cultural sectors
Professional improvement of experts in the cultural and
creative sectors
Studies on the status of contemporary potential in the
creative sector
Studies and courses adapted to the needs of
the cultural institutions for the foundation of the
management plans/strategies
Training and re-training courses for organizations in the
cultural field
Studies on the local development and touristic potential
of material cultural heritage

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

The initiative is large scale, covering multiple facets and
needs in training in the cultural sector. Thus, the skills
gained at personal level, but also at the organisational
level of institutions and organisations, are covering
a huge area of soft, hard, and transversal skills for
numerous professions.
Over 6000 beneficiaries coming from approximately
700 cultural institutions have been trained, while
over 4000 candidates have been evaluated in skillevaluation sessions.

Strengths / Weaknesses

Main strengths:
National coverage
Retraining of professionals
Coupling research, and state-of-the-art in the cultural
sector, with labor market needs and holistic training
approach for persons and institutions

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

www.culturadata.ro
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INIZIATIVE 2

Name of programme / experience

Formare Culturala

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Independent training program.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which

No information available

Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

The program was initiated in 2012 and implemented in
2013 by Oana Ionita Năsui and Minodora Cerin and is
invited trainers with relevant experience in the cultural
field in Romania.

Place and Duration

Place: Venues for the courses are chosen depending on
the profile of the program of work or business location,
and professional experience of their managers.
Time: 2013, Bucharest
Duration: no information available
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Professionals and organisations in the cultural sector
in need of consultancy for the implementation of
cultural and creative projects. The program brings
professionals and practitioners from different cultural
and creative backgrounds as trainers and consultants,
together with those who work or aspire to work in these
environments.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Cultural management
Communication
Organization of events
Cultural marketing
Pitching

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

General topics (finance, management), focused on
creative and cultural industries (visual art, film, theater,
design and hand-made, libraries etc.).
Topics:
Cultural management; Communication; Organization
of events; Cultural marketing; Pitching; All training
provisions contain a risk management module in
cultural projects

Training tools
/ contentsdeveloped / to be developed

-

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Workshops, courses and advisory sessions. Small
groups of participants, providing a form of intense work
in applied projects context.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

-

Strengths / Weaknesses

Main strength of the initiative is the project based
approach, where support is provided on the basis
of a cultural project conceived or at the phase of
approaching implementation stage.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://formareculturala.ro/
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INIZIATIVE 1

Name of programme / experience

Arts Council Malta (ACM)

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Arts Council Malta is a one-stop-shop for culture
in the culture, providing a wide range of services to
those working in the cultural sector (organisations and
individuals). Education and training provisions are then
part of the services provided in an ongoing basis.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Public spending. Information on participation fees is not
available.

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Arts Council Malta (ACM) www.maltaculture.com: The
national agency for development and investment in the
cultural and creative sectors.

Place and Duration

Most of the training provisions are available online in
the form of online toolkits and material. ACM is also
provided training to individuals and organisations in
collaboration with Business First http://businessfirst.
com.mt/en/Pages/default.aspx which is a consulting
company in malta , developing and organizing both face
to face as well as online training sessions to support
entrepreneurs and aspiring entrepreneurs. They cover
the phases of Starting, Running, Growing, Closing a
business.
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Individuals and organisations in the cultural sector in
general.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

ACM is responsible for the national strategy of Malta
for the cultural and creative sectors for the years
2016-2020. It has succeeded the Malta Council
for Culture and the Arts (MCCA), forming however
a larger and more structured foundation which
includes business development, research, education
and training. The change within the national arts
body comes at a point of a need for further growth
and change for the cultural sector. Events such as
the Seventh World Summit on Arts and Culture, the
Maltese Presidency of the Council of the European
Union in 2017 and Valletta as the European Capital
of Culture in 2018, have sparked further interest in
turning Malta’s cultural sector into one of the most
energetic sectors.
With respect to the training provisions and services,
ACM has thus included this aspect among the list of
its main principles by supporting the development of
knowledge, skills and competences that enable people
to engage in creative life for their enhanced well-being;
and ensuring that individuals transforming their talent
into a profession can reach their full potential.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Training and consulting for actors in the cultural
sector is provided by targeted toolkits and material
that is available online, as well as by highly updated
information on issues such as the cultural strategy
at local and national level, funding opportunities etc.
With respect to the training and consulting content the
following online tools are available:
Standard artist contract; Planning PR campaign
Creative projects in the community: Ethical
considerations
Freelancing in the Arts: Income tax survival guide
Crowdfunding the Arts
Furthermore, in a dedicated blog space, the following
material can be found:
Social media in the Arts: Building and managing
relationships online
Social Media in Arts Marketing: Focus on Facebook
Promotion and Communication
Word of Mouth
Market Research and Innovation Management:
Reputation Management
The Kreattiv initative
The Kreattive is a funding programme running in parallel
to ACM’s activities. It engages creative practicioners
and educators in collaboration and dialogue and
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

furthermore it is encouraging students and educators
to get further involved in the creative sector. Kreattiv
works also in schools, inspiring teachers and pupils/
students to engage in creativity and the cultural sector.
Within this aspect the aim of Kreattiv and the fund is to:
Initiate creative projects in classrooms, schools and
colleges through collaborations
Introduce children and young people to potential
careers in the cultural and creative sector, through
selected collaborations with higher educational
institutions
Embed cultural and creative entrepreneurship in
schools
Encourage collaboration between educational
institutions, the culture and creative industries
Create employment opportunities for creative
professionals
Encourage creative collaborations amongst educational
institutions, and partnerships with public and private
cultural operators.

Training tools
/ contentsdeveloped / to be developed

Online mainly (toolkits, specialized material and guides
in targeted topics, blogs, articles)

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Training is provided mainly through the provision of
online material and tools. Targeted face to face training
seems to be also the case in dedicated events. A
collaboration with a business consulting organization
is enhancing the training provision through structured
online training and available material as well.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

Holistic approach encompassing aspiring, developing,
developed entrepreneurs, businesses, organisations,
projects. Therefore a wide range of skills (hard and soft)
are addressed through the available training provisions
and tools.
No exact numbers for participants are available, but
participation is ongoing and nation-wide.

Strengths / Weaknesses

Main strength of the whole project to support the
cultural sector in Malta is that it has a very good
communication strategy even if only judging from
the way the website of the Council is structured and
maintained. Information is highly updated and clear,
while lots of useful downloads are available and very
easy to find.
Furthermore, firm collaborations with an organization
that support entrepreneurship and business
development is a plus with respect to professional
consulting for actors in the cultural sector.
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References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)
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http://www.maltaculture.com/pages/the-council/
our-strategy/business-development/setting-up-yourbusiness-roadmap
http://www.maltaculture.com/pages/the-council/ourstrategy/business-development/info-session-for-startups-in-the-creative-and-cultural-sectors
http://www.maltaculture.com/blog/for-profit-or-not-forprofit
http://businessfirst.com.mt/en/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.maltaculture.com/blog/social-media-in-thearts-building-and-managing-relationships-online
http://www.maltaculture.com/funds/kreattiv
Annex: zip file with indicative, downloaded training
material (MALTA)
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INIZIATIVE 1
The Performance
Bridge
Getting on and off the
stage.

Name of programme / experience

The Performance Bridge. Getting on and off the
stage.
http://www.theperformancebridge.net/

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

The goal and objective of The Performance Bridge
[Getting on and off the Stage] is to develop
entrepreneur skills in the young artist and mature artist
enabling them to self-produce their own performances.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?
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This project is funded by the continuing education
programme Leonardo da Vinci of the European Union.

Spiral(e) & The Dance/Theatre Project Austria
Contact Person: Grant McDaniel
Address: Staglgasse 8/5, 1150 Vienna, Austria
Tel. & Fax: ++43 1 8940564
e-mail: grantmcdaniel@vienna.at
W-Point. Designlösungen und Medienberatung
G. & E. Wolf Perez OEG
Contact Person: Edith Wolf Perez
Address: Kirchengasse 10/2, 1070 Vienna
Tel: ++43 1 5853410
FAX: ++43 1 5855520
e-mail: ewp@w-point.at
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Latvijas Kulturas Skola
Contact Person: Gita Senka
Address: Bruninieku 57, Riga LV, 1011 Latvia
Tel & Fax: +371 7276575
e-mail: gita.senka@km.gov.lv
E-Learning Concepts Rietsch
Contact Person: Petra Rietsch
Address: Barmherzigengasse 17/72, 1030 Vienna,
Austria
Tel: ++43 1 7108624
Fax: ++43 1 7108484
e-mail: p.rietsch@rietsch.com

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

AllWeb solutions S.A.
Contact Person: Menelaos Ioannidis
Address: Avanton 56, Chalkis 34 100 Greece
Tel: +30 221 60060
FAX: +30 221 60050
e-mail: menelaos@allweb.gr
Inchicore College of Further Education
Contact Person: Martin Finn
Address: Emmet Road, Inchicore, Dublin 8, Ireland
Tel: +353 1 4168285
Fax: +353 1 4545494
e-mail: martin.finn@inchicore.cdvec.ie
Universidad Politecnica de Valencia
Contact Person: Nuria Lloret
Address: Camino de veral s/n, 46022 Valencia, Spain
Tel: +34 96 387 70 02
FAX +34 96 387 77 19
e-mail: nlloret@upvnet.upv.es
C.B.M. Couture Body Movement d.o.o.
Contact Person: Sasa Pust
Address: Zadobrovska 88, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Tel & Fax: +386 1 5291061
e-mail: cbm@cbm.si

Place and Duration

The Performance takes place in Vienna (Austria),
where the main partner is addressed. But the training
modules are mainly online.
Lack of information about duration of the project.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

The curriculum The Performance Bridge [Getting on
and off the Stage] is directed towards performers, i.e.
dancers, actors and musicians. It addresses both the
needs of young performing artists in transition from
the school to the professional plattform and artists in
transition from the stage to other careers.
Target group 1 are mature performers who are planning
to transit from the performance stage to other careers.
This group either choses or is forced to terminate the
performance aspect of their careers through injury, age
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

or a change of perspectives. This termination can be
addressed in a curriculum that supports the transition
from the stage to related carreers.
Ideally this termination is addressed as part of the
initial training of the artist.
Target group 2 are therefore young performing artists
who have already finished a minimum of three to four
years of training. In addition to the skills mentioned
above, this group must maintain and continue their
development in their primary skills of dance, acting and
music.
For the realisation of the project the optimal size of
each target group should be 12 to 15 participants.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Based on the target group profiles above reported.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The goal and objective of The Performance Bridge
[Getting on and off the Stage] is to develop
entrepreneur skills in the young artist and mature artist
enabling them to self-produce their own performances.
The curriculum will provide an overview of the following
skills:
Stage Technical Skills: Lighting Design, Sound Design,
Costume Design, Videoskills
Management Skills & Administration Skills: Project
Management, Concept Creation, Project Presentation,
Budget Development & Accounting, Graphic Design
and Writing Skills, PR
IT Skills: Basic Computer Skills and Internet Skills

Testimonials

Not available

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

The methods of content delivery will be e-learning,
online tutoring and live-seminars.
During the time of The Performance Bridge [Getting
on and off the Stage] both groups will be working on
a performance project in all its aspects as a means
of assessing the success of the curriculum. Working
towards a common goal will deepen and validify the
theoretical knowledge.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

It is not the intention of The Performance Bridge
[Getting on and off the Stage] to produce an expert in
each of these fields but rather a person knowledgeable
in handling these elements for creating and producing
performances of a theatrical context. Thus, the delivery
of the information is the major challenge in retraining
and expanding employability for performing artists.
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Strengths / Weaknesses

Strengths: There is no indication that target groups
1 and 2 arrive at this transition with major level
differences of these new skills to justify different
curriculums. Furthermore, it is the integration of
all these skills in one curriculum that produces a
significant impact in terms of greater employability. The
overview created by this integration is the strength and
the raison d'être for The Performance Bridge [Getting
on and off the Stage]. As well bringing together the two
age groups enhances assimilation of experience and
enthusiasm.
Weaknesses: Not available.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

Leonardo DaVinci - ACTION program of the European
Union
spiral-e - professional dance/theatre education
The Dance/Theatre Project Austria
tanz.at - Modern Dance Platform
W-Point. Designlösungen und Medienberatung
E-Learning Concepts Rietsch
AllWeb solutions S.A.
C.B.M. Couture Body Movement d.o.o.
Inchicore College of Further Education
Universidad Politecnica de Valencia
sitedefinition - new media design
http://kulturaskoledza.lv/
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INIZIATIVE 1

Name of programme / experience

CreArt. Network of Cities for Artistic Creation.
http://www.creart-eu.org/

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Placing art and creativity at the centre of its activities,
CreArt seeks to foster:
Artist mobility and the mobility of artworks
The exchange of good practices in all areas surrounding
the visual arts
Networking among art-related groups
Training programmes linked to art, artists and arts
management
Dissemination programmes to make art accessible to
the general public and specific groups
Analysing and publishing, on an on-going basis, the
results of the Project and the rich knowledge derived
from it
Creativity in industry and society at large.
Trans-European public-private partnerships, developing
a sense of belonging to a common project: Europe.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
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EU funds within the framework of the Culture
Programme (2007-2013).
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Arad County Cultural Centre. Arad (RO)
http://www.ccja.ro/
The Arad County Cultural Centre is a public cultural
institution established by the Arad County Council
(RO). Its mission is to support and promote Arad
County's cultural and civil values in a regional, national
and international context. Organized in specialized
departments, the organization covers all the areas
of culture and tourism. As a key arts supporting and
promoting institution the CCJA develops and specific
programme in visual arts which main action is the
"Biennal of Contemporary art".
Artkomas. Kaunas (LT)
http://www.menasdvaruose.lt/
VšĮ “Artkomas” is a public institution established in
2006 in Kaunas (LT). Their mission is to improve the
accessibility of culture to all levels of society, reducing
the culture gap between the city and periphery, helping
young artists to adjust their capacities in the market
and to integrate into the rank of professionals.

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Comune Di Genova (IT)
http://www.comune.genova.it/
The Cultural Policies Office favours the Municipal
Administration’s cultural policies, carrying out
different initiatives in order to realize the best
conditions for participation of schools, young people,
elderly and disabled persons in cultural events
and to give many occasions for the valorisation of
young artists’ creativity. The Office supports the
actions of the Culture and Innovation Department
by promoting intercultural dialogue and access to
culture. It collaborates in many regional, European and
international projects in particular by promoting the
creative and cultural industries.
Foundation ID11 (NL)
http://www.id11.nl/
Stichting id11 is a non-profit organization set up in
Delft in 2001. The foundation id11 aims to organize
guest studios and accessible presentation and work
places for artists, where experimentation can flourish.
Over these years different AiR projects have taken
place related to art in temporary spaces. They are
supported by the Municipality of Delft.
Harghita County Council (RO)
http://www.judetulharghita.ro/
The CONSILIUL JUDETEAN HARGHITA is an elected
public authority (County Council) in the region of
Harghita (RO), which provides services for the residents
of the region and contributes to the local growth by
means of development programmes. In the framework
of the County council there are different subordinated
institutions, one of them specifically devoted to Arts
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and Culture: the "Cultural Centre", which pays great
attention to visual arts, mainly in cooperation with other
cultural operators in the province.
HDLU – The Croatian Association of Artists
http://www.hdlu.hr/eng
The Croatian Association of Artists (HDLU), is the
oldest and most prestigious visual artist association in
the region, and is composed of 1464 artist members
working in various media and disciplines which define
the Croatian contemporary arts scene. HDLU annually
organizes or collaborates in the organization of
approximately 40 exhibitions in four diversely profiled
galleries, events and special programs that cover all
segments of art presentation and production, ranging
from large national and international manifestations to
socially engaged creative experiments and fairs.

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Municipal Foundation for Culture. Valladolid City
Council (ES)
http://info.valladolid.es/
The Fundación Municipal de Cultura (FMC) is a public
body established by the Municipality of Valladolid
(ES) in 1982. The FMC developes cultural projects
and manages all types of cultural activities. It has
broad experience in the promotion, exhibition and
dissemination of the Arts, with special attention to
visual arts.
Municipality of Aveiro (PT)
http://www.cm-aveiro.pt/
The Municipality of Aveiro is a public authority of Local
Government. Through the development of various
cultural projects, the Cultural Action Division aims to
promote cultural exchange, as well as creativity within
its society. Worth mentionins is the organization since
1989, of the International Biennial of Ceramic Art.
The city of Linz (AT)
http://www.linz.at/
The City of Linz has a clearly defined Cultural
Development Plan designed to enhance the
international dimension of the cultural life and the
artistic community. A major milestone was the
implementation of “Linz 09 – European Capital of
Culture”. Related to the deepening of the artistic
exchange and artistic mobility as well as to urban
development strategies, the “Urban interventions”
project will in addition contribute considerably to
the sustainable development of European artistic
cooperation.
The Municipality of Kristiansand (NO)
http://www.kristiansand.kommune.no/
Kristiansand is alive with culture and was named
the Best Cultural City in Norway in 2007, due to its
strategic efforts to develop a broad range of cultural
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activities. The Department of Culture in the last years
has been involved in the participation of European and
International cultural projects.
The Municipality of Lecce (IT)
http://www.comune.lecce.it
The Municipality of Lecce is a Local Administration
regularly involved in administrative activities. The
Municipality of Lecce is active, in particular, in best
practises exchanges with European, national, regional
and local institutions. The Culture Unit manages all
activities related to the cultural area, heritage, arts,
highlighting the potential of the territory and its
relationships with other national and international
areas.
Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

The Municipality of Pardubice (CZ)
http://www.pardubice.eu/
The Statutory City of Pardubice is the founder of
three non-profit organizations, which are responsible
for cultural events and leisure activities happening
in the city: the East Bohemian Pardubice Theatre;
the Czech Chamber Philharmonic Orchestra and the
Cultural Centre Pardubice. These three large cultural
institutions in the city are responsible for 95% of all
cultural life and events happening at a local level.
Vilniaus Rotuse. (LT)
http://www.vilniausrotuse.lt/
VšĮ “Vilniaus rotušė” (City Hall) is one of the institutions
which represents Vilnius City. The goal of VšĮ “Vilniaus
rotušė” is to represent the self-government of Vilnius,
the Capital City of the Republic of Lithuania, in the
social and cultural life, to implement the provisions of
the cultural policy of the City.

Place and Duration

Place: All the 14 cities.
Time: 5 years from 2010 to 2015, although there are
some activities ongoing in the present.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Artists, artist groups and associations, cultural
operators, researchers, industry and civil society
bodies, educational institutions and the general public,
from different countries and cultural traditions.
The target groups of the training packages are mainly
artists groups, although these courses will be offered
through the project network that includes every target
group.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Creativity as a skill for personal development.
Professional management.
Technological tools.
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

There are a large number of workshops and seminars
related to different topics of Arts, Management, etc.
There are no details available about the contents.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Not found

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Modes of study:
• Seminars
• Workshops
• Conferences
• Encounters
Once the “creative core”, target communities and
best practices have been identified by the CreArt
partners, the project will promote the best and most
innovative artistic, management and outreach practices
across our network. It will be implemented training
programmes to share these practices across our
network. Then it will be disseminated the best practices
in fostering creativity to the related industries.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

The expected results were based on objectives:
1. Foster creativity through the exchange of
experiences, good practices and jointwork among
artists, artist groups and associations, cultural
operators, researchers, industry and civil society
bodies, educational institutions and the general
public, from different countries and cultural
traditions, including intergenerational exchanges.
2. Promote cultural exploration amongst target groups,
encouraging the development of Europe’s cultural
heritage.
3. Develop common training methodologies for specific
groups (children, youth and adults) promoting
creativity as a skill for personal development.
4. Establish a permanent and professional system of
mobility, exchange and joint work experiences among
artists and cultural managers.
5. Identify a methodology of professional management
that generates sustainable cultural organizations
in medium-sized cities, fostering public-private
partnerships and civil society participation.
6. Support creativity networking among medium-sized
cities.
7. Develop and better exploit technological tools for
the exchange of creativity and cultural resource
management.
8. Create and standardize systems of analysis and 		
research within the framework of local cultural
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Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

Strengths / Weaknesses
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policies, in order to maximize the sustainability of the
project and its financial resources in the future.
Strengths:
The diversity of the CreArt network and the sum of
synergies are the sources of its strength. From a variety
of cultures and contexts, and based on public-private
partnerships, CreArt works towards a “single cultural
currency” across its network. Fostering creativity,
both in the industry and in society while developing
a sense of belonging to a common Europe, will lead
us to build a strong position in an equally diverse and
highly competitive international cultural market with
incredible potential.
Weaknesses: Not available.
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GOOD PRACTICES
IN LITHUANIA
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INIZIATIVE 1

Name of programme / experience

CreArt. Network of Cities for Artistic Creation.
http://www.creart-eu.org/

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Placing art and creativity at the centre of its activities,
CreArt seeks to foster:
Artist mobility and the mobility of artworks
The exchange of good practices in all areas surrounding
the visual arts
Networking among art-related groups
Training programmes linked to art, artists and arts
management
Dissemination programmes to make art accessible to
the general public and specific groups
Analysing and publishing, on an on-going basis, the
results of the Project and the rich knowledge derived
from it
Creativity in industry and society at large.
Trans-European public-private partnerships, developing
a sense of belonging to a common project: Europe.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
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EU funds within the framework of the Culture
Programme (2007-2013).
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Arad County Cultural Centre. Arad (RO)
http://www.ccja.ro/
The Arad County Cultural Centre is a public cultural
institution established by the Arad County Council
(RO). Its mission is to support and promote Arad
County's cultural and civil values in a regional, national
and international context. Organized in specialized
departments, the organization covers all the areas
of culture and tourism. As a key arts supporting and
promoting institution the CCJA develops and specific
programme in visual arts which main action is the
"Biennal of Contemporary art".
Artkomas. Kaunas (LT)
http://www.menasdvaruose.lt/
VšĮ “Artkomas” is a public institution established in
2006 in Kaunas (LT). Their mission is to improve the
accessibility of culture to all levels of society, reducing
the culture gap between the city and periphery, helping
young artists to adjust their capacities in the market
and to integrate into the rank of professionals.

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Comune Di Genova (IT)
http://www.comune.genova.it/
The Cultural Policies Office favours the Municipal
Administration’s cultural policies, carrying out
different initiatives in order to realize the best
conditions for participation of schools, young people,
elderly and disabled persons in cultural events
and to give many occasions for the valorisation of
young artists’ creativity. The Office supports the
actions of the Culture and Innovation Department
by promoting intercultural dialogue and access to
culture. It collaborates in many regional, European and
international projects in particular by promoting the
creative and cultural industries.
Foundation ID11 (NL)
http://www.id11.nl/
Stichting id11 is a non-profit organization set up in
Delft in 2001. The foundation id11 aims to organize
guest studios and accessible presentation and work
places for artists, where experimentation can flourish.
Over these years different AiR projects have taken
place related to art in temporary spaces. They are
supported by the Municipality of Delft.
Harghita County Council (RO)
http://www.judetulharghita.ro/
The CONSILIUL JUDETEAN HARGHITA is an elected
public authority (County Council) in the region of
Harghita (RO), which provides services for the residents
of the region and contributes to the local growth by
means of development programmes. In the framework
of the County council there are different subordinated
institutions, one of them specifically devoted to Arts
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and Culture: the "Cultural Centre", which pays great
attention to visual arts, mainly in cooperation with other
cultural operators in the province.
HDLU – The Croatian Association of Artists
http://www.hdlu.hr/eng
The Croatian Association of Artists (HDLU), is the
oldest and most prestigious visual artist association in
the region, and is composed of 1464 artist members
working in various media and disciplines which define
the Croatian contemporary arts scene. HDLU annually
organizes or collaborates in the organization of
approximately 40 exhibitions in four diversely profiled
galleries, events and special programs that cover all
segments of art presentation and production, ranging
from large national and international manifestations to
socially engaged creative experiments and fairs.

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Municipal Foundation for Culture. Valladolid City
Council (ES)
http://info.valladolid.es/
The Fundación Municipal de Cultura (FMC) is a public
body established by the Municipality of Valladolid
(ES) in 1982. The FMC developes cultural projects
and manages all types of cultural activities. It has
broad experience in the promotion, exhibition and
dissemination of the Arts, with special attention to
visual arts.
Municipality of Aveiro (PT)
http://www.cm-aveiro.pt/
The Municipality of Aveiro is a public authority of Local
Government. Through the development of various
cultural projects, the Cultural Action Division aims to
promote cultural exchange, as well as creativity within
its society. Worth mentionins is the organization since
1989, of the International Biennial of Ceramic Art.
The city of Linz (AT)
http://www.linz.at/
The City of Linz has a clearly defined Cultural
Development Plan designed to enhance the
international dimension of the cultural life and the
artistic community. A major milestone was the
implementation of “Linz 09 – European Capital of
Culture”. Related to the deepening of the artistic
exchange and artistic mobility as well as to urban
development strategies, the “Urban interventions”
project will in addition contribute considerably to
the sustainable development of European artistic
cooperation.
The Municipality of Kristiansand (NO)
http://www.kristiansand.kommune.no/
Kristiansand is alive with culture and was named
the Best Cultural City in Norway in 2007, due to its
strategic efforts to develop a broad range of cultural
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activities. The Department of Culture in the last years
has been involved in the participation of European and
International cultural projects.
The Municipality of Lecce (IT)
http://www.comune.lecce.it
The Municipality of Lecce is a Local Administration
regularly involved in administrative activities. The
Municipality of Lecce is active, in particular, in best
practises exchanges with European, national, regional
and local institutions. The Culture Unit manages all
activities related to the cultural area, heritage, arts,
highlighting the potential of the territory and its
relationships with other national and international
areas.
Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

The Municipality of Pardubice (CZ)
http://www.pardubice.eu/
The Statutory City of Pardubice is the founder of
three non-profit organizations, which are responsible
for cultural events and leisure activities happening
in the city: the East Bohemian Pardubice Theatre;
the Czech Chamber Philharmonic Orchestra and the
Cultural Centre Pardubice. These three large cultural
institutions in the city are responsible for 95% of all
cultural life and events happening at a local level.
Vilniaus Rotuse. (LT)
http://www.vilniausrotuse.lt/
VšĮ “Vilniaus rotušė” (City Hall) is one of the institutions
which represents Vilnius City. The goal of VšĮ “Vilniaus
rotušė” is to represent the self-government of Vilnius,
the Capital City of the Republic of Lithuania, in the
social and cultural life, to implement the provisions of
the cultural policy of the City.

Place and Duration

Place: All the 14 cities.
Time: 5 years from 2010 to 2015, although there are
some activities ongoing in the present.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Artists, artist groups and associations, cultural
operators, researchers, industry and civil society
bodies, educational institutions and the general public,
from different countries and cultural traditions.
The target groups of the training packages are mainly
artists groups, although these courses will be offered
through the project network that includes every target
group.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Creativity as a skill for personal development.
Professional management.
Technological tools.
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

There are a large number of workshops and seminars
related to different topics of Arts, Management, etc.
There are no details available about the contents.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Not found

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Modes of study:
• Seminars
• Workshops
• Conferences
• Encounters
Once the “creative core”, target communities and
best practices have been identified by the CreArt
partners, the project will promote the best and most
innovative artistic, management and outreach practices
across our network. It will be implemented training
programmes to share these practices across our
network. Then it will be disseminated the best practices
in fostering creativity to the related industries.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

The expected results were based on objectives:
1. Foster creativity through the exchange of
experiences, good practices and jointwork among
artists, artist groups and associations, cultural
operators, researchers, industry and civil society
bodies, educational institutions and the general
public, from different countries and cultural
traditions, including intergenerational exchanges.
2. Promote cultural exploration amongst target groups,
encouraging the development of Europe’s cultural
heritage.
3. Develop common training methodologies for specific
groups (children, youth and adults) promoting
creativity as a skill for personal development.
4. Establish a permanent and professional system of
mobility, exchange and joint work experiences among
artists and cultural managers.
5. Identify a methodology of professional management
that generates sustainable cultural organizations
in medium-sized cities, fostering public-private
partnerships and civil society participation.
6. Support creativity networking among medium-sized
cities.
7. Develop and better exploit technological tools for
the exchange of creativity and cultural resource
management.
8. Create and standardize systems of analysis and 		
research within the framework of local cultural
policies, in order to maximize the sustainability of the
project and its financial resources in the future.
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Strengths / Weaknesses
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Strengths:
The diversity of the CreArt network and the sum of
synergies are the sources of its strength. From a variety
of cultures and contexts, and based on public-private
partnerships, CreArt works towards a “single cultural
currency” across its network. Fostering creativity,
both in the industry and in society while developing
a sense of belonging to a common Europe, will lead
us to build a strong position in an equally diverse and
highly competitive international cultural market with
incredible potential.
Weaknesses: Not available.
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GOOD PRACTICES
IN PORTUGAL
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INIZIATIVE 1

Name of programme / experience

TRANSCREATIVA
http://www.transcreativa.eu/

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

The purpose of the TRANSCREATIVA project is
to position the Cultural and Creative Industries
(CCI) within the SUDOE space as a good European
practice capable of combining economic development
(technology transfer) and social cohesion
(entrepreneurship and improve the employability of
unemployed youth).

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?
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TRANSCREATIVA is a European project financed by
the European Union’s Interreg IV B SUDOE Programme
(SOE3/P1/E529).

The project brings together partners from the
Aquitaine region (France) and Coimbra (Portugal) and
representatives from the Basque Country which, in
addition to Sinnergiak, include Tecnalia and the Capital
of Culture Donostia – San Sebastian 2016. The
BEM-Bordeaux Management School, ESTIA (École
Supérieure des Technologies Industrielles) and ANTICAgence Pays Basque NTIC are representing Aquitaine.
The Portuguese members of the consortium are the
IPN-Pedro Nunes Institute of Coimbra, Coimbra City
Hall and the University of Coimbra.
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Place and Duration

The regions above mentioned. 26 months (2014-2016)

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

The target group constists of 240 young unemployed
people and new or existing CCIs from the three regions.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

No general information to be found. Although in the
case of some activities like the workshop on 3D
prototypes below described, they enrolled university
students with very dynamic technological and
entrepreneurial profile.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The training objectives were to improve the
employability competences of young unemployed
people.One of the training modules was a 3D
Prototyping Workshop:
“(…) Large and small businesses are gradually realizing
that with a relatively modest investment in 3D printing
technology, they can unleash the creativity of their
employees who were previously tied to traditional,
complex and expensive media.
According to several experts, 3D printing is gaining
a dimension that will soon follow the same path and
popularity of mobile application development given the
ease of development, production and distribution.
It is in this sense that the TRANSCREATIVA room gains
momentum and critical importance for the sector of the
Cultural and Creative Industries in the Central Region
of Portugal. With the acquisition of a 3D printer and
other rapid prototyping materials, this room is able to
be a relevant innovation, creation and development hub
for students, entrepreneurs and companies.
Given this strategic positioning of the
TRANSCREATIVE room, and the rapid prototyping
capabilities available, this 3D Prototyping Workshop
was conducted, focusing on University students. This
event took place on December 19th throughout the
day in the TRANSCREATIVE Room of the Pedro Nunes
Institute in Coimbra.
In this workshop, there was a great concern of the
organization in disseminating the technology and
its potentialities, in students with a very dynamic
technological and entrepreneurial profile, having
had the enrollment of students related to Junior
Businessmen of the University of Coimbra, such as
jeKnowledge and Resistance, both Juniors Companies
certified by JADE Europe - European Confederation
of Junior Enterprises. We also had the registration of
two researchers from the Laboratory of Automatic
and System of the IPN who wanted to experience 3D
printing as a means of prototyping, enabling the
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

demonstration of the potential of prototyping of the
TRANSCREATIVE Room through a concrete project to
develop.
The realization of this workshop was thus part of the
TRANSCREATIVE project, since 3D printing is one
of the technologies that will have the most impact in
the field of Cultural and Creative Industries, allowing
not only fast and low cost prototyping, but also the
Materialization of ideas.”
NOTE that this is an example of content more related
to innovative technologies in artistic/creative activity
than to entrepreneurial skills, but we do know there
were other workshops about management and / or
employability skills, such as information management,
effective communication, creativity, negotiation,
analytical skills, motivation, proactivity, resilience, etc.,
but their contents don't appear developed on the web.

Testimonials

No information to be found

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Workshops on employability competences
Hybrid communities of learning and practice:
CONTEXT
The Hybrid Communities of Learning and Practice are
places where there is interaction between people from
different generations, different sexes and different
types of organisation, with the aim of promoting the
development and transfer of intangible capital by
improving functional, technical and strategic skills and
gearing them towards social innovation processes and
collectively overcoming challenges.
PROTOCOL
• PHASE 1: Identification of strategic challenges.
Determining the following criteria: need, priority,
functionality and alignment with the objectives of the
community in question.
• PHASE 2: Selection of the people participating.
Defining the core strategic, variable, primary and
secondary concepts, organising the integrated
interactive chart.
• PHASE 3: Monitoring the Communities of Learning
and Practice. Designing stages, adapting invigoration
techniques, monitoring system, decision-making
system.
• PHASE 4: Multi-level assessment. Proposing
indicators, establishing analytical categories,
developing questionnaires, measurement integration
system.
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Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

The only information we have found addresses the
expected outputs: Identify the strategic sectors of the
CCI in each region as well as its innovative dynamics,
technological capacities and development strategies.
Elaborate 6 academic documents to understand the
dynamics of the sector and 1 document of public
policies to promote CCI in regions implied in the project.
Create 3 regional creative poles and one virtual hub
as a space of learning and transfer which integrates
unemployed youth, companies in the CCI sector, public
institutions, universities and technology agents in
several practices.
Develop 6 technological prototypes, implicate 90
companies in the CCI sector in this prototyping process
and promote the creation of 12 new organizations lead
by unemployed youth.
Develop 3 training modules for competences
(employability) as a learning space for 240 unemployed
youth in the three regions responsible for the project.
Develop 1 capitalization strategy for the creative poles
and scale its principle actions towards other European
regions.

Strengths / Weaknesses

Strengths:
The project develops 3 Creative Poles (in each
region) linked by a trans-regional Virtual Hub. Social
intervention activity oriented at three complimentary
objectives.
Creation of learning spaces for competencies to
improve employability and social capital of youth on
unemployment.
Develop pilot experiences to create new organisations
in the CCI sector propelled by unemployed youth
(technology companies, co-ops and social companies).
Structure a field of prototyping and transfer of
technology to regional companies in the CCI sector.
Weaknesses:
There is no information available

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.transcreativa.eu/
http://www.sinnergiak.org/
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INIZIATIVE 1

Name of programme / experience

GIPUZKOA CREATIVA-Creative Skills and social
innovation
Website: http://www.sinnergiak.org/index.php/
Contact: contact@sinnergiak.org

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Development of creative skills in Gipuzkoa’s cultural
and creative industries (CCI) based on the mapping of
skills (research) and the development of competencybased training centres, in addition to its dissemination
for the activation of public-private agents around the
scheme.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
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Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Project funded by the Department of Innovation, Rural
Development and Tourism of the Regional Government
of Gipuzkoa and which makes it possible to evaluate
the state of innovation in some of the subsectors of the
Creative and Cultural Industries in Gipuzkoa.
SINNERGIAK Social Innovation (UPV/EHU): Is a
Social Innovation Centre, Established in 2012, that
is promoted by the University of the Basque Country
(UPV/EHU) as part of the strategy of the EUSKAMPUS
– Campus of International Excellence.
SINNERGIAK was set up as a knowledge organisation
organised around an interdisciplinary team that is
headed by university researchers and also consisting of
other professionals who specialise in training practices
and intervention and transfer.
SINNERGIAK’s activity aims to promote the
development of skills in people and the innovation
capabilities of organisations and communities, both of
which are basic requirements for achieving results with
a socially visible and useful impact.

Place and Duration

Information is not given

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

young unemployed from the Gipuzkoa region

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

No detailed information found

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

GIPUZKOA CREATIVA is a pilot scheme for the
development of creative skills in Gipuzkoa’s cultural
and creative industries based on the mapping of skills
(research) and the development of competency-based
training centres, in addition to its dissemination for the
activation of public-private agents around the scheme.
Specific objectives:
1- To increase knowledge of the current and emerging
learning requirements of the cultural and creative
industries in Gipuzkoa
2- To develop the spaces and training opportunities for
learning and the generation of knowledge and ideas
for the cultural and creative industries
3- To improve the employability of the young
unemployed from the Gipuzkoa region in the highly
competitive cultural and creative industries by
launching pilot schemes for new learning spaces
4- To increase the cooperation and networking
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

capabilities of the agents of the cultural and creative
industries in the Gipuzkoa region through interactive
ICT learning tools
5- To help to improve future learning and training
policies and programmes aimed at the cultural and
creative industries by highlighting the results of the
project and increasing the visibility of the activities
performed in the Gipuzkoa region and across Europe

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

GIPUZKOA CREATIVA is organised into three stages:
• The state of the cultural and creative industries in
Gipuzkoa is mapped
• Studying the sector’s capacities and skills and
analysing the state of innovation in the cultural and
creative industries and their future strategies
• Results of the study are presented to the participants
in the project through special workshops designed to
investigate future possible scenarios and establish
what action must be taken in the short, medium and
long terms.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

The creation of a qualitative map of creative skills
(current and future) that have emerged from the study
on skills performed with a selection of companies from
the creative and cultural industries in Gipuzkoa.
• Training modules on creative skills after creating
a creative community from companies and young
people in the Historical Territory of Gipuzkoa.
• The construction of a creative space shared by young
people and companies, to invigorate the sector and
its social capital
• Experience of a participatory evaluation of the project
and its impact on society.

Strengths / Weaknesses

Strengths:
Promotion of youth involvement in the creative and
social entrepreneurship sector, at both local and
national level;
Promotion of the EU dimension;
Weaknesses:
reduced web Information

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.sinnergiak.org/index.php/
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INIZIATIVE 2

Lunar
project
Name of programme / experience

Lunar Project
http://www.proyectolunar.com/

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Lunar Project' is the first public program to support
entrepreneurs of Andalusia creative cultural industry.
Offers multiple services (counselling and training
of experts for the development of tailored business
plans, assistance in finding business opportunities and
sources of funding, advice on the
procedures for setting up companies, corporate
housing, networking, etc.) intended to help
entrepreneurs in this sector to turn their ideas into real
business projects and to support existing companies
in finding new business lines that contribute to their
development and consolidation.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Andalusian Public Foundation “Andalucía Emprende”.
Plus EU Funds.

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

This public foundation belongs to the Junta de
Andalucía´s Department of Economy and Knowledge.
It´s structured in a large number of Centres of Support
to Enterpreneruial Development throughout the eight
andalusian provinces. There are no partners as such.

Place and Duration

The whole Andalusia region. From 2012 to the present.
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Cultural / artistic creative enterpreneurs and
companies.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Personalized business training based on entrepreneur
knowledge and needs, for optimal management of the
company.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The objectives involve training of experts for the
development of tailored business plans, assistance in
finding business opportunities and sources of funding,
advice on the procedures for setting up companies,
corporate housing, networking, etc.
The project offer different training paths for
entrepreneurs:
Entrepreneur´s First Steps:
Self-knowledge; Creativity and Innovation; Ideas
Generation.
Business models:
Business design.; “Lean Startup” Methodology.
“Canvas” Method. ; Discovery interview.
Company Incorporation:
Legal forms; Social Economy; Tax liabilities. Etc.

Testimonials

No information to be found

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Training paths tailored for entrepreneurs.
Workshops.
Counseling.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

During the past year, 'Lunar Project' has contributed
to the creation of 104 creative-cultural companies,
of which 34 have been assigned. 144 new jobs have
been generated in Andalusia, of which 51% are women.
In addition, 1,033 business assessments have been
carried out, resulting in 186 business plans.
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Strengths / Weaknesses

Strengths:
They study the idea and help to create a feasibility plan.
They help the entrepreneur to find public and private
funding and to seek incentives so it can start the
business.
They tutor the project with personalized advice and
accompany the entrepreneur throughout the process
of creation, development and consolidation, with
specialized consulting services.
They give personalized business training based on
entrepreneur knowledge and needs, for optimal
management of the company.
They offer completely free help in the initial phase
of the project or in the process of developing and
consolidating corporate housing.
And they provide contacts with other companies
and organizations to be able to exchange knowledge
and experiences and identify possible avenues of
cooperation.
Weaknesses: Not found.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.proyectolunar.com/
http://www.andaluciaemprende.es/
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INIZIATIVE 3
Training program
of the Ministry of
Culture and the
Foundation INCYDE
for entrepreneurs and
businessmen in the
cultural field

Name of programme / experience

Training program of the Ministry of Culture and
the Foundation INCYDE for entrepreneurs and
businessmen in the cultural field

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Classroom course on entrepreneurship in the cultural
and creative areas

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?
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The Ministry of Culture of Spain and INCYDE
Foundation, funded by the ESF, have promoted these
courses.

Organized by the Ministry of Culture, national public
agency, in collaboration with the INCYDE Foundation
and public entities at regional level in different Spanish
regions for a total of 8 courses.
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Place and Duration

The total duration of the program is eight weeks (two
hundred and fifty hours), with 15% of time in the
classroom with all participants. 85% of the established
schedule will be developed in individual tutorials of
one-hour weekly average for each participant, time and
dates agreed in each case.
8 courses from September to November 2014 took
place in the following Spanish cities: Toledo, Madrid,
Seville, Murcia, Barcelona, Badajoz, Oviedo and Las
Palmas.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

200 beneficiaries of the program, with the profile
of entrepreneurs of cultural and creative SMEs and
entrepreneurs that have a defined project in this field,
either of production, distribution and marketing of
cultural property in the following areas: film, visual arts,
book publishing, performing arts, painting, sculpture,
photography, music, architecture, design, fashion,
new creative multimedia genres, content industries
and audiovisual entertainment and any other artistic
expression with vocation of permanence.
Each of the 8 programs has 20-25 participants,
selected according to their relevance to the objectives
and characteristics of the course, taking into account
their potential for improvement,
interest and capacity to engage with the program
requirements and the proper use thereof.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Personalized business training based on entrepreneur
knowledge and needs, for optimal management of the
company.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Objectives of the program:
• Advise individually to each participant, current or
potential entrepreneur in cultural industries, about
opportunities in the sector of activity and the
development of a business plan
• Manage the business tools needed to design and
manage cultural projects with planned strategic
objectives
• Develop prospective skills for anticipating changes in
our society, facilitating communication and projection
of projects
• Understand cultural trends and tendencies taking
place in the world of culture at national and
international level
• Encourage the development of new technologies in
cultural production, with special attention to digital
creations, both traditional and artistic sectors linked
to learning and creative leisure (animated film,
advertising, communication, web pages, video games)
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?
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• Acquire skills and tools to define objectives, face
challenges, find solutions and evaluate cultural
projects
• Understand the principles of the cultural market in
today's society
• Know the legal and administrative basis in the
different fields of action
• Learn to combine in a balanced way criteria of social
and economic profit respecting the singularity of
cultural fact, the sustainability, the environment and
equal opportunities
• Achieving competence to manage projects able of
coming together with other economic sectors and
generate more resources
• Preparation and presentation of the Business Plan
of a business project, in which all areas of business
covered in the different modules are collected
Content
The course has six modules as follows:
Module 1: Strategic Management and the role of
culture in the new society
• Introduction to the program
• The cultural context, the general processes and major
trends in international and national scene
• The role of culture as an engine of economic and
social development and cohesion
• The characteristics of cultural industries and the
various institutions involved in the cultural field
• Cultural policies
• Culture and economy
• Trends of cultural industries in the context of the
information society
Module 2: Marketing and commercialisation. Clients
of culture and arts
• General export opportunities and internationalization
of cultural products
• Cultural consumption habits of the population
• Research methods on the positioning of a product or
service in the cultural market
• Segmentation of target audiences and analysis of
their behaviour in the different products offered
• Marketing and communication strategies to
strengthen the cultural products and services
• Marketing and Customer Loyalty
• Competitive Analysis
• Communication address
• Communication, image and identity
• The different types of commercialisation
• Exhibition and dissemination mechanisms of different
cultural products
• Distribution strategies
• Performance of specific channels of each cultural
sector
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?
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• Promotion of cultural products in the media
• Specialized channels
• Events, fairs and festivals
Module 3: Financial and Economic Management
• Basic financial structure of the cultural enterprise
• Accounting management: analysis, accounts and
budgets
• Balance sheet analysis
• Annual accounts and financial statement analysis
• Presentation of budgets
• Management and financial management
• Sources and mechanisms (public / private) business
finance
• Information about grants managed by the Ministry of
Culture (financing line - ICO Cultural Industries)
Module 4: Managing cultural enterprise. Legal and
tax issues
• Type of business and cultural industry
• Typology of the company and business plan
• Organizational structure
• Environment and strategy
• The management of human resources
• Principles of people management: leadership and
motivation
• Project planning
• Evolution of copyright. New environments
• Intellectual Property Law
• The copyright management entities
• General and specific legislation applicable to cultural
enterprises
• Tax and Social Security
• Standard contracts
Module 5: Prevention, environment, sustainability
and equal opportunities
• Safety Regulations
• Specific regulations
• Quality management in the cultural enterprise
• Corporative social responsibility
• The environment and sustainable management in the
production of cultural services
• Requirements and legislation
• Training needs in prevention, environment and
opportunities equal
• Accessibility and signage
• Reconciling work and family life
Module 6: New information technologies and tools
• The information and communications technology in
the cultural enterprise
• The role of the Internet in production, production and
distribution
• Study technological needs
• Diagnosis of the technological needs of the cultural
enterprise
• Applications for different areas of cultural enterprise
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Testimonials

No information to be found

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

During the eight weeks of training in the classroom
time, the 6 training modules of the course will be
developed.
Both the theoretical and practical training in the
classroom will be tailored to the prior training and
knowledge of the participants, flexibly and encouraging
participation, debate and a joint search for solutions
and the development of case studies.
The approach of experiences and initiatives in the
various areas of cultural enterprises allow review and
discuss alternatives, analysing successful projects and
possible causes of others who have failed or have not
achieved their main objectives.
Work on individual tutorials faces the environment
in which the business plan and the specific
characteristics, opening ways of developing and
consolidating the activity by the entrepreneur,
professional or entrepreneurial manager.
In the tutorials it will be applied to each individual case
the contents of various modules, linking them with the
tools and techniques that participants must apply to
their respective situations and projects.
In the case of new business projects, feasibility and
likelihood of success of each case will be analysed in
the individual tutorials.
In addition, students will have the support of a learning
platform, which will be available training materials,
and through which they can contact tutors once every
classroom module was completed.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

Not found

Strengths / Weaknesses

Strengths: Not found.
Weaknesses: Not found.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

Document: “Breakfast in The Desk. Best Practices
Selection.”
http://www.mecd.gob.es/cultura-mecd/areas-cultura/
principal/novedades/general/2010/programa-decreacion-y-consolidacion-de-empresas-de-industriasculturales-y-creativas.html
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INIZIATIVE 4

Name of programme / experience

Proyecto “artesanía+diseño+arte”
(“handicraft+design+art”project)
Website: https://artempleo.wordpress.
com/2018/04/02/artesania-diseno-arte/
Contact: albayzin.sae.gr@juntadeandalucia.es

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

The objective of this project is to initiate a transmission
of collaboration between the professional world
and the academic world through the interaction of
professionals in crafts and design students of the
university establishing a creative symbiosis between
them that can last over time and generate new ways of
development and labour promotion.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Place and Duration
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Junta de Andalucía (regional programme) and University
of Granada. Both are public sources.

Centro Albayzín (Junta de Andalucía Consortium
School).
A public Handicrafts School in Granada.
Fine Arts Faculty (University of Granada).
The main activities take place in different classrooms,
workshops and the courtyard in the Albayzín Centre
during a week in April 2018 as a starting point (in the
context of the European Maker Week).
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

• Handicraft makers, artists and designers.
• Students from those areas.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Competences aimed at innovation skills in the context
of artistic production and trade.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The contents are focused on:
• Possibilities of I.C.T.s applied to Arts and Handcraft
dissemination.
• New artistic production technologies.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Experts´ talks and workshops related to Innovative
Technologies in Arts, Handicraft and Design.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

• Implementation of a prototype of innovative artisan
product that combines the traditional know-how of
the artisan with a new more contemporary, creative
and commercial design.
• Development of a network including professionals
and students from the world or Arts, Handcraft and
Design.

Strengths / Weaknesses

No information available

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/organismos/
empleoempresaycomercio/sae/areas/mejoraempleabilidad/fpe/paginas/escuela-artesania-albayzin.
html HYPERLINK "http://www.sinnergiak.org/index.
php/"
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INIZIATIVE 5
Monographic training
courses programme
on different areas of
professionalization for
artists, creative and
cultural operators

Name of programme / experience

Monographic training courses programme on
different areas of professionalization for artists,
creative and cultural operators
Website/s:
• http://www.andaluciaemprende.es/
• http://www.proyectolunar.com/wp/?cat=12
Contact:
• CADE.GRANADA@andaluciaemprende.es
• cadeproyectolunargranada@andaluciaemprende.es

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

Entrepreneurial, innovative, and technical skills training
for Artists and Cultural Operators

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?
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Junta de Andalucía (Spanish regional administration in
Andalusia). It is a public source.

Centro Andaluz de Emprendimiento. Consejería
de Economía y Conocimiento. Junta de Andalucía
(Andalusian Centre for Entrepreneurship).
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Place and Duration

These courses take place in the different provincial
Andalusian Centre for Entrepreneurship venues over
the whole year.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Artists, creative professionals and cultural operators.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Personal and professional competences related to Arts
Techniques and Enterpreneurship.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

One of the main objectives of these training courses is
to make the ideas and future projects of entrepreneurs,
become something real, tangible.
The project is analyzed, its promoters, motivation
is worked, a Business Plan is made with the idea of
obtaining a business project
viable, executable, and the degree of innovation of it is
measured.
In the framework of these days the entrepreneur makes
direct contact with the members of the Lunar Project
team. They know the facilities
of Andalucía Emprende and the services offered by the
CADES.
The formative day gives the opportunity to the
entrepreneurs who participate in it to know other
projects that in the cultural creative field are
being developed in the same city with the consequent
favoring of synergies and possible cooperation between
projects-companies.
Below it appears the contents program of one of these
courses:
1st SESSION
Objective:
The aim is to provide students with an effective tool to
define their business models and start the Business
Plan using one of the most modern techniques (canvas
technique or Canvas model). This way, as the students
develop it, they will discover and contrast the real
viability of their business idea.
PROGRAMMING:
• Presentation Lunar Project
• Model and Business Models I . : Clients, Value
Proposals andMap Empathy.
2nd SESSION:
MARKETING PL Objective:
Discover the market describing the target customer of
the products or services and the competitive
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

differentiation.
3rd SESSION
PRESENTATION. LEGAL FORMS ANDDURES OF
CONSTITUTION
Objective:
To make known the different alternatives in terms of
existing legal forms in the constitution of the company
and its procedures, with special reference to taxation
and social security schemes.
PROGRAMMING
Business models and Canvas II .:
• Positioning -Oceans blue.
• Prototyping.
• Marketing
PROGRAMMING:
Criteria for choosing the legal form
The different alternatives
Procedures for setting up and starting up the company.
Social insurance and taxation.
4th SESSION
FINANCIAL ECONOMIC PLAN
Objective:
To make known the basic notions about the economicfinancial section of the company: Investment, financing,
assets, liabilities, balance sheets, income statements,
income / expenses, fixed / variable costs , etc., in order
to verify the economic viability of the project.
PROGRAMMING:
Economic-Financial Plan. Basic concepts:
• Active What is investment?
• Passive What is financing?
• Profit and Loss Account What are expenses, income
and benefits?
Practical session.
Preparation of my economic plan through the Ecofíntool

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

FACE TO FACE CLASSES (teaching the contents
described above).
INDIVIDUALIZED TUTORIES:
The training received in this day will be reinforced with
as many individual tutorials as needed the assistants
to achieve the ultimate goal of completing a business
plan as detailed as possible in which the road plan is
established to put in marches the business idea.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

• Development of a business plan.
• Improving participants´ professional competences
and skills.

Strengths / Weaknesses

No information available
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References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)
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https://www.andaluciaemprende.es/formacion/
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INIZIATIVE 1
The
specialisation
programme
in artistic
interventions
Name of programme / experience

The specialisation programme in artistic
interventions. University of arts. Helsinki Training
Artists for Innovation: Competencies for New
Contexts (project TAFI)

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs)
/ Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other,
which? + More explicit description of
the type

The programme was targeted to professional
artists and arts pedagogues who were interested in
connecting their artistic competencies and creativity
into innovation development, working life development,
community engagement and adult education
The concept of artistic interventions refers to artist-led
development projects where artistic knowledge, skills,
approaches and methods help people in organisations
see their activities from a fresh perspective, and
enhance their creativity and innovation capability. In
addition, artistic interventions are used to improve
work conditions and working life well-being, and
strengthen professional competencies including skills
in performing, visualization, social interaction, stress
management, and concentration.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
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EU Culture Programme-funded Training Artists for
Innovation –project (2011-13).
The programme also was funded by the Ministry of
Education and Culture (2013-15).
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Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

The specialization programme in artistic interventions
at University of the Arts Helsinki resulted from the
rigorous research and development work that was done
in collaboration between the Performing Arts Research
Centre Tutke at the Theatre Academy of University
of the Arts Helsinki and many other universities
and research institutes including Lappeenranta
University of Technology (FI), University of Chester
(UK), University of the Arts London (UK), Queensland
University of Technology (AU), Wissenschaftszentrum
Berlin für Sozialforschung (DE) Artlab (DK), Conexiones
improbables (ES), Cultuur-Ondernemen (NL), KEA
European Affairs (BE), and TILLT (SE).

Place and Duration

2013-2015

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

In the spring of 2015, fifteen professional artists from
a wide range of different arts disciplines graduated the
new 30-credit programme in artistic interventions

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

• Communication and listening skills
• Translation/ facilitator skills
• Analytical skills
• Research skills
• Management skills
• Project and team work
• Entrepreneurial skills

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The aim of training artists in artistic interventions is to
educate specialised professionals who are competent to:
use artistic enquiry as a means of intervention in
organisations outside the arts sector;
commodify one’s artistic skills and competencies into
business services;
identify the needs/challenges of the client organisation
to address them with artistic interventions;
tailor and design artistic interventions based on the
needs/challenges of the client organisation;
implement and lead artistic interventions in
organisations;
encourage active participation of different
stakeholders;
evaluate the process, the participation and the
outcomes of artistic interventions;
advocate artistic interventions;
market one’s services.
Also the aim is that artists who specialise in artistic
interventions are able to find their place in working
life by providing artistic interventions to organisations
in collaboration with producers or as independent
entrepreneurs
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Training tools / contentsdeveloped / to
be developed

Artenprise - Good practices collection

Contents:
Module 1: Prior experience and learning
The first module helps the artist in the process of
mapping out and analysing his/her prior experiences
and learning in order to identify and name any skills and
competencies that are relevant to artistic interventions
as a practice. Through critical reflection, the artist
scrutinises his/her prior experience not only in the arts
but also more generally in reference to facilitation,
innovation processes, working life development and
skills training.
Module 2: Artistic interventions: theory and practice
The second module introduces theories and practices
of artistic interventions, artistic inquiry and other
arts-based work to provide the artist a solid contextual
and practical understanding of artistic interventions.
The module acquaints the artist to artistic inquiry and
a range of arts-based approaches that can be used
for various purposes while working with people in
organisations.
Module 3: Organisations: development and
innovation
The third module engages the artist with key issues
on organisations, development, innovation, workforce
skills development, process development and so on.
In addition, it engages him/her on recent research
and debates in areas that have relevance to artistic
interventions such as work research, service design,
collaborative development, artistic research,
organisational learning, urban development, regional
development, communication and so on
Module 4: Adult learning and teaching Artistic
interventions often entail processes that encourage
participation and learning in organisations.
Therefore, the fourth module is about adult learning
and teaching. In the context of artistic interventions, it
is proposed that such module combines key ideas on
learning and teaching from arts pedagogy and adult
education
Module 5: Commodification
The module on commodification helps the artist to
conceptualise, design, market, sell and deliver artistic
interventions.
Module 6: Service practice in artistic interventions
The module on service practice covers social
interaction between the artist and the members of the
client organisation.
Module 7: Competence portfolio
it is a tool to document, evaluate and accredit all
learning.
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Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Individual learning plan (ILP). ILP is a learning strategy
that takes into account each participating artist’s
individual needs by identifying his/her strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats in relation to
the competences needed in artistic interventions. In
addition, it recognises each individual artist’s learning
and thinking styles (see Jarvis 2010, p. 90-96).
The ILP :
sets goals for each individual artist’s learning;
takes into account and builds on his/her life experience
and previous learning, which are relevant to artistic
interventions;
helps each participating artist become aware of his/her
study skills and also his/her individual styles of learning
and thinking;
helps each participating artist identify gaps in his/her
competencies and learning and to set goals for meeting
them.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

In the data, several artists mention that artistic
interventions increased their confidence about the
value of their art for society. Collaborating with
employees and managers in organisations brought to
their attention that others value the knowledge and
skills of artists. Such a perspective made the artists
realise that they often do not see the full value of their
own work. In addition, they realised that they should
look for cooperation on equal terms (Staines 2010).

Strengths / Weaknesses

Information not available

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jFJc7QwJfNY
http://www.e-c-c-e.de/fileadmin/content_bilder/
Aktivitaeten/Kunst_in_die_Wirtschaft/Artistic_
interventions_in_organisations_-_the_TILLT_way__Grzelec.
pdf
https://helda.helsinki.fi/bitstream/
handle/10138/38879/Kokos_2.pdf?sequence=1
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INIZIATIVE 2

Name of programme / experience

International Design Business Management (IDBM)
program

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs) /
Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other, which?
+ More explicit description of the type

The IDBM master program is a joint offering between the
Aalto University School of Art, Design and Architecture,
School of Science and School of Business. IDBM is
offered as a master and a minor program.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which

Master offered by an University

Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Programme offered by the Aalto University School of
Art, Design and Architecture, School of Science and
School of Business

Place and Duration

Admissions one a year.
Duration: 2 years. Full time.
Organising school/s: School of Arts, Design and
Architecture

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

12 participants maximun
Applicants must have a suitable Bachelor’s degree
related to one of the disciplines included in the
programme
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Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Artenprise - Good practices collection

In terms of knowledge:
Individuals must widely understand and be critically
able to approach the knowledge that is needed
to undertake new business ventures in global
environments.
This includes understanding and having the best
current knowledge of the systemic nature of global
issues and the impact of globalisation; of the
multidisciplinary nature of responses needed to
address these issues; of the need to possess the
best knowledge projections of the future through
foresight; and the need to understand agile and flexible
operational practices.
Furthermore, they must master professional specialized
concepts, applications and knowledge linked to their
own business, design or technology background that
are relevant to global business development.
Additionally, they must be able to understand the
issues related to the creation and application of new
knowledge within and in between domains.
In terms of skills:
Operating independently and in teams, individuals
must be able to arrive at successful cross-cutting
solutions within complex, ambiguous and demanding
problem settings and environments. The expectation
is that, through integrative thinking, design processes,
diversity and cross-cultural elements, the students
learn how to operate successfully in multidisciplinary
environments and to manage effectively the ambiguity
that surrounds the real-life project contexts.
They are also expected to gain an understanding of
and an ability to manage the three modes of learning
offered in the programme: individual learning, teamsituated learning and community-wide learning.
Furthermore, individuals must be able to create
new knowledge and practices, while applying it in
multidisciplinary settings.
Individuals must be able to execute demanding tasks in
expert and entrepreneurial roles, while also being able
to develop new strategic and operational approaches in
complex and unforeseeable circumstances.
Within global business settings, individuals must
be able to manage and lead initiatives and other
individuals. While demonstrating abilities to accumulate
personal expertise and knowledge, the individual
must also possess the ability to evaluate the action of
self and of teams/groups and be responsible for the
professional development of others.
The individual must have excellent presentation skills
including written and oral communication skills within
the professional sphere, as well as outside of it.
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Objectives:
discover and make full use of your own potential in
interdisciplinary teams
acquire knowledge about current and future trends
shaping organizations and societies
expand your business competences achieved at the
bachelor’s level by bringing in design and technology
perspectives develop important interpersonal and
communication skills through collaborative industry
projects gain insights to how design can be managed,
as well as how its impact can be evaluated and
analysed learn from industry leaders how to create new
ideas and execute them with design-driven strategies
and processes
Contents:
role of design, technology and multidisciplinary
collaboration in identifying and solving current societal
and organizational issues various perspectives of
design and how design helps organizations create new
competitive advantages and tackle wicked problems
characteristics and qualities required in leading a
creative enterprise or a multidisciplinary team
skillset needed to develop radical innovations by
drawing on design methods and processes importance
of being able to work in multidisciplinary and
multicultural environments, and what it takes to create
and transfer knowledge between business, technology,
and design

Training tools / contentsdeveloped / to
be developed

1sr year. Compulsory course: Creative Teamwork,
Design business Management, Business Model
Design, Creative Leadership, Innovation Management,
Interdisciplinary Product Development, Integrated
Design Management, Design and Culture, Design
Research
2nd year: Master’s thesis

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Face to face classes.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

Information not available

Strengths / Weaknesses

Strengths: The program emphasizes the importance of
design as a competitive factor, linked with state-of-theart technology and business models.
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References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)
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http://www.aalto.fi/en/studies/education/programme/
international_design_business_management_arts_
master/
http://idbm.aalto.fi/
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INIZIATIVE 1
Creativity Development
& Innovation Training
Package for Small
and Medium-sized
Enterprises
Name of programme / experience

Creativity Development & Innovation Training
Package for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises I-CREATE

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs) /
Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other, which?
+ More explicit description of the type

Creativity support is a prerequisite for innovations
development as it facilitates the better tracking and
transfer of high quality ideas among employees, provides
the right people with the right information at the right time
and as a result of these, fosters a working environment for
innovation and ideas creation.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Lifelong Learning Programme, Leonardo Da Vinci,
Transfer of Innovation

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Partnership
European Center for Quality Ltd, bulgaria, Tecnalia,
Spain, The Multidisciplinary European Research
Institute Graz (MERIG), Austria, FIT Ltd , Ireland, Timan
Ltd, Slovakia, The Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Vratsa, Bulgaria

Place and Duration

2011-2013
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

SME managers and employees, HR managers, Career
orientation centres, Education centres, training
providers, SMEs, students, associations, lectors,
employment agencies, high school teachers

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

To provide European SMEs with a fully documented
training material in creativity and innovation
management.
To provide SMEs with the necessary tools, which are
demonstrated in practice (‘Creativity Development &
Innovation Handbook’ and ‘Creativity Development &
Innovation Audit Tool’) in order to better develop abilities
to identify their obstacles to creativity and innovation
and take necessary actions.
To increase the competitiveness and the innovation
capacity by providing SMEs with the necessary
creativity tools and practices for their everyday
activities. Systemic creativity support is a prerequisite
for innovations development.
To increase the European business and vocational
training community awareness and to cultivate a
common consciousness about creativity management
in order to form the necessary supporting culture for
creativity in Europe.
To increase the adaptability of the business culture as
creativity requires the complementarities of both the
technological and organisational modernisation as well
as change management.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The Creativity Development & Innovation Handbook is
organized in the following sections:
A) THE FIVE Ws OF CREATIVITY THEORY Why is
creativity important? What are the main characteristics
of creativity? How to develop creativity? Where, When
and by Whom can creativity be adopted?
B) THE FIVE Ws OF SUCCESS Why would creativity be
beneficial? Where, When and by Whom can creativity
be applied?
C) WEB 2.0 AND INFORMAL LEARNING Attribute
listing Brainstorming Circle of Opportunity Force
Field Analysis Fresh View The Future Perfect (Future
Scenario Technique) Mental Imagery Mind Mapping
Rich Pictures Reversal Rotating Roles Scamper Six
Thinking Hats What if Analysis Wishful Thinking
Bibliography
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Training tools / contentsdeveloped / to
be developed

The main outputs of the I-Create project are the
Creativity Development & Innovation Handbook, Audit
Tool and project website. These products complement
each other and help small enterprises to develop new
practices to systematically manage their potential for
creativity and innovation. Managers of SMEs and other
organizations are able to identify, value, select the best
means to develop, trigger and share their most valuable
asset: creativity. In the long term, this will strengthen
their core competences for the companies and make
them more flexible, innovative and competitive.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Creativity Development & Innovation Handbook
Audit Tool

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

Despite the widespread recognition of the need
of creativity and innovation in industry, practical
guidance and systematic approaches to managing
the creativity process are still not available in an
integrated training framework. This is exactly the
overall aim of the I-Create project: to transfer, adapt
and develop an intergraded training package (material
and methodologies) for creativity and Innovation in
the working place aiming to support European small
and medium-sized enterprises to benefit from this
knowledge and use it in a practical manner in their
everyday activities.

Strengths / Weaknesses

Information not available

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10206/
project_10206_en.pdf
http://www.icreate-project.eu/
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INIZIATIVE 1

Creative
Tools
Name of programme / experience

CREATIVE TOOLS

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs) /
Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other, which?
+ More explicit description of the type

The project brings inspiring ideas for making
entrepreneurs more creative and creatives more
entrepreneurial.
The final product of te project is http://www.thinkkit.org/
thinkkit/2011

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

This project is funded by the European Commission’s
Lifelong Learning Programme.

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Partners
Flanders District of Creativity, Creative Industries
Development Agency, Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Terrassa and Creative Tampere – from
Flanders, UK, Spain and Finland respectively

Place and Duration

2009-2011

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Consultants = creativity consultants, business
consultants, innovation advisors, VET teachers active
in the field of entrepreneurship, business development
and/or creative sectors
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Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Thinkit is a toolbox to make enterprises aware of
the importance of entrepreneurial creativity and
making companies in the creative sector familiar with
entrepreneurial skills

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The main objective is thus making enterprises aware
of the importance of entrepreneurial creativity and
making companies in the creative sector familiar with
entrepreneurial skills.
The long term impact of this projects consists of: *
Making entrepreneurial and creativity skills widely
recognised as important skills in an innovation driven
economy. * Introduce new tools and methodes in the
VET system and for consultants active in the field of
business development and/or creative sectors * Improve
the creativity competences of entrepreneurs. * Improve
the entrepreneurial competences of the creative class.

Training tools / contentsdeveloped / to
be developed

http://www.thinkkit.org/

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Learning materials

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

thinkkit has raised the number of participants since 2011

Strengths / Weaknesses

Weaknesess: The training tool is extremely focuses on
the personal emotions and experiences. There is lack
of contents related to the necessary skills to be a good
entrepreneur.
Strenghts: The entrepreneurs have the voice and they
can express their ideas and emotions.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.thinkkit.org/
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/7546/project_7546_
en.pdf
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INIZIATIVE 1

Name of programme / experience

Luxembourg Creative

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs) /
Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other, which?
+ More explicit description of the type

LUXEMBOURG CREATIVE is a forum of meetings and
conferences bringing together actors of the company,
research and culture around a program guided by three
key words: creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Pilot programme was developed with EU programme.
FEDER
Afterwards, it is a private programme

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

An initiative from :
Université de Liège, Arlon Campus environment,
Interface Entreprises-Université, Groupe idelux-aive,
Chambre de commerce et d'industrie du luxembourg
belge, Galaxia, European Space center, Novalis Science
Parl

Place and Duration

The project is running in Luxembourg.
Participation in the conferences of LUXEMBOURG
CREATIVE requires a registration
Prices:
20€ | 10€* Lunch
30€ | 15€* Drink
20€ | 10€*
Reduced price for students and staff of Universities
and High Schools.
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Two appointments per month are scheduled in three
towns in the province: Arlon, Libramont and Marche.
The preferred option is lunch from 12pm to 2pm.
Flexibility is nevertheless necessary to give other
meetings a more appropriate form such as breakfast or
cocktail party.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Through specialized speakers, participants can
learn concepts related to creativity, innovation and
entrepreneurship.
The contents of the speeches are in this link (all the
information is in french)
http://www.luxembourgcreative.be/article/i-25-1-fr/
culture/
You can select de contents by months and categories.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Through a mix of target audiences and a
transdisciplinary approach, the Forum focuses on
meeting people from different backgrounds in order
to create favorable conditions for a creative climate,
conducive to the development of innovative ideas.
Openness is a fundamental principle of the Forum,
resolutely accessible to all. LUXEMBOURG CREATIVE
is designed with a view to bringing together players in
the territory.

Training tools / contentsdeveloped / to
be developed

Find here the reports written by the team of
LUXEMBOURG CREATIVE at the end of each of our
meetings and the slides of the speakers.
http://www.luxembourgcreative.be/article

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Face to face meetings

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

Information not available

Strengths / Weaknesses

This programme let networking
There is no definition of a learning programme

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.luxembourgcreative.be/
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INIZIATIVE 1

Name of programme / experience

Artist Training: Refugee Class for Professionals

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs) /
Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other, which?
+ More explicit description of the type

The project Artist Training: Refugee Class for
Professionals is a qualification opportunity aiming to
integrate fled artists, creatives and employees in media.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

EU project with co-operation with ESF im Land Berlin,
Freundeskreis der Universität der Künste Berlin, Karl
Hofer Gesellschaft e.V., Filmuniversität Babelsberg
KONRAD WOLF

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Berlin Career College – specializes in a multifaceted
continuing education programme at Berlin University of
the Arts (Universität der Künste Berlin). Accreditation
courses, masters programmes, workshops and
international summer universities await artists,
creatives and enthusiasts.

Place and Duration

Two editions from Nov 2016 until Dec 2017 with
an introductory course and five complementary
modules regarding the following fields: music, cultural
journalism, fine arts, performing arts and film.
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

The primary targets and direct beneficiaries are fugitive
artists, media creators and creatives living in Berlin.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

overall knowledge on legal, financial and organizational
rules of artistic and creative industry sector in Berlin;
ability to understand and navigate the artistic
environment of Berlin, with particular emphasis on
fundraising and applications for funding, networking,
self-presenting;
development of entrepreneurial skills based on
experienced gained from co-operation with local artistic
and creative industry communities;

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The project is divided into five separate section, each of
them dedicated to a different field of creative sector:
MUSIC
The aim of the Music module is to give participants
a better understanding of the industry structure
and to help them network. Alongside the workshop
participants will get the chance to get advice on
networking and creating a niche for themselves in the
music industry.
CULTURE AND MEDIA
The focus of the Culture and Media module is to
network the different medias, print, radio and film and
to support a transition into these industries. The module
is intended for any journalists, students of journalism
or people with industry experience. The course offers
the chance to network over multiple events as well as
excursions and one to one discussions.
PERFORMING ARTS
The module Performing Arts will introduce institutions
such as Maxim Gorki Theater, Deutsches Theater
and Landesverband freie darstellenden Künste Berlin
(LAFT). Accompanying the Module is the chance to
receive one to one guidance in getting a foot in the art
market.
FINE ARTS
Studios, scholarships, project subsidies and contacts
to galleries and exhibition halls are the foundations
for fled artists to break into the working world. The
module Fine Arts looks to home in on Berlin’s local and
international contemporary art scene. Participants
of occupational unions, art associations, communal
exhibition spaces, self-organized artists' networks
and commercial galleries will be available for dialogue.
Some of their places of work will be visited during
excursions. The module week taking place within
five afternoons aims at providing an insight into the
structures of and for artists in Berlin. What role does
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

digital presence of artists play and how can networks
be created?
FILM
The module Film is a co-operation with the
Filmuniversität Babelsberg KONRAD WOLF, it is
intended as a introduction into realising one’s own
films in Germany. This will incorporate excursions
to the Deutsche Welle and UfA Filmstudios as well
as an exchange with successful projects such as
Dox Box Association and the arabisch-deutsche
Dokumentarfilmprojekte. Parallel to the course is a
discussion on how one can get your own film projects
financed. Accompanying the Module is the chance to
receive one to one guidance in getting a foot in the art
market.
Those five modules were preceded by an opening event
presenting the basic issues regarding creative industry
sector in Germany: entering the working world, funding
through applications or Crowdfunding, taxes, law and
self-presentation.

Testimonials

The main aim of the project is to provide knowledge
on how the creative business in Berlin works. It is to
stimulate networking and know-how exchange as well
as to create opportunities for fugitive artists to engage
with Berlin-based artists for future projects.
Participants will be provided with essential information
on financial and organizational requirements and rules
of German creative sector.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Mentoring, coaching, one-to-one discussions, industryspecific group workshops, study visits to creative
industry centres

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

The Berlin Career College has been offering free
continuing education and networking possibilities for
fled artists, creatives and employees in media since
February 2016. The program called “Refugee Class
for Professionals in Arts, Media and Design” has been
extended in respect of the needs of the participants
and is supported by renowned teachers and externals.
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Strengths / Weaknesses

This project meets the demands of artists, animators
and promoters facing difficult conditions deriving
from their political, sociological and social situation as
fugitives. Refugee status coincides with the common
ignorance of law, organizational and financial rules
that German creative industry sector is subject to. The
project gives insight into it, allowing the participants
to engage with professional local communities, which
can lead to joint artistic projects in the future. All the
courses are free of charge.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

Berlin Career College
http://www.ziw.udk-berlin.de/nc/en/continuingeducation/artist-training-refugee-class-forprofessionals/
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INIZIATIVE 2
The Bachelor of
Arts program
"Music Business"
your way into the
industry

Name of programme / experience

The Bachelor of Arts program "Music Business" your way into the industry

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs) /
Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other, which?
+ More explicit description of the type

B.A. degree programme "Music Business" - your way into
the industry
This pathway is relevant for event- and label-managers,
marketing experts, artist developers, community
managers and digital innovation managers. High-profile
lecturers working in the music business and other
adjacent areas, help to educate a new generation of music
managers and creative mavericks.
The course “Music Business” teaches not just the basics
of business administration, but also specific knowledge of
the music business and the latest developments from the
world of digital technology.
The goal of the course is to create a new generation of
creative, unconventional thinkers and innovative music
managers that will lead the music industry into a new age.
Music and Creative Industries M.A.
The master degree program addresses alumni with
a bachelor degree and a corresponding academic
orientation, whereby the wide field of music business
and management will be expanded by the sphere of
competence of Creative Industries.
Alongside a general academic education, particularly in
the field of academic theory and methodology, teaching
includes topics and projects on “content development”
and “content commercialization”. Furthermore, the course
contains business administration components, which
focus on the characteristic features of this special and,
from a business point of view, highly promising creative
industry.
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Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Place and Duration

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Artenprise - Good practices collection

University curricula; course fees: 500 euros per
semester;

The Popakademie Baden-Wuerttemberg, Germany was
the first in Germany to offer academic degree programs
focusing on popular music and music business. Since
its foundation in 2003, the Popakademie BadenWuerttemberg has quickly become one of the most
renowned names in the German music and media
landscape.
The Popakademie Baden-Wuerttemberg sees itself
not just as an institution of higher education but also
as a competence centre for all aspects of the music
industry, underpinning this with numerous projects
in the areas of European cooperation, regional
development and business development. It offers the
ideal environment, with its lively cultural scene, active
promotion of popular music and institutions such as the
Musikpark, a start-up centre for companies, ventures
and projects within the music and creative industries.
Degree type: Bachelor of Arts
Program length: 6 semesters
Internship: 12 weeks in both the 3rd and 5th semester
Degree type: Master of Arts
Duration: 4 semesters
Internship: 12 weeks after the 3rd term
Courses: Music Business
Qualification: Bachelor of Arts
Course length: 6 semesters
Course places: approx. 30 per course
Courses: Music and Creative Industries (MCI),
Qualification: Master of Arts
Course length: 4 semesters
Course places: approx. 20 per course

252

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

to foster creativity, artistic ideas, credibility and its
practical implementation
to develop musical talent and inspire creativity
to ensure a professional off-stage performance
to give the students the necessary tools to forge a
successful long-term career

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The Bachelor of Arts program "Music Business" - your
way into the industry
Students start with a two-semester basic course which
is made up of “Themenkurse” (topic-based courses) and
the following subject fields: music business, business
management, media, business & legal affairs. The
result is an insightful overview of different careers in
the music industry and pop culture, in addition to a solid
grounding of knowledge in business management and
law studies. The main / project-based course of study
lasts 4 semesters and allows students to focus on their
chosen subject emphasis. The student projects (Project
Factory) and two internships are an essential part of
this program, along with the normal lectures.
Course specializations:
Artist Developer
Marketing and Distribution Expert
Business Manager
Community Manager
Digital Innovation Manager
Music and Creative Industries M.A.
The master degree program Music and Creative
Industries is divided into five main modules:
1. Introduction
This module offers an overview of the Creative
Industries as well as cultural sciences.
2. Business and Communication Skills
This module deals with all relevant aspects regarding
the topic ‘leadership’ and ‘communication’ in the field of
Music Business and Creative Industries.
3. Analysis and Methodology
This module is based on the theoretical and practical
debate of Music and Creative Industries with an
analytical approach and by considering several
research methods.
4. Content
The content module illustrates production techniques,
product management, financial management,
marketing and legal aspects of the Music and Creative
Industries as well as their sub-domains.
5. Projects and Practice
This module combines all practice-oriented subareas of
the master program: internship, research project and
master thesis
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Testimonials

Course type: full-time, on-site.
Compulsory placements.
Lectures combined with workshops and individual
support.
Strong and active connection between the curricula
and the creative industry market.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

making all students aware of the various perspectives
of both the artistic and business sides;
the practical focus of the teaching, which is ensured by
the numerous lecturers who are active in the industry
and by work on business or band projects;
the individual support for every single student, which is
made possible by the small size of the courses as well
as the open communication with the directors and staff.
the formation of an active network between the Pop
Academy, business, higher education institutes,
international institutions and students.

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

With its courses of study and unique combination of
music and business practice, the Pop Academy Baden
Wuerttemberg stands out among higher education
institutions.
Pop Music is a driving force in the economic progress
of cultural wealth. Popakademie Baden-Wuerttemberg
combines all relevant aspects of popular culture and
creates synergies in order to maximize the creative and
economic output of the music business.

Strengths / Weaknesses

The contents of the courses, teaching methods and
didactics undergo regular quality checks. Thanks
to the feedback from the students, which is equally
important as the adjustment of our curriculum to the
changing requirements of the music business, the study
programmes guarantee the high educative quality in
conformity with the demands of professional market.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.pop-akademie.de
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INIZIATIVE 1

Startercreative
pre-incubator
Name of programme / experience

Startercreative pre-incubator

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs) /
Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other, which?
+ More explicit description of the type

STARTER is a sub-program of entrepreneurship education
program.

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

A free-of-charge joint business idea development
programme offered by 8 Estonian universities,
supported by the European Social Fund.

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Joint programmed elaborated and offered by 8
Estonian universities:
Tallinn University; Estonian Academy of Arts; Estonian
Academy of Music and Theatre; Estonian Business
School; Estonian Entrepreneurship University of
Applied Sciences; University of Tartu; Tallinn University
of Tehcnology; Estonian University of Life Sciences

Place and Duration

3-month business idea development programme, from
Aug until Dec 2016.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

People who want to build a career within the creative
and cultural sector, who are interestged in starting their
own business, and who do not necessarily possess
previous entrepreneurial knowledge.
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Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Access to a wide network of local and international
business contacts combined competences of eight
universities access to further development programmes
knowledge of entrepreneurial basics (business
development, marketing, sales, pitching etc)
ability to define a viable business model.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Creative industry challenges and business models – at
Tallinn University
Leadership and team development – at Tallinn
University
Business model generation – at Estonian Business
School
Value proposition design and onepager – at Estonian
Business School
Basics of product development and service design – at
Estonian Academy of Arts
Methods and best practices in product development
and service design – at Estonian Academy of Arts
Marketing communication for startup entrepreneur – at
Estonian Academy of Music and Theatre
Client relations and sales – at Estonian
Entrepreneurship University of Applied Sciences
Finance and taxes – Tallinn University of Technology
Intellectual Property Rights and Law topics – at Tallinn
University
Pitching and investor relations – Tallinn Creative
Incubator
Specific courses are accompanied by mentoring
sessions in the following domains: team and roles,
canvas design, product-, service development, sales
and marketing, pitching.

Testimonials

Liis Müürsepp:
“For us at Promental the program gave an
understanding of our business processes. Thanks
to the program, we found courage to step from one
established service to the next and expand, and it
worked out great. I would recommend the program for
everyone who has flirted with the idea of reinventing
themselves as an entrepreneur. It’s a great chance to
test your ideas on paper and in practice.”
Jennie Rammo:
“It was a diverse and well-planned program that gave a
good picture and basis in getting to know the start-up
business. I enjoyed the welcoming and open attitude
that helped to make contacts and meet potential team
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members and mentors. I would recommend the course
to others as well. It really does help to overcome some
growth-hardships through the experience and expertise
of people who have been in a similar position. Seeing
the success stories helps to maintain the belief that
anything is possible when you have enough persistence
and desire.”

Testimonials

Evely Kaasiku:
“I liked the program, because it covered all topics
that one startuper needs to know. It gave a chance
to aquire knowledge about the most important things
and really helped to create connections to see it
as a full system. There are always up to three core
members of the team, who all have their own focus
field they are working at. But as a boat has to move
forward throughout teamwork, they all need to know,
what issues colleagues are every day facing. How to
start-up program gives a great overview of everything
connected to one company, which as a result helps to
learn new fields, but also learn new things about team
mates and grow a whole start-up stronger.”

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Tools comprise of the following:
trainings; workshops; matchmaking events; hackathons
mentoring; coaching

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

The emphasis of the project is on acquiring basing
entrepreneurial skills and abilities and on their practical
applications. This pre-incubation programme is a
foundation to one’s future opportunities. It encourages
networking, self-initiative, and enables the participants
to gain experience from the best industry experts.

Strengths / Weaknesses

Strengths:
• free business idea development program (trainings
and workshops with real entrepreneurs) worth 5000
€;
• 50+ mentors and stellar business advice from the
best industry experts;
• diploma or a certificate issued by the university upon
program completion;
• combined competences and resources of 8 Estonian
universities;
• numerous networking opportunities;

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://starteridea.ee
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INIZIATIVE 2

Culture
Management

Name of programme / experience

Culture Management

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs) /
Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other, which?
+ More explicit description of the type

4-year undergraduate study programme

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

University degree programme
The students admitted to the English-taught
programmes either pay for their studies or can receive
tuition-waiver scholarship.
All Estonian-taught degree programmes are free of
charge for full-time students.

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

University of Tartu Viljandi Culture Academy
Culture Education Department

Place and Duration

Every schoolyear, 4-year degree programme
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

This is a field of study suited to those of an active
and entrepreneurial spirit whose field of interest is
directed towards the understanding of culture and
entrepreneurship and their dealings in society. The
subject facilitates the acquisition of basic managerial
skills and cognition and competence to carry viable
cultural projects to term in today’s society. During the
studies it is possible to specialise on music, stage arts
or performing arts management.
Applicants holding a secondary school leaving
certificate or a corresponding qualification have access
to higher education.
A precondition for taking the entrance examination
is that the applicant’s average study result from the
secondary education is at least 66% of the highest
possible score.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Curriculum modules aim at (among others):
General and foundation courses module
• developing the skills of knowing culture and science
well enough to enable the student link cohesively the
different field-specific knowledge acquired during
their studies;
• create readiness for actively relating to the
surrounding culture context and develop critical
understanding of the processes going on in this
environment;
• introducing students the development of Estonian
traditional culture;
• teaching application of culture research methods
while working with heritage/tradition bearers.
• develop entrepreneurship and use the knowledge of
business processes in creative industry.
Main Majoring Courses Module I: Management and Law
• enabling students to understand the prevalent
terminology and regularities of organizational
functioning;
• providing an overview of legal regulations related to
culture administration in Estonia;
• develop fundamental coping skills for culture
administration work in the context of management
and legal regulations.
Main Majoring Courses Module II: Economy
• to develop primary coping skills for culture
administration work in the context of economic
activities and marketing.
Main Majoring Courses Module III: Administration
• enabling development of knowledge and skills in
active environment of project management in the field
of culture
• providing an overview of more general and specific
financing systems of EU for the field of culture.
Further specialization module
• acquiring supplementary artistic knowledge and skills,
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Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

supporting specialized studies and developing creative
thinking.
Scientific and Creative Work Module
• developing the skills for self-expression in writing;
• providing readiness for ethical scientific and creative
work;
• developing knowledge on different scientific
paradigms, ability to recognize them, and skills to
scientifically provide factors, models and descriptions
of the reality;
• reinforcing the acquired knowledge and skills through
independent research, its formulation and/or the
experience of realizing their artistic, specialized
knowledge and skills in a creative project.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The curriculum consists of base module, field module,
three speciality modules - law and management,
organizational work and economy, scientific research
and creative work module and four specialization
courses in two directions:
performing arts I music direction - base module and
music, performing arts II drama direction - base module
and drama.
The modules of the curriculum contain elective
subjects, optional subjects and on-the-job training.

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Tools comprise of the following:
lectures; seminars; scientific research

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

Upon successful completion of studies the graduates
will:
• know the legal regulation of the field of culture;
• know the basic mechanisms of economy, especially
those of creative industries;
• apply legal, budgetary, marketing and organizational
knowledge and skills in managing cultural events;
• be able to evaluate the organization's activities in a
given cultural space and analyse the state of being
and possibilities of a cultural organization;
• understand the role of ethic and aesthetic values in
human development;
• will be aware of their actions in mediating creative
products and organizing the local cultural life;
• be able to relate, synthesize and integrate into
practice the knowledge and skills acquired.
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Strengths / Weaknesses

The curriculum is strongly related to the local culture,
arts and craft, which makes the graduates highly
desirable and professional employees engaged in local
artistic and cultural events.
Some of MA curricula are connected with the
incubators of native handicraft and inherited traditional
technologies initiated and run by The VCA since 2008.
It provides further opportunities for professional
craftsmen, researchers and specialists of creative arts
who share the ability to design innovative solutions
drawing on cultural heritage, product development, etc.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.kultuur.ut.ee/en/departments/culture/
programmes
https://ejournals.vdu.lt/index.php/managementorganizations/article/viewFile/728/658
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INIZIATIVE 3

Name of programme / experience

Message Wear: Supporting Youth Groups Through
Entrepreneurship and Design

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs) /
Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other, which?
+ More explicit description of the type

Entrepreneurial learning – entrepreneurship education
Creating and sustaining a street-wear brand that will
contribute to the development of the youth groups

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Programme: Erasmus+
Key Action: Cooperation for innovation and the
exchange of good practices
Action Type: Strategic Partnerships for youth

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

MTÜ Shokkin group (ngo from Estonia) – Leader
Shokkin Group Latvija ( ngo from Latvia)

Place and Duration

01-08-2015 to 31-08-2016

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Young people involved in dance, music, art and sports
from Latvia and Estonia
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Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

• Motivation
• Empowerment
• Understanding of the importance of being active,
participating and motivated
• Feedback, reflection and evaluation

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Creation of the brand in the process of cooperation with
designers, manufacturers

Training tools / contents developed / to
be developed

• inspirational meetings with designers
• good practices - trips to local manufacturers
• lead sessions on entrepreneurship and branding

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

The transnational youth initiative is based on the
methodology of fostering youth entrepreneurship
and social entrepreneurship from a different angle
of creating and promoting a clothing brand that will
contribute to the local communities and active youth
groups

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

• platform
• creating designs, branding material and promoting
the idea of the wear

Strengths / Weaknesses

The project got the award “GOOD PRACTICE
EXAMPLE”

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/
projects/eplus-project-details/#project/2015-1-EE01KA205-013269
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GOOD PRACTICES
IN AUSTRIA
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INIZIATIVE 1

Sports, Culture
& Event
Management
Name of programme / experience

Sports, Culture & Event Management – B.A.
PROGRAMME
Sports, Culture & Events Management – M.A.
PROGRAMME

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs) /
Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other, which?
+ More explicit description of the type

4-year undergraduate study programme

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

University degree programme
Fees: € 363.36 + € 18,70 student union fee per
semester
Full-time or Part-time

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

The Kufstein University of Applied Sciences, Tyrol

Place and Duration

B.A. Degree Programme:
6 semesters
language instruction: German, at least 20% English
organized 1-month stay abroad in the 5th semester
M.A. Degree Programme: 4 semesters
language instruction: 100% English
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?
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B.A. programme – intended for those interested
in the following vocational fields referring to
culture&event&sport management:
Culture management: exhibition centers, public/private
galleries, theaters, stages, opera houses and concert
halls, cultural institutes, associations, cultural funding
institutions, publishers, socio-cultural centers, artist
agencies.
Event management: event agencies, exhibition and
convention agencies, organizing committees of major
sports & cultural events, marketing departments, media
corporations.
Sports management: sports event agencies, sports
marketing and sports communication agencies, sports
consultancy firms, sports merchandise industry and
retail businesses.
Based on the principles of business administration
and economics, this degree program offers a sound
education in the sports and cultural sciences as well
as in sports, culture and event management. The
combination of theoretical and practical elements in
the curriculum encourages students to think and act
analytically, innovatively and creatively.
M.A. programme – intended for those interested
in the following vocational fields referring to
culture&event&sport management:
Cultural Management: cultural institutions such as
museums, theaters, opera and concert halls, festivals,
music and film industry, and the wider creative
industries
Events Management: event agencies, event and
conference centers, recreational centers, corporate
marketing, sponsoring, and event departments
Sports Management: sports marketing &
communication agencies, sports federations, sports
events organizing committees
This Master Degree Program has been developed as a
management degree in the synergetic areas of sports,
culture as well as events management with a strong
international focus. The program is entirely taught in
English with native speakers coming from England,
Ireland, Canada, and Australia among others from both
universities as well as the business field. The main
emphasis lies on the development of strategic and
leadership skills. Central to this program are analysis
and conception as well as research orientation. With the
inclusion of current scientific discussions, the unity of
research and subject matter is guaranteed. This leads
to a unique interdisciplinary approach to mastering
the elements and structural provisions involved in the
management of sports, culture and events businesses.
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Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

B.A. programme :
In this degree program, students acquire knowledge
in business administration, expertise in the sports
and cultural sciences as well as special skills in
management. With respect to the Kufstein Approach,
the elements of the curriculum are not strung together
in an additive sense, but rather are connected in a
highly integrative way. In terms of this interdisciplinary
perspective, the different conditions and structural
requirements pertaining to the management of sports
and cultural enterprises are identified and discussed.
An interesting feature of the program is that students
are challenged to put theory into practice by means
of integrative case studies and projects carried out
in cooperation with partners in the fields of science,
sports and culture. Students also develop a strong
international orientation by attending a number of
major courses held in English and by studying a second
foreign language. Thus the degree program aims to
meet the specific professional demands made by the
sports, culture and event industries. Developing and
implementing innovative event concepts. Arousing
emotions and inspiring people.
M.A. programme :
The key focus of the master program represents three
core concepts - strategic management, research
and management in the fields of sports, culture
and events management and the future-orientated
focus of optional academic study modules. Students
are able to choose courses in areas such as venue
management, destination management, strategic
events management, strategic projekt development,
urban studies, and city development.
Social skills’ training is another component of the
program. Particular emphasis is placed on leadership
training, especially in an intercultural context. An
international study trip encourages the subject skills
as well as the social and intercultural competence
of our graduates. Because of the tight connection to
practical subject application, the program complies
with the special qualification requirements of various
career fields in international sports, culture and events
management.

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

B.A. PROGRAMME
SPORTS, CULTURE & EVENTS
Sports Science I
Sports Management I
Applied Sports Sciences
Cultural Sciences I				
Cultural Management I				
Events Management			
Sports Sciences II				
Sports Management II
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Cultural Sciences II					
Applied Cultural Sciences				
Cultural Management II					
Sports Management III					
Cultural Management III				
SPORTS, CULTURE & EVENTS INTEGRATIVE
Area Studies
Place & Mobile Events
Destination Management
International Arts Management		
International Sports Management 		
Event Staging						
Event Engineering					
MANAGEMENT
Introduction to Business Administration		
Introduction to Economics			
Introduction to Accounting			
Marketing			
Introduction to Law				
Communication Management			
Market Research				
Financial Controlling					
Applied Marketing Planning				
Applied Financial Planning
Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

MULTIMEDIA
Graphic Art & Design					
Media Workshop Audio & Video			
Concept Tool Box / Creative Lab
INTERNATIONAL COMPETENCES
Current Issues in Sports, Culture & Events
Management
Business Studies					
Elective: Sports, Culture & Events Management
Language & Area Studies				
SOCIAL COMPETENCES
Foreign Language I					
Teamwork & Communication			
Foreign Language II				
Presentation Skills					
Foreign Language III					
PRACTICAL TRANSFER
Scientific Methods & Writing			
Elective I						
Project Management					
Business Project I					
Bachelor Thesis Seminar I			
Business Project II					
Elective II 		
Internship						
Bachelor Thesis Seminar II
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M.A. PROGRAMME:
BRIDGE COURSES
International Cultural Management			
International Events Management			
International Financial Management			
Fundamentals in Social Research			
International Sports Management		
SPORTS, CULTURE & EVENTS MANAGEMENT
Sustainability in Sports, Culture & Events
Management
Events Budgeting				
Risk Management				
Funding in Sports				
Sponsoring				
Funding in Culture				
Festival Studies				
International Sports & Cultural Politics		
Digital Events				

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Strategic & Innovation Management			
Strategic Marketing				
Communication Management				
Intercultural Management				
Digital Marketing I				
Strategic Human Resource Management		
Digital Marketing II				
International Trends in Sports, Culture & Events
Management
RESEARCH METHODS
Research Methods				
Sports Management Research				
Cultural Management Research
INTERNATIONAL STUDY TRIP
International Study Trip				
OPTIONAL MODULES
Strategic Project Development: Fundamentals
Strategic Events Management: Sports Events		
Destination Management: Developed Destinations
Venue Management: Fundamentals			
Urban Studies & City Development: Urban Studies
Venue Management: Sports & Cultural Venues
Urban Studies & City Development: City
Development
Strategic Events Management: Cultural Events
Strategic Project Development: Leisure Project
Development
Destination Management: Emerging Destinations
SOCIAL SKILLS
Leadership Skills				
Intercultural Theory				
Team Building (Outdoor Training)
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Media Training				
Business Ethics				
Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Testimonials

PRACTICAL TRANSFER
Business Project I				
Elective I				
Business Project II				
Thesis Preparation Seminar				
Master Thesis				
Elective II				
Masters Thesis Seminar
Lisa Fuchs, graduate year 2008:
“This bachelor degree program is so special for me
for three reasons: it interlinks sports, culture, and
events, it has a strong international orientation, and it
is very practically oriented. So, first of all, it’s so unique
because it is the only degree program in the Germanspeaking countries that offers an empirically-grounded
education in the sports and cultural sciences as well
as in sports, culture and event management. What this
means for me is that I essentially have three stepping
stones for my career. This was the main reason for my
decision to join the program. And there are two other
aspects that make the program so interesting. First of
all, it has a very international orientation. Students have
the possibility to do their corporate internship abroad
and it is compulsory to do an exchange semester in
a foreign country. The curriculum also requires that
students study two foreign languages, that is, English
and another foreign language. A few of the regular
lecturers are held in English, which is really good
preparation for the study-abroad term at one of the FH
Kufstein’s partner universities. Secondly, the program
has a very practical orientation. The faculty members
are practitioners in various industries and sectors.
The student projects are organized in cooperation
with companies and organizations. And the internship
I just mentioned offers a great chance to put all the
knowledge learned in the lectures into practice in a
professional setting.”
Nikolaus Kleemann, graduate year 2008:
“The main reason for choosing this degree program
was that I also want to combine the disciplines sports,
culture and event management in my future career.
Driven by personal interest and commitment, I want
to combine these disciplines in an innovative business
idea centered around competitive dancing. Knowledge
in all three fields will help me with my plans because
competitive dancing – as the name suggests – has
athletic aspects but is also strongly influenced by its
cultural roots. Competitions, club meetings or dance
evenings are only a few examples of events that take
place in the dance sector.”
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Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

Tools comprise of the following:
lectures; seminars; practical experience

B.A. COURSE OUTCOMES:
• students are familiar with the connections within
cultural financing, particularly in the areas of public
funding and sponsoring. They can distinguish between
the principles of each and describe the fundamental
connections between them. They can explain the
operative requirements for applications and requests
and illustrate these using examples. They are familiar
with the basics of new formats such as crowdfunding
and intensified cooperation, and are capable of
discussing and arguing the potential and limitations of
these.
• students can define, create a concept, plan,
implement and evaluate less complex projects. They
can also form and lead a project team.
Students know different marketing concepts and
approaches and can apply appropriate research
instruments in real situations in sports, cultural and
event management.
• they can analyze their own decisions, what these
decisions require and the effects they may have, and
to apply these in a targeted manner in their planned
activities. They can differentiate between, evaluate
and appropriately apply the necessary concepts. They
can autonomously produce marketing plans for specific
target audiences.
On the other hand they receive a profound overall
artistic and/ or aesthetic knowledge, such as:
• students know the effect of shape, color and font.
The can produce cross-media products by preparing
the visuals (both creative and technical aspects) and
use Adobe products to implement these. Students can
develop and accomplish the creative tasks necessary
for an agency.
• students acquire a basic understanding of audio and
video production – both the aesthetic and the technical
aspects are learned, discussed and interpreted.
Finally, they know how to practically apply the acquired
knowledge:
• they can plan and coordinate both the technical and
organizational aspects of a multi-media audio or video
project.
• students master technical terminology and recording
technology, and can implement these autonomously in
their own projects.
M.A. COURSE OUTCOMES:
Students have integrative knowledge of and the ability
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Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact
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to interpret:
• the structure of the cultural activities and arts
institutions including its key players (artists, curators,
promoters, financiers, the audience) as well as
organizational forms.
• the relationship of cultural studies to cultural
management.
Alongside this exemplary knowledge, students gain
insights into key questions connected to cultural
management, such as positive and negative aspects
of identity-formation and the concern for socially and
ethnic equalized representation.
• students are able to discuss the tasks of cultural
organizations and cultural activities in an international
context.
• students understand the basic concepts of
international business administration as well as
financial and cost management and financial controlling
as management functions. Students understand and
be able to apply planning and control systems that
complement the use of traditional cost and income
statements and assist the management in strategic
decisions, in particular in relation to small and medium
sized businesses in the field of sport, culture and
events management.
Furthermore, students are able to identify special
strategic financial situations and use tools like balanced
scorecard, as a link between strategic controlling and
operational control, brought into context through real
world examples from the fields of sport, culture and
events management. Students are also able to assess
the resulting competitive advantage through efficient
financial and costing structures.
• students know public and private funding institutions
and formats, exemplified by European national
and continental structures as well as the USA and
their relations to Asian and African countries. They
understand the reciprocity of funding institutions and
cultural programs and can explain the new tendencies
such as participation and good governance. They know
about the challenges of sponsorship and the dynamics
of new forms like crowdfunding. They can reflect on the
complexity to define the concept of “culture” in relation
to funding. They are able to plan a strategy for funding,
using the “financial mix”.
• students get to know the development of festivals
from revolutionary art forms up to the recent global
expansion of Biennials. They understand and reflect
the global structure of the festival world and meet
the central challenges for management, budgeting
and program selection. They can explain the impact
on global networking through festival circuits, the
cultural transfer and reflect on business and artistic
environments. Moreover, they are able to draft the
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Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

meaning and impacts of festivals for destination
management, cultural tourism and cultural production
and they are able to create conceptions in these
courses.
• students can apply project management in the
field of sport/culture/events. They master the core
fundamentals (design/creation, planning, finance/
budgeting, implementation, documentation, evaluation,
controlling) and are able to practically apply this
knowledge in their own or in external projects.

Strengths / Weaknesses

Practice-focused degree program with very good career
prospects
Tailored qualifications for the up-and-coming sectors of
sports, culture and event management
Strong involvement of business thanks to projects and
visiting tutors
Supported integrated international study trip
Entirely taught in English with native speakers coming
from England, Ireland, Canada and Australia (M.A.)
Unique interdisciplinary approach to mastering the
elements and structural provisions involved in the
management of sports, culture and events businesses.
The curricula offered to students are very much
orientated towards the market, its expectations,
demands, and rules. The strong international context
is an added value of the programme, as it gives the
students the opportunity to check and compare their
knowledge and competencies depending on various
conditions: cultural, administrative, financial, legal and
organizational.
The profound practical transfer module is particularly
important as it allows the students to apply the
acquired knowledge in practice, so it’s not purely
academic, but closely related to the real professional
life instead.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

https://www.fh-kufstein.ac.at/eng/Study/Bachelor/
Sports-Culture-Event-Management-FT
https://www.fh-kufstein.ac.at/eng/Study/Master/
Sports-Culture-Events-Management-FT
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INIZIATIVE 2

Name of programme / experience

CAI - Citizen Artist Incubator

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs) /
Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other, which?
+ More explicit description of the type

“CAI aims to empower the next generation of artists with
the skills necessary to actively implement change in the
society and to explore unconventional partnerships and
interdisciplinary exchange as part of an international
network.
The first programme developed for performing artists that
aspire to develop new ways of using collaborative artistic
innovation to create an active impact in current issues and
global challenges.”

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?
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Total approved budget – 331,806.99 €‚
EU Creative Europe Programme (60%) –
199,084.19€‚
Partners own funding from donations and synergies
(40%) – 132,722.80€
The program is fully funded. It covers travel,
accommodation, tuition and a 600 EUR stipend.

The International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis
(IIASA) – project leader
Partners:
CulturePolis (Greece) – a Non Profit Organization (NGO)
which operates mainly in Europe and the Mediterranean
Basin, having as its main aim – through research,
analysis, debate and dialogue and throughout targeted
actions, to contribute to information and public
awareness on issues concerning culture and arts, in the
broadest sense.
The Austrian society for cultural economics and policy
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Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

studies (FOKUS) was founded in 1997 in order to
establish a platform for the exchange of ideas and
the co-ordination of new research projects as well as
to serve as a nexus between academia, the arts, civil
servants and governments.
La Vie sur Terre (The Netherlands) - helps Dutch
composer Merlijn Twaalfhoven realizing music and art
projects that bridge the gap between communities in
areas of conflict and social segregation.
Pacificstream (UK) is a provider of a range of high
quality support services including advice, guidance,
training, mentoring, and incubation to help creatives
to either start a business or help their existing art and
design practice to survive and grow.
They specialise in supporting new and existing artists,
musicians, designers and makers.

Place and Duration

Start of the Project 1/9/2015
End of the Project 31/8/2017
Two incubator camps, September 2016 and July
2017, at the International Institute of Applied Systems
Analysis (IIASA), at Laxenburg Castle near Vienna.

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

2nd edition of the incubator camp:
They are currently recruiting 17 artists who strive
to make an impact on society for our next onemonth camp in Austria. They’re looking for 17 mid
career performing artists (musicians, dancers,
actors, composers, choreographers, theatre makes,
playwrights etc.) of outstanding quality and originality
who are passionate to make a larger impact through
their work.
CAI will choose participants from the written
applications for a short follow up interview in January
2017. First results will be announced at the latest in
early February 2017.

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

Global Challenges, International Relations &
Sustainability
In order to come up with solutions one first needs to
understand the problems. Participants will take a bird’s
eye view on the world and discuss the most pressing
global challenges we are currently aware of such as
Inequality, Climate Change, Mirgation and Terrorism as
well as the interconnection between these issues. Next,
they will hone in on European and regional issues.
Change Management
How do you become an agent of change? Many
people have good ideas, but few actually succeed in
implementing them. Participants will study successful
cases and take a look at the projects through the lens
of change management.
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Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?
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Conflict Resolution
How can art play an effective role in conflict resolution?
How can conflict resolution inform art? Artists will
share their insights and experiences.
The Notion of Value
How might artistic imagination be of value to our
society? What is the meaning of authenticity and
autonomy in the arts? Participants will engage with the
notion of value creation and the dilemma of conflicting
ideals that arise from the Citizen Artist Practice.
Art as Shared Learning
Can art be a process instead of a product? Can we
share the journey of creation instead of results? How
can we actively involve stake holders in the creation
process to enhance the power of artwork?
Funding
CAI’ll share tips and tricks on how to generate funding.
More importantly, participants will explore how to fund
‘out of the box projects’ through ‘out of the box’ funding
sources.
Media
The great thing about artists is that they are on top of
latest digital developments and frequently incorporate
them in their work. CAI will have a journalist on site to
discuss how to build a relationship with – and maximize
impact through – the media.
Case studies
Pioneering Artists will be available to speak about their
work as well as share their insights and experiences.
Conception
As an artist, one creates; one uses their imagination.
But there are infinite creative design processes. CAI will
enlarge participants’ imagination toolbox with effective
exercises and workshops.
Developing a concrete project
2 weeks into the program everyone will present an
idea for their project. Then they will have two weeks
to develop this idea into a concrete realistic plan. CAI
will be there to consult and support them. On the last
day everyone will present their projects publicly. The
Incubator faculty will evaluate them. The best projects
will receive seed grants so they can get started straight
away.
Learning from each other
Teaching is important, so is learning from each other.
Participants will hail from different backgrounds,
different countries, and different artistic disciplines
but they will have one thing is common: to change
the way they go about their work. And all that they
might learn during the day will only be incubated in the
conversations they will have with each other.
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

The program is divided in 3 stages:
Preparation Period
4 Week Incubator Camp
Implementation Period
1. Preparation Period
6 weeks before the camp starts, each participant will
receive a preliminary reading list of a few hundred
pages. This will ensure everyone is on the same page at
the start of the program.
2. Incubator Camp
CAI wants to provide artists with information that will
help them to come up with citizen artist projects. After
2 weeks, they will ask everyone to present a project
idea. Over the final two weeks, participants will develop
this idea into a concrete project, including a realistic
plan on how to fund it.
3. Implementation Period
Now it’s up to the artists to turn their idea into reality.
CAI will stay in touch, advise them when they need it,
and help with the promotion of their project. Artists will
leave with a new network of experts and like minded
artists. After spending 30 days together, they will have
made new friends and colleagues for life and they will
be watching each other turn their ideas into reality and
their success into significance. And they will inspire
other to do the same.
Tools comprise of the following:
lectures; workshops; individual sessions; couching
mentoring; informal meetings; practical experience
(project building); presentations

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

“CAI stimulates partnerships and collaborations
between the participants and civil society organizations
that result in initiatives that are further developed
after the Camps. Furthermore, CAI builds a network
of citizen artists, stakeholders, and interested public
across Europe and beyond. It also raises awareness,
bring visibility, and create a dialogue to the concept of
“Citizen Artist”.

Strengths / Weaknesses

“Artistic success is hard to achieve. To actively impact
society with your work is even harder. It takes a
seemingly impossible combination of specialised
artistic skill, a bird’s eye view, personal vision, social
awareness, creativity, adaptability, entrepreneurial
spirit and a vast network to create new partnerships.
CAI is the first mid-career program that is specifically
placed to offer exceptional artists these external
skills and to promote an enhanced understanding of
leadership and its importance in the path towards
active innovation.”
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Strengths / Weaknesses

The project offers the young creatives the possibility
to put their artistic ideas into practice. It helps them
to develop skills and competencies which – even if
additional to their original formation – are essential in
today’s entrepreneurial world.
The faculty of the project, composed of experts
experienced in a given field, can guide the participants
through a complete project path, from an artistic idea
up to its final application.
Finally, working in an international environment enables
both facing different problems and giving different
solutions.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.citizenartist.eu/
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INIZIATIVE 3

manucultura.ne t

Name of programme / experience

Manucutura – cultural education with apprentices

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs) /
Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other, which?
+ More explicit description of the type

creativity and cultural education into apprenticeship
training

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Programme: Erasmus+
Key Action: Cooperation for innovation and the
exchange of good practices
Action Type: Strategic Partnerships for vocational
education and training

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

Kultur Kontakt Austria (Leader) and partners from 5
european countries: CESIE (Italy, ngo), ARKEN Musuem
of Modern Art (Denmark), Muzej Sevreme Umjetnosti
(Croatia), Alnatura Productions und Handels GMBH

Place and Duration

from 01-12-2014 to 30-11-2016

Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

the sectors of business, education and culture
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Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

• exchanged methods and techniques for cultural

education during initial VET,
• collected and disseminated best-practice examples
of cultural project work,
• identified and compared successful projects
• developped joint recommendations

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

to integrate more creativity and cultural education into
apprenticeship training

Training tools / contents developed / to
be developed

• Training programmes
• Pilot trials tested in practice: in cultural institutions,
business firms and VET schools in the respective
partner countries

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

• Statistical analyses in the best practice
questionnaires
• Special aspects filtered out of the best practice
questionnaires
• Telephone dialogues between the partners
(businesses, VET schools, and cultural institutions)
• Personal observations of best practice examples

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

•
•
•
•

Strengths / Weaknesses

The project got the award “GOOD PRACTICE
EXAMPLE”

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

https://www.manucultura.net
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/
projects/eplus-project-details/#project/2014-1-AT01KA202-000898
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INIZIATIVE 1
Management in
culture, art and
cultural tourism

Name of programme / experience

Management in culture, art and cultural tourism

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs) /
Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other, which?
+ More explicit description of the type

Post-graduate studies

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which

Tuition fee: 3900 PLN

Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?
Place and Duration
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public institution of higher education

Every schoolyear
2-semester post-graduate studies (195 teaching hours)
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

The aim of the course is to upgrade the competences of
professionals working in the following sectors: culture
institutions, art, culture tourism, in various sectors
(public, private, non-profit).
The most direct beneficiaries are:
• top- and middle-level managers working in public
organisations and culture institutions as well as
animators, planners and event organisers (museum,
theatres, concert halls, libraries among others)
• businessmen, managers and event creators working
in creative sector (private art galleries, publishing
houses, cinemas and theatres, artistic agencies etc.);
• animators and event organisers of cultural tourism
sector;
• heads and employees of city halls reponsible for
culture development and promotion

Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

• to provide the graduates with complex and
professional knowledge as well as managerial and
entrepreneurial competences and skills essential in
creative sector management;
• to provide the graduates with tools enabling
putting the acquired knowledge and skills into
action: preparation of business-plans, marketing
strategies, cultural and artistic events or plans of
transformations of historical/ modern buildings into
culture and/ or cultural tourism centres etc.
• to provide the graduates with sufficient knowledge to
start and run their own business

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Module I – CULTURE, ART AND CULTURAL TOURISM
Cultural heritage of Poland and Silesia
Culture and art of XX and XXI cent.
Cultural tourism
Cyberculture
Module II – LEGAL ASPECTS OF CULTURE, ART AND
CULTURAL TOURISM SECTOR
Law and negotiations in the domain of art and culture
merchandising
Copyright law
Cultural heritage protection
Law in tourism sector
Module III – CULTURAL AND TOURISM POLICY OF
POLAND AND EU
State and regional cultural policy
EU cultural policy
Module IV – CULTURAL AND TOURISM
ORGANISATION MANAGEMENT
Current attitudes towards organisational management
Public cultural and art institution management
Business management in culture, art and cultural
tourism
Product management in cultural tourism
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Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

Artistic and cultural project management
Module V - MANAGEMENT IN CULTURAL AND
CULTURAL TOURISM ORGANISATIONS.
Knowledge management strategies in cultural
institutions
Internet as a source of knowledge in cultural and
tourism organisations.
Knowledge technologies in culture, art and tourism
organisation.
IT in culture, art and cultural tourism.
IT as a tool of knowledge visualisation
Module VI – MARKETING AND MARKETING
COMMUNICATION IN CULTURAL INSTITUTION
ORGANISATION
Basics of marketing and negotiations
Consumer behaviour and culture marketing
Marketing research in culture, art and cultural tourism
Marketing and event organisation
The image of cultural and artistic entities
Visual communication
Media promotion strategies
Public relations
Module VII - FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT IN
CULTURAL ORGANISATIONS AND INSTITUTIONS
Public and private funds in culture sector
EU fundrising methods
Financial management in projects.
Module VIII – SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
COMPETENCES OF CULTURE MANAGER - THE ART
OF COMMUNICATION AND MEDIATION
Interpersonal communication
Public speech
Business savoir – vivre
Self-presentation
Negotiations
Module IX – DIMPLOMA SEMINAR

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

Tools comprise of the following:
• case studies
• individual and group coaching
• open discussions
• interactive workshops
• virtual platform

Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

Well-qualified managers are a crucial prerequisite for
successful, cost-effective and productive cultural and
artistic activity, with particular emphasis on publicfunded institutions.
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Strengths / Weaknesses

The necessary requirement of a successful completion
of the course is preparation of dissertation and an
exam. The graduates are obliged to prepare their own
project ready to be implemented in one of numerous
institutions relating to creative sectors, which adds a
strong practical value to the course.
The faculty of the course comprises both academics
and successful professionals and practicioners,
including foreigners.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.ue.katowice.pl/index.php?id=5958
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INIZIATIVE 2

My working
in slippers...

Name of programme / experience

“My working in slippers…”

Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs) /
Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other, which?
+ More explicit description of the type

Training course

Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?

Free for participants, public project (funding by cultural
institution)

Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?

VENO’S STUDIO Przemysły Qultury (originator and
provider) for the Miasto Ogrodów Institution of Culture
(commissioner)

Place and Duration

Project duration: October 2015 – March 2016
Katowice
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Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of
the existing training packages
(entrepreneurship skills for creatives
and cultural operators)?

Artenprise - Good practices collection

The aim of the course is to upgrade the competences of
artists and professionals wanting to conduct business
or work as freelancers in the cultural and creative
sectors.
The recruitment was open and carried out by the
commissioner (the Miasto Ogrodów Institution of
Culture). Finally, an 11-people group was formed,
consisting mostly of young mothers (20-25 years
old), and a small number of women over that age (the
oldest was 40 years old). The participants were mostly
unemployed or professionally inactive because of their
family obligations (maternity leave or raising children),
some women cooperated with NGOs as volunteers (“in
order not to go mad from idleness”).
The situation of young mothers was particularly
difficult and, unfortunately, reflected the situation in
other fields nationwide. During the first meeting that
was supposed to determine the participants’ training
needs, the women pointed to a number of obstacles and
barriers (internal and external) resulting in their low selfesteem, fears about their ability to find employment
after fulfilling their parental duties, restricted flexibility
on the job market and outdated knowledge. The
patriarchal family model was also to blame together
with the persisting conviction that artistic activity “may
be a passion but not a profession”.
The participants had had no or very limited previous
experience in conducting a business or working as a
freelancer (they also had problems with distinguishing
between those two types of professional activity),
most of them had not worked before and had had no
professional life (also because of early motherhood
or the preferred family model where the mother looks
after children and the father supports the family, which
caused the feeling of dependence and discouraged
them from leaving the husband’s side). A few
participants had had negative experience of working
in the corporate environment, which they described
as completely incompatible with their “artistic and
free spirits” They were also convinced that completing
artistic studies was pointless when it came to finding
an interesting job in Poland and regarded the activities
of job centres as irrelevant to people wanting to
find an occupation in the cultural or creative sectors
(this included the lack of job offers or specialised
consultancy).
What all the participants had in common was their
dream of independence (professional, financial and
emotional) and their wish to use their interests and
artistic passions as the basis for establishing their own
businesses in the creative and cultural sectors or to
work as freelancers.
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Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?

professional knowledge as well as managerial and
entrepreneurial competences and skills essential
in cultural and creative sector to change knowledge
and skills into action: preparation of business-plans,
marketing strategies, cultural and artistic events
sufficient knowledge to start and run their own
business foster creativity, artistic ideas, practical
issues

Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?

The course “Working in slippers” consisted of twelve
3-hour sessions (36 hours in total).
The course combined working on soft skills and
developing a practical knowledge necessary for
establishing and conducting businesses, including
the legal aspects of economic activity, applicable
accounting regulations and forms of taxation, the
labour code, marketing and market analysis, financing
sources (such as loan funds or EU grants), brand and
corporate identity or customer service.
Another important element of the training was
analysing the specific aspect of conducting a
business activity in the creative and cultural sectors.
Additionally, such issues as stress or time management
and maintaining relationships with business partners,
clients and contractors were also given sufficient
consideration. A lot of attention was also given to
analysing the participants’ professional abilities in
the context of the life roles they performed, creating
their personal and professional brands (based on
their talents), and developing psychological resilience
(overcoming stress, pressure and stage fright and
dealing with difficult personalities). The questions
of “How to create a business that will let me use my
passion and earn a profit” as well as the copyright law
were also discussed.
The participants also attempted at defining their
strengths and weaknesses and use the former to create
the concept of their professional development followed
by a business plan.
The final product of the course was interesting
business ideas and complete business plans. All the
participants received course certificates. According to
the information obtained 3 months later (incomplete
feedback) two people started working for creative
companies, one person decided to establish her own
business (after receiving a subsidy).

Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring /
team building / coaching / practical
experience / networking / e-learning /
virtual platform / other, which?

The training course was tailored accordingly and
implemented such forms of work as motivational
workshops, group coaching, lectures or case study
analyses.
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Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact

This training course was unique combination of
synergies between creativity and business:
• knowledge about the legal regulation of the field of
culture;
• know the basic mechanisms of economy, especially
those of creative industries;
• apply legal, budgetary, marketing and organizational
knowledge and skills in managing cultural events;
• be able to relate, synthesize and integrate into
practice the knowledge and skills acquired

Strengths / Weaknesses

It the final conclusion, the participants pointed to a
large deficit in advisors/mentors who would know the
specificity of the creative and cultural sectors (people
who could provide practical and psychological support),
deemed Polish entrepreneurship education inefficient
and described the system of artistic education
incompatible with the needs of the job market.

References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

http://www.venos.pl/szkolenia/aktualnosci/kursykreatywnosci-dla-miasta-ogrodow/
http://miasto-ogrodow.eu/strona/kursy_kreatywnosci
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Introduction, background and objectives
1.1. Preparation activity O1 - A1

O1-A1 desk research is the activity that will set the methodology of the research and data collection.
The objective is to research in existing entrepreneurship training programmes, case histories & best practice in
EU28 to update the preliminary analysis made during application phase, to ensure project products/processes
build on previous experiences and meet needs of target groups.
It will be a desk research with the preparation of case history reports to describe strength and weaknesses of these
actions and the key characteristics of the training methodologies applied. Each partner, including the leading partner
Materahub, will perform the research at country level.
Research actions will be developed using the methodology of “competitive development”, through direct action for
projecting, experimentation, development and pre-industrialization of a new training product. The product will be then
tailored on the previous experiences and exigencies showed by target groups emerged during the research/needs
analysis phase.
Each partner will have to perform a desk research on 1 to 3 programmes/experiences for each of the following EU
countries distributed as follows:

Inova Consultancy

UK - The Netherlands - France - Bulgaria

Arteria

Poland – Germany – Austria - Estonia

CCIC

Hungary – Slovenia – Slovaquia - Croatia

Militos

Greece – Cyprus - Malta - Romania

Ayto Granada

Latvia – Lithuania - Portugal - Spain

Chamber of Commerce

Finland – Ireland – Belgium - Luxembourg

MateraHub

Italy – Sweden – Denmark - Czech Republic

1.2. Desk research (O1-A1)

Activity (O1-A1) sets the methodology of the research and data collection, and consists in researching in existing
entrepreneurship training programmes / case histories and best practice in EU28 according to specific country
focus with the preparation of case history reports to describe strength and weaknesses of these actions and the key
characteristics of the training methodologies applied
In this document, Materahub presents:
• templates for partners to be used to perform the desk research, suggesting the most effective methodology to reach research objectives
• instructions for partners on how to fill the templates

Artenprise - Templates, tools and guidelines to partners on how to proceed with 		
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Templates and guidelines for desk research
The following instructions include templates, tools and guidelines for all partners on how to proceed with the
research.

2.1. Cases based on desk research: writing a case history

The Desk research and case histories will be built on publicly available information, and previous research,
experiences and expertise of the partners, and if needed, complementary case interviews. One option is to first
prepare a draft case report based on all available material.
Case histories should be concise (1 – max 2 pages), consisting of:
• short description of the case: background, objectives, target groups, methodologies/actions applied, results,
impact;
• key observations and conclusions on the best practices found / experiences / values added / benefits lessons
learned;
• the reasons why the methodologies and actions have been useful and relevant strengths and weaknesses.
• the activities already implemented or under implementation in EU (analyzing also short-one shot performances), in order to detail typology, contents, objectives, results, methodologies, typology of actors involved, duration, money used, people involved

•
•

the relationship between companies, institutions and artists/creatives where there has been an interaction
the competences that artists/creatives need/have to be successful entrepreneurs

• kind of organizations that have carried out training entrepreneurship programmes (please details the typology,
dimension and context in which the action has been performed)
• please also include comments from different actors as part of the text, visual elements and pictures, links to
You-Tube materials oa., which make the text/material easy to read and interesting and will differentiate our report as something that looks good enough to be read by more than just a handful.
The draft version should include
• tentative plan about which cases will be included in the national report (1-2 cases / country)
• short description of these cases (1/2 page) illustrating why these particular cases have been chosen.
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2.2. Guiding template for gathering activity data with the desk research
This template may be applied creatively taken into consideration what is relevant for each case.
For each programme / experiences

Name of programme / experience
Type of programme / experience
Entrepreneurial skills or path (for CCIs) /
Innovation skills (for CCIs) / Other, which?
+ More explicit description of the type
Type of funding:
Regional programme / National
programme / European programme /
Private initiative / National curricula e tc.
lasting operation (for example a course
offered by an university)/ Other which
Funding sources: budget:
/ public project funding (type: culture,
innovation, cohesion, other which) /
foundation / private / participation fee /
other which?
Organizer and partnership details
Public sector (university, development
agency, other) / private company / nonprofit / other, which?
Place and Duration
Target groups / number of participants
What are the target groups of the existing
training packages (entrepreneurship skills
for creatives and cultural operators)?
Needs / competences to be gained or
advanced
What are the competences
(entrepreneurial or personal) that target
groups need to acquire?
Training objectives and contents
What are the themes and topics of
existing training packages and their
contents?
Training tools / contents developed / to
be developed
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Methodologies used / Modes of study
Lecture / workshop / mentoring / team
building / coaching / practical experience /
networking / e-learning / virtual platform /
other, which?
Results / Customer feedback/
Experiences / Impact
Strengths / Weaknesses
References: main sources of
information (if many, specify according
to the piece of information)

2.3. Research reports

After the collection of data, preparation of case histories, practices and after the survey data analysis, each partner
will create a research report at country level to present the outcomes of the research, using the structure of research
provided by Materahub to perform. The research reports will cover the partner country and the countries of Europe
that each partner additionally had to research in.
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1. Introduction
This document sets out interview guidelines for the qualitative questionnaire conducted as part of the ArtENprise
project. These guidelines provide instructions regarding the preparation, implementation and processing of the
interviews and its responses.
In particular, in order to develop an ‘Entrepreneurial Competence Framework for Artists and Cultural Operators’, the
Consortium of the ArtENprise project aims to identify key mentoring competences in creative entrepreneurship in
order to develop a new training approach for artists and creatives so as to foster their entrepreneurial competences,
mindset and skills. To this end, each partner (based in Greece, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Spain and the UK) will
conduct three to five qualitative interviews, hereby ensuring coverage of the European dimension that this project
isaddressing. The interview consists of 6 questionsopen-ended questions, the answers towhich will be analysed
and reported upon. Subsequently, the research results will be used to develop the previously mentioned training
programme for artists and cultural organisations.
The target group for this questionnaire is experts in entrepreneurship education and coaching, preferably those
that work in areas related to arts and creative entrepreneurship.

2. Qualitative Interviews Guidelines
The interview guidelines lay out procedural instructions on how to conduct the qualitative questionnaires. Paragraph
2.1 sets out the preparatory steps to be taken before moving on to the questions. Paragraph 2.2 then focuses on the
questioning itself, and paragraph 2.3 finally lays out how to conclude the interview.
Annexed to these guidelines you can also find a template for the ‘informed consent’-form.

2.1 Interview preparation

1. Find a place with no/little distraction. Make sure that the interview takes place at a location where the interviewee feels comfortable (this is often in their own working environment), and avoid places where there can be too
many distractions (e.g. a busy lunchroom). If not face-to-face, the interview can also take place over the phone/
Skype.
2. Introduce yourself and the project to the interviewee. Before moving on to the questions you should give the
interviewee a short presentation about the aim and objectives of the project.
3. Clarify the purpose and content of the interview. Disclose the purpose and aim of the interview, and what goals
are to be achieved with it. Furthermore, explain the character of the questions and clarify whether they can ask
questions in between or request them to wait until the end of the interview.
4. Indicate how long the interview will take.The interview contains 6 questions and will normally take no longer
than an hour to complete.
5. Address confidentiality terms and collect consent forms. This is of high importance! Assure the interviewee
about the anonymity and confidentiality of the interview. Explain how their answers will be processed, analysed
and used.
6. Record the interview. Make sure to receive permission from the interviewee to record the interview before doing
so.
7. Ask the interviewee if they have any questions. Ensure that everything about the background and content of
the interview is clear before moving on to the questions.
8. Be prepared.Make sure you are well acquainted with the questionsbefore going into the interviewso as to be able
to (1) maintain a grip on the interview and (2)further clarify the questions further when requested.

2.2 Interview conduct

1. Be prepared. (see above) Make sure you are well acquainted with the questions before going into the interview so
as to be able to (1) maintain a grip on the interview and (2) further clarify the questions further when requested.
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2. Maintain a natural flow. It is advised to follow the interview structure as given, but don’t hesitate to change the
order or ask further follow up questions, when this feels appropriate. Don’t hesitate to elaborate on a set question
with a few follow-up questions if the responses would be of value for our research.
3. Ask one question at a time. Refrain from confusing the interviewee and only ask one question at a time. This also
applies to questions that consist of multiple parts.
4. Stay on topic. Ensure that the interviewee does not divert to a topic that does not relate to the aim and objectives
of the interview as this information will not be useful for further analysis. It furthermore increases the risk of the
interview running over the set time of around one hour.
5. Remain neutral.Make sure that you stay neutral throughout the interview as not doing so might influence the
responses that the interviewee gives.
6. Listen. Listen carefully to what the interviewee is saying, respond to interesting remarks and ask for details and
clarifications where needed. Allow the interviewee enough time to think about their answer and do not interrupt
them.
7. Occasionally verify the recording device is working and still recording.

2.3 Interview closure

1. Verify that the recording device worked throughout the interview.
2. Rework and complete your notes. Make sure that immediately after the interview you go over your notes in order
to clarify them for yourself. When waiting too long there is a risk that you will forget what you meant.
3. Write down notes to improve the quality of your next interview. There might be certain aspects of the interview
that don’t work as well in practise as on paper. If this happens, make a note about it so you are able to anticipate
and change certain aspects if needed.
4. Requestcontact details. Maintaining contacts with the interviewees is very useful and important for the successful delivery of the ArtENprise project, due to their experience in the field.

2.4 Resources

C. McNamara, ‘General Guidelines for Conducting Research Interviews’
[accessed 9 December 2016]
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3. Interviews reporting and data use
Once all the interviews have been conducted, the answers will be analysedand reported upon following a report
template that will be distributed to the partners by Inova. This reporting will take place in English. Subsequently,
the research results will be used to develop an ‘Entrepreneurial Competence Framework for Artists and Cultural
Operators’ so as to foster their entrepreneurial competences, mindset and skills.
Based on the Competence Framework, the consortium will produce a new training programme called the ‘Enterprise
Circles’. This programme is based on the methodology of Mentoring Circles™ as developed by Inova Consultancy, and
will be adapted to suit the new target audience of artists and cultural operators.

4. Questionnaire
1. Participant’s background (name, experience in the field,…)
a. Aim is to find out more about their activities in the areas of arts and entrepreneurship support
b. Do you work solely with artists or also enterprises in other sectors? How likely are you to work with artists?
2. What are the enterprise/business skills that you find artists need, but often lack?
The following list of skills, taken from the quantitative questionnaire, are to be used as guidance during the
interviews, so as to achieve clear, common and shareable results. However, please ensure to emphasise to the
interviewees that they are not bound by this list and are free to bring up other skills they might feel are missing. This
will add to the quality of the training we are to develop.
Management skills (the ability to
manage yourself, time and other
people successfully)

Self-motivation and discipline

Ability to compete

Communication skills (e.g. the ability
to sell ideas and persuade others)

Ability to adapt to different situation

Willingness to take risks (or at least
not risk averse)

Ability to work both as part of a team Ability to think creatively and
and independently
innovate

Ability to network and make contacts

Ability to plan, coordinate and
organize effectively

Ability to multi-task

Ability to draw up a business plan for
your business/venture

Financial skills (such as bookkeeping and calculating tax)

Ability to take responsibility and
make decisions

Ability to identify, protect and exploit
intellectual property

Ability to research effectively
(e.g. available markets, suppliers,
customers and the competition)

Ability to work under pressure

Self-confidence

Ability to market and sell a new
product or idea

Ability to persevere through direct
and indirect challenges

3.
4.
5.
6.

What do you feel artists can do to improve these skills?
Looking at it from the other way around, what skills do artists add to the world of business and entrepreneurship?
Do you know of any initiatives that bring together artists and business training?
Any additional ideas and/or suggestions?
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Dear artist/creative,
Thank you for taking part in this interview. It is research for the “ArtENprise” (Supporting Artists and Cultural
Organizations in developing Entrepreneurial Skills) project, which is co-funded by the European Commission’s
Erasmus+ programme.
The Chamber of Commerce of Granada is coordinating this project, with partners from Greece, Hungary, Italy,
Poland, Spain and the United Kingdom.
The project aims to:
• promote entrepreneurship education to develop the employability of artists and creative people; and to develop and create cultural and arts enterprises
• encourage artists and creative people to focus more on business skills and making money
• assess relevant and transferable skills and provide practical entrepreneurial training
The project will support artists, cultural organisations and professionals to develop and improve their entrepreneurial
skills. These are the skills that are necessary to potentially make your art or creative work more financially rewarding.
There will be support from mentors and from peers facing similar issues in the countries involved, along with sharing
of best practices and solutions.
Answering the following questions will help you to reflect on your personal entrepreneurial vision of your own artistic
or creative work. It will be used to help us to develop a relevant pilot programme for the project.
Please don’t miss the chance to take part in our training sessions that are to start in 2017 - and don’t forget to
include your email address in the contact information so we can let you know what is coming up.
Your contribution is extremely important and valuable to us.
Thank you for your time!
ArtENprise Consortium
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Contact information
Interviewed artist/creative’s full name
Name: _________________________________________________________________ Surname: ____________________________________________________________Age
□ 18-24 □ 25-34 □ 35-44 □ 45-54 □ 55 and over
Gender
□ F □ M
City_____________________________________

Region and country______________________________________________________

E-mail ___________________________________________________________________________
Description of the area/s you are engaged in (please specify cultural sector such as music, theatre, etc.):
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

By answering this survey, you allow the partnership to process your personal data that will be used only for the purpose of keeping
you informed on the project achievements and not for any other purpose nor transferred to third parties.
For accessing, cancelling or modifying your personal information you can write an email to the Chamber of Commerce of Granada,
promoter of this project to info@camaragranada.
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About your education and professional experiences
1. You are:
□ a full-time artist/creative
□ a part-time artist/creative with another type of occupation
2. How many years have you been practising as a professional Artist/Creative?
□ Less than 1 year
□ 2-4 years
□ More than 5 years
3. How do you finance your artistic and/or creative practice? (please choose one or more)
□ Sales of personal artistic/creative products
□ Performances
□ Grants & other funding
□ Consulting work related to art/creative practices
□ Teaching art/music/dance performance/creative subjects
□ Savings
□ Employment in non-art/creative practices
□ I am supported by my partner/family
4. Are you self-employed?
□ YES
In which sector?...............................................................................................................................
How long for? □ Less than 1 year - □ 2-4 years - □ More than 5 years
□ NO
5. Have you ever had a job that is outside of the creative industry, such as in commercial or social enterprises*?
□ YES
In which sector?...............................................................................................................................
How long for? □ Less than 1 year - □ 2-4 years - □ More than 5 years
□ NO
6. Do you have any formal education or training in business, commerce or enterprise?
□ YES - Please specify: ......................................................................................................................
□ NO
*A social enterprise is an organisation that applies commercial strategies to maximize improvements in human and environmental
well-being—this may include maximizing social impact alongside profits for external shareholders. Social enterprises can be
structured as a for-profit or non-profit, and may take the form (depending in which country the entity exists and the legal forms
available) of a co-operative, mutual organisation, a disregarded entity, a social business, a benefit corporation, a community interest
company or a charity. What differentiates social enterprises is that their social mission is as core to their success as any potential
profit.(Source: Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_enterprise)
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Entrepreneurial skills of artists and creatives
7. Below you will find skills/knowledge/attitudes that are common for success in a job.
Please think about those that you believe are necessary to make your art/creative work more financially
rewarding and rate them by marking from 1 (the least important) to 5 (the most important).
Skill/knowledge/attitude

Your mark

Talent
Practical experience
Training or qualifications in your art form or creative practice
General education
Research or the process of inquiry
Internet skills and communication technologies including social media
Marketing, branding and promotion
Business skills and administration
Managing intellectual property
8. Please assign a mark from 1 (the least important) to 5 (the most important) to the skills listed below that you
think artists / creatives would need to become successful and financially rewarded “Entrepreneurs” in their
specific field.
Skills
Management skills (the ability to manage yourself, time and other people successfully)
Communication skills (e.g. the ability to sell ideas and persuade others)
Ability to work both as part of a team and independently
Ability to plan, coordinate and organize effectively
Financial skills (such as book-keeping and calculating tax)
Ability to research effectively (e.g. available markets, suppliers, customers and the
competition)
Ability to market and sell a new product or idea
Self-motivation and discipline
Ability to adapt to different situation
Ability to think creatively and innovate
Ability to multi-task
Ability to take responsibility and make decisions
Ability to work under pressure
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Ability to persevere through direct and indirect challenges
Ability to compete
Willingness to take risks (or at least not risk averse)
Ability to network and make contacts
Ability to draw up a business plan for your business/venture
Ability to identify, protect and exploit intellectual property
Self-confidence

9. Please think of 3 skills/knowledge/attitudes not listed above that you would like to develop or improve in
order to achieve greater success and rewards from your artistic or creative practice.
Skills

10. We are looking for other artistic or creative entrepreneurs in the sector. Would you like to nominate anyone
that is an inspiration and role model for you?
Full name

Sector
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